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Summary
Corotating twinscrew extruders are unique and versatile machines that are used widely in
the plastics and food processing industries  Due to the large number of operating variables
and design parameters available for manipulation and the complex interactions between
them it cannot be claimed that these extruders are currently being optimally utilised  The
most signicant improvement to the eld of twinscrew extrusion would be through the
provision of a generally applicable dynamic process model that is both computationally
inexpensive and accurate  This would enable product design process optimisation and
process controller design to be performed cheaply and more thoroughly on a computer
than can currently be achieved through experimental trials 
This thesis is divided into three parts	 dynamic modelling measurement and control 
The rst part outlines the development of a dynamic model of the extrusion process which
satises the above mentioned criteria  The dynamic model predicts quasi
D spatial proles
of the degree of ll pressure temperature specic mechanical energy input and concen
trations of inert and reacting species in the extruder  The individual material transport
models which constitute the dynamic model are examined closely for their accuracy and
computational eciency by comparing candidate models amongst themselves and against
full 
D nite volume ow models  Several new modelling approaches are proposed in the
course of this investigation  The dynamic model achieves a high degree of simplicity and
exibility by assuming a slight compressibility in the process material allowing the pres
sure to be calculated directly from the degree of overll in each model element using an
equation of state  Comparison of the model predictions with dynamic temperature pres
sure and residence time distribution data from an extrusion cooking process indicates a
good predictive capability  The model can perform dynamic stepchange calculations for
typical screw congurations in approximately 
 seconds on a  MHz Pentium 
 personal
computer 
The second part of this thesis relates to the measurement of product quality attributes
of extruded materials  A digital image processing technique for measuring the bubble size
distribution in extruded foams from cross sectional images is presented  It is recognised that
this is an important product quality attribute though dicult to measure accurately with
existing techniques  The present technique is demonstrated on several dierent products 
A simulation study of the formation mechanism of polymer foams is also performed  The
ii
measurement of product quality attributes such as bulk density and hardness in a manner
suitable for automatic control is also addressed  This is achieved through the development
of an acoustic sensor for inferring product attributes using the sounds emanating from the
product as it leaves the extruder  This method is found to have good prediction ability on
unseen data 
The third and nal part of this thesis relates to the automatic control of product
quality attributes using multivariable model predictive controllers based on both direct
and indirect control strategies  In the given case study indirect control strategies which
seek to regulate the product quality attributes through the control of secondary process
indicators such as temperature and pressure are found to cause greater deviations in
product quality than taking no corrective control action at all  Conversely direct control
strategies are shown to give tight control over the product quality attributes provided
that appropriate product quality sensors or inferential estimation techniques are available 
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Chapter  
Introduction
Abstract This thesis is concerned with the dynamic modelling sensing and
control of corotating twinscrew extruders  The purpose of this chapter is to
give a general overview of the present state of screw extrusion to discuss the
developments required to improve the utilisation of these machines and to
outline the format of this thesis 

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Figure  	 Extrusion cooking process diagram 
 A General Overview of Screw Extrusion Technology
Screw extrusion is a unique continuous process that accepts feed material performs mixing
shearing heating and pressurisation upon it and then shapes it by forcing it through a die 
Screw extruders are common in the polymer processing industries where they are used for
example in blending polymers extruding tubes and beams plastic coating wires and thin
lm production  Almost all the plastic in the world has passed through an extruder at least
once during its lifetime  Screw extruders are also being increasingly applied in other areas
such as paper pulping the manufacture of nitrocellulose propellants and pharmaceutical
additives  Food production is another eld where screw extruders are widely applied
where they are used for making diverse products such as pastas textured soy proteins
pued cereals and snack foods and animal feed pellets  Because screw extruders combine
processes such as mixing cooking and shape forming in a single unit they enable process
simplication and rationalisation over traditional production methods 
Screw extruders consist of a barrel inside which one or more helical screws rotate to
propel feed material towards a die at the discharge end of the machine  A typical food
extrusion process is shown in Figure    Of the two basic design variants single screw
and twinscrew extruders the latter are the more versatile as they allow a wider range of
feed materials and processing conditions  In particular corotating twinscrew extruders
uniquely allow selfwiping screw geometries that prevent buildup of material on the screws
that can result in material degradation and surging  Due to their industrial importance and
operational challenges this thesis is concerned only with corotating twinscrew extruders 
An example of the screw shafts and barrel of a corotating twinscrew extruder is illus
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Figure  	 Exploded view of shaft and barrel of a corotating twinscrew extruder 
trated in Figure    It can be seen that the screw shaft consists of several dierent types
of screw components  This is typical of modern extruder designs which have a modular
construction allowing the screw shaft to be built up and modied using a variety of com
ponents that perform dierent processing tasks  This allows a high degree of customisation
and exibility in these machines  The mechanical action of the screws on the process mate
rial usually results in signicant heat generation from friction and viscous heat dissipation 
It is common to have heat exchangers built into the barrel to allow additional heating or
cooling to be applied to the process material 
Although corotating twinscrew extruders have been used commercially for many
years there is still a great deal of art and operator experience involved in their suc
cessful application  This is because the process operating characteristics depend on a large
number of interacting factors  These include material properties such as rheology thermal
conductivity and chemical transformations geometrical factors such as screw design leak
age gap ows and screw wear and operating conditions such as screw speeds feed rates
and barrel temperature proles  From a process and material transport modelling point of
view there are several signicant challenges  These include mobile ow boundaries due to
the rotation of the screws mobile interfaces between solid liquid and gas phases and a de
tailed complex geometry that cannot be greatly simplied without eliminating some of the
important features that characterise the extrusion process  As a result twinscrew extrud
ers defy simplistic modelling attempts  At the other end of the modelling spectrum highly
detailed computational uid dynamics approaches suitable for the twinscrew extrusion
process are prohibitively computationally intensive 
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Despite these challenges the value of a generally applicable extrusion process model
is evident  New product design or optimisation of existing processes requires extensive
experimental trials that are time consuming and costly  This is necessary to understand the
eect of the multitude of dierent operating conditions and possible screw congurations
on the process at hand  If these experiments could be replaced in whole or part with
computer simulations then the product design cycle would be faster and cheaper 
Extrusion modelling has been addressed in the literature on two dierent levels	 screw
component modelling and whole process modelling  Screw component models generally
employ detailed nite element uid modelling techniques that are quite accurate when the
boundary conditions can be precisely specied  Such methods are computationally inten
sive and may require many hours or days of calculation time on a dedicated computer  For
this reason they are only applied to short lengths of a particular screw type to analyse the
local uid ow around it  Process models which consider the entire process from feed hop
per to die need to employ greater process simplications in order to arrive at a solution in
an acceptable timeframe which is preferably minutes or hours rather than days or weeks 
The challenge lies not only in developing computationally cheap models for describing the
material transport in the screws but also in devising a suitable model mechanism which
gives a true representation of the boundary conditions and process characteristics while
oering a tractable solution  Some existing steadystate process modelling approaches are
reasonably advanced although the prediction capability in general could be improved by
representing the boundary conditions more accurately  Dynamic process models which are
necessary to perform process control and residence time distribution simulations have re
ceived little attention in the literature because of the diculty in representing the moving
phase boundaries during transients  There is currently no generally applicable dynamic
model that provides an accurate representation of the extrusion process 
The boon of process modelling becomes more signicant when some of the newer ex
truder applications are considered  Extruders are being increasingly applied in specialty
areas where they are used as chemical reactors for making plastics and pharmaceutical
additives  Chemical reactions contribute an additional dimension of complexity to the
process that can be extremely dicult to optimise without a reliable process model  How
ever models capable of tracking reactions occurring within the extruder need to consider
mixing and residence time distribution eects that are not well characterised in existing
process models 
Another topic of growing concern in recent years is the reduction of product variability
through improved process control  This is particularly an issue in food extrusion processes
which are highly sensitive to process disturbances  This is because the product properties
of interest typically chemical or physical properties such as the degree of cook or extent
of pung depend on the entire processing history and not just the nal temperature
at which the product leaves the extruder  Cooking extruders are regularly subjected to
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signicant disturbances in the feed material properties as the rheological properties of
biological materials can vary seasonally or with storage conditions  By contrast polymer
extrusion processes experience far less variation in their plastic feed materials and chemical
reactions unless specically encouraged do not greatly inuence product quality  Good
control schemes need to incorporate an understanding of the process to be controlled
in order to determine the impact of disturbances on product quality the best choice of
controlled and manipulated variables and the required degree of controller sophistication 
The most cost eective way to carry out such investigations and assess the performance of
dierent control strategies is via simulation studies based on a realistic dynamic process
model  Again this reduces the need for trialanderror experimentation with candidate
control schemes 
A second issue related to process control is the automatic online measurement of
product quality attributes PQAs in a manner suitable for feedback control  Current
extruder control systems where present usually seek to regulate the process by controlling
easily measured process variables such as die temperature and pressure  However the
control of these variables does not necessarily guarantee that the PQAs of interest are
also tightly regulated  Novel sensing techniques are becoming increasingly sought after in
order to measure or infer the values of PQAs so that they can be regulated using automatic
control 
 Scope For Process Improvement
In summary screw extrusion is a mature process that is unique and widely used though
the exact mechanisms of operation are not entirely understood  In order to utilise extruders
optimally and accelerate product development cycles particularly when a large number of
operating parameters can be varied an accurate and generally applicable process model
that is computationally inexpensive would be extremely useful  To enable process control
strategies to be investigated a dynamic process model is required  In order to control
PQAs directly rather than indirectly through secondary process variables new sensing
and inferential measurement techniques are required  Each of these issues is addressed by
this thesis 
 Thesis Aims and Organisation
The general aim of this thesis is to develop tools that will enable the utilisation of extruders
to be improved  The specic goals are to develop a dynamic model of the corotating twin
screw extrusion process to develop a product quality sensor suitable for control purposes
and to evaluate the performance of direct and indirect control strategies on the regulatory
control of PQAs  The generic approaches developed in this thesis will be demonstrated
predominantly with case studies in food extrusion although the techniques are completely
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	 Organisation of thesis 
general and can be applied to any corotating twinscrew extrusion process  This thesis is
organised as shown in Figure  
 
Chapters  of this thesis relate to the development of a dynamic model of the co
rotating twinscrew extrusion process  Chapter  considers the geometry of the barrel die
and common screw types that comprise corotating twinscrew extruders  The relevant
expressions for volume surface area and crosssectional geometry of the leakage gaps are
sourced from the literature or derived where necessary  Chapter 
 presents a new computa
tionally inexpensive approach for modelling nonNewtonian uid transport in corotating
intermeshing screw pairs  The accuracy of the model is assessed by comparing its ow
rate predictions with a 
D nite volume solution of the ow equations  Chapter  aims to
determine which of the published simplied approaches for calculating the ow rate in the
kneading discs section of an extruder oer the best accuracy for their computational eort 
A simple D model and a D ow analysis network FAN model are compared with a

D nite volume approach  Chapter  is a brief chapter which considers uid transport in
orice discs and simple circular die elements  Chapter  describes how the models for the
screw components presented in Chapters 
 are combined to simulate the dynamic be
haviour of a complete corotating twinscrew extrusion process  The basic dynamic model
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is extended to include models for gelatinisation kinetics and product bubble growth dy
namics to enable product quality attributes to be estimated 
Chapters    relate to automatic metrology and sensing of PQAs of extruded prod
ucts  Chapter  describes a digital image processing technique for analysing crosssectional
images of pued extruded products that automatically measures the pore size distribution
of the sample  Chapter  conrms the experimentally observed distributions in Chapter 
using a simple simulation model for bubble nucleation growth and coalescence in a pung
medium  Chapter  presents an acoustic sensing technique that allows the product bulk
density to be measured rapidly and accurately using only the sounds emanating from the
extruder 
Chapter  considers the model predictive control of an extrusion cooking process 
Using the dynamic model of Chapter  as a virtual process both direct and indirect
control strategies are examined for regulating the PQAa in the face of process disturbances 
Finally Chapter  presents the conclusions from this thesis 
Each chapter is written as much as possible in a selfcontained style that introduces
the relevant background material develops or references the necessary theory presents
results and draws conclusions based on those results  This leads to the repetition of some
supporting material but the improvement in the readability of each chapter as a separate
piece of work is believed to be worthwhile 
Chapter 
Geometry of Corotating
TwinScrew Extrusion Equipment
Abstract In this chapter the geometrical information required to model uid
transport and heat transfer in corotating twinscrew extrusion equipment is
presented  The screw components analysed include trapezoidal ight screws
selfwiping screws kneading discs orice discs reverse screw elements the
barrel and the die  Expressions are presented for the crosssectional geome
try surface area and volume of each component as functions of their dening
parameters  The geometry of the ow channels is also considered and two
dimensional crosssections representative of the shape of the ow channel and
leakage gaps are described  These expressions will be used extensively in the
subsequent chapters for the development of uid transport and heat transfer
models for corotating twinscrew extruders 

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 Introduction
The analysis of material transport and heat transfer in screw extruders requires a complete
geometrical description of the screws barrel and die which comprise the machine  In this
chapter the geometry of each of these components is reviewed and expressions for the
crosssectional geometry surface area and ow volume are presented  The geometries of
several common screw types are described including trapezoidal ight screws selfwiping
screws kneading discs orice discs and reverse screw elements 
The geometry of selfwiping screws and kneading discs has already been investigated
in detail by Booy   Trapezoidal ight screws have a simpler geometrical description
though no equations for their surface area have been noted in the literature so one such
expression is derived here  The remaining equipment have trivial geometric descriptions 
One aspect of this thesis involves the development of a new approach for analysing
ow in corotating intermeshing screw pairs  This analysis requires a description of the
screws leakage gap geometry which is not available in the literature  Although Janssen
 has studied the geometry of leakage gaps in closely intermeshing counterrotating
extruders the same analysis cannot be applied to corotating equipment  Consequently
expressions are derived here for the geometry of the relevant leakage gaps in trapezoidal
ight and selfwiping screw pairs 
 CrossSection Geometry Surface Area and Volume
   The Barrel
The screw shafts rotate within a tightly tting gureeight shaped barrel as illustrated in
Figure  a  Only the bore of the barrel is considered here the geometry being dened
by two parameters	
a
CL
ψΒ 
RB
b
Figure  	 a The extruder barrel b geometrical parameters of the bores 
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R
B
	 The bore radius 
C
L
	 The distance between the screw axes 
The angle 
B
shown in Figure  b is given by	

B
 cos
 
 
C
L
R
B

 
The bore crosssectional area is equal to
A
BX
    
B
R

B
 C
L
R
B
sin
B
 
so the volume V
B
of a length L of barrel is
V
B
 A
BX
L  

The perimeter of the barrel crosssection has a length P
B
given by
P
B
    
B
R
B
 
The internal surface area A
B
of a length L of the bore is therefore given by
A
B
    
B
R
B
L  
    TrapeziodalFlight Screws
Intermeshing pairs of trapezoidal ight screws are shown from dierent perspectives in
Figures  ac  A crosssection through a trapezoidal ight screw is shown in Figure
 d revealing the salient geometrical features of this screw type  The screw ights cross
section is trapeziodal and symmetrical in shape and the screw geometry is completely
specied by  parameters	
R
r
	 The radius of the screw root 
R
s
	 The radius of the screw tip 
w
c
	 The channel width 
t
f
	 The ight tip width 
L
p
	 The screw pitch length 
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Figure  	 The trapezoidal ight screw from a plan b orthographic and c elevation
perspectives  d Screw dening parameters 
The full screw is generated by sweeping the shaded portion in Figure  d about the
zaxis along a helical path of pitch L
p
  Trapezoidal ight screws can be designed to closely
intermesh so that the ights of neighbouring screws block each others ow channel  They
can consequently generate steep pressure gradients and are commonly placed prior to the
die and other shaft components which produce a ow constriction 
The radius of the screw surface as a function of the zcoordinate shown in Figure  d
is given by	
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The axial coordinate z is related to the angle of rotation   about the zaxis by
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Figure  
	 Crosssection geometry of the trapezoidal ight screw 
z 
L
p
 

 
Making this substitution into Equation   provides a denition for the screw cross
sections radius as a function of    The crosssection geometry is shown in Figure  
 
The equation for the radial distance r  to the ight ank is then
r   R
r

L
p
 R
s
 R
r

L
p
  w
c
  t
f

 
The tip angle  is given by the expression
 
t
f
L
p
  
and the angle of the ight anks  is
 
L
p
 w
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  t
f
L
p
  
The crosssectional area of the screw is equal to the contributions from the root tip and
both anks	
A
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


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
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 
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Evaluating the integral using the expression for r  in Equation   and simplifying using
Equations   and   leads to
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




 
The volume of a trapezoidal ight screw of length L is therefore given by
V
S
 A
SX
L  

An expression for the screw surface area is derived using an approach identical to that
taken in Booy  who studied the geometry of selfwiping corotating screws  The
surface area of a trapezoidal ight screw consists of three types of surface	 one generated
by the tip the second generated by the root and the third generated by the anks  The
surface area generated by the tip is	
A
tip
 R
s
L 
t
f
L
p
R
s
L  
Similarly the root curve generates the area	
A
root

w
c
L
p
R
r
L  
To determine the area A
flank
generated by one ank curve over an axial length L
consider the screw surface geometry in the proximity of point P on the screw crosssection
shown in Figure  a  Q is a neighbouring point on the ank curve so PQ lies on the
screw surface  S lies on the indicated arc such that SO  PO  r  The area of a helical
strip through SP which would lie on a cylinder of radius r is
dA
cyl
 Lr  d   
Through S a line can be drawn parallel to the screw axis  That line is perpendicular
to the plane of the screw crosssection and perpendicular to SP   The helical curve drawn
through P intersects this line at T when d  is appropriately small  The triangle QTP is
now an element of the screw surface while triangle STP is part of dA
cyl
  Figure  b
shows the angle  between the lines SG and QG which are in a plane normal to PT  
Angle

SPT is equal to the local helix angle  which is a function of r given by
r   tan
 
 
L
p
r 

 
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Figure  	 a Trapezoidal ight screw surface area element with b enlarged perspective
of the element 
From Figure  b it can be seen that
cos  
SG
QG

sinr 
p
sin

r   tan


 
From Figure  a showing the angle  it can also be seen that
tan 
r   d   r 
r d 
 
Recognising the denition of the derivative Equation   becomes	
tan 

r
dr
d 
 
The radius r  of the ank surface can be expressed in terms of the known dimensions as
per Equation   resulting in	
tan  

R
r
L
p
w
c
t
f

L
p
R
s
R
r

  
 
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The surface generated by one ank curve becomes	
A
flank

Z
  L
p
 w
c
 t
f

L
p

Lr 
cos 
d   
All the variables in Equation   can be expressed in terms of the dening screw dimen
sions  This equation can be numerically integrated to determine A
flank
for a given screw 
The total surface area then becomes	
A
S
 A
tip
A
root
 A
flank
 

One nal important note on the geometry of trapezoidal ight screws is that adjacent
screws are in phase with each other meaning that the lobes of adjacent screws have the
same angular orientation which can be seen in Figure  a 
Only single tipped trapezoidal ight screws were relevant to this thesis although cor
responding expressions for multitipped trapezoidal ight screws can be easily derived by
using a similar analysis to that shown here 
   SelfWiping Screws
Selfwiping screws by denition wipe their mate at all rotational positions  This property
makes them useful for food and polymer processing as they prevent the buildup of ingre
dients on the screw surfaces that can cause surging or lead to the degradation of heat and
shear sensitive materials  A selfwiping screw is uniquely dened by four parameters	
R
s
	 The screw radius 
C
L
	 The distance between the screw axes 
n
t
	 The number of tips 
L
p
	 The pitch length 
Figure   shows examples of both two and three tipped selfwiping screws  In practice
the screws should not physically touch each other so a clearance gap g
s
is provided for 
The clearance gap might also be indirectly specied by including the screw root radius R
r

as g
s
 C
L
 R
s
 R
r
  The analysis presented here will ignore this clearance for the time
being which can easily be accounted for by using a smaller axial spacing C

L
 C
L
  g
s
in
the calculations 
The selfwiping nature of these sonamed screws is demonstrated in Figure   which
shows crosssections through a pair of selfwiping screws at several stages of rotation  The
geometry of selfwiping screws has been investigated in detail by Booy  so this
section is essentially a summary of the relevant geometrical expressions reported there  It
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a b
c d
Figure  	 Plan and perspective views of selfwiping screws with two and three tips 
is assumed that the screws have equal diameters rotate in the same direction at identical
speeds and have identical tip and root angles   If the angle 
S
is dened in a similar
manner to Equation   as

S
 cos
 
 
C
L
R
s

 
then the tip and root angles  as shown in Figure   are given by
 

n
t
  
S
 
The root has a constant radius of C
L
 R
s
  The radius of the ank curve at an angle   as
shown in Figure   is given by	
r  
q
C

L
 R

s
sin

   R
s
cos    
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a b
c d
Figure  	 Selfwiping screws in various stages of rotation 
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Figure  	 Parameters of the selfwiping screw 
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and the crosssectional area of the screw is given by	
A
SX
 n
t


S
C

L
  C
L
R
s
sin
S
	



n
t



R

s
 C
L
 R
s



 
The volume of a length L of the screw is therefore
V
S
 A
SX
L  
The surface area of a length L of selfwiping screw is given by
A
S
 n
t
L

R
s
 C
L
 R
s

 
Z

S

r 
s
 
R

s
sin

 
sin

r

C

L
 R

s
sin

 
	
d 

 
where r  is given by Equation   and r is the local helix angle given by
r  tan
 
 
L
p
r

 

The integral term in Equation   can be evaluated numerically to determine the
surface area of the screw 
Selfwiping screw pairs have a phase dierence 
s
given by

s
   

n
t
 

Consequently a pair of selfwiping screws having two tips will have a phase dierence of

 
 which is apparent in Figure   
   Kneading Discs
Kneading discs are used in pairs and employ the same selfwiping geometry in their cross
section as selfwiping screws  The dierence for kneading discs is that they have no pitch
and are usually arranged in blocks with successive elements slightly rotated with respect
to their neighbours  A block of kneading discs is consequently dened by the parameters	
R
s
	 The disc radius 
C
L
	 The distance between the screw axes 
n
t
	 The number of tips 
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a b
c d
Figure  	 ab Single pairs of  and 
 lobed kneading discs and cd blocks of kneading
discs arranged in  

 
increments 
L
d
	 The thickness of the disc 

s
	 The staggering angle between successive discs 
Examples of two and three lobed kneading discs are illustrated in Figure   
The equations for shape and volume are the same as those given for selfwiping screws
in Section   
  Because the elements have no pitch however the expression for the surface
area of a kneading disc as given by Booy  is	
A
S
 n
t
L
d
C
L
 
S
  

where  and 
S
are dened in Equations   and   respectively 
Kneading discs are used for mixing and shearing the process material  The transport
behaviour of kneading discs depends on the relative orientation of successive discs  The
discs can be arranged to produce either a neutral forward or reverse conveying action 
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Figure  	 A pair of orice discs 
   Orice Discs
A pair of orice discs can be used to create a ow constriction at the point where they
are placed on the screw shaft  A pair of orice discs as they would be oriented on a screw
shaft are shown in Figure    Both discs are identical in shape  Orice disc elements are
dened geometrically by three parameters	
R
s
	 The tip radius of the orice disc 
R
r
	 The root radius of the orice disc 
L
d
	 The total length of the orice disc element 
The volume of an orice disc element is given by
V
S

L
d


R

s
R

r
	
 


and the surface area by
A
S
 L
d
R
s
R
r
  

R

s
 R

r
	
 

which does not include the top and bottom faces 
In this geometrical denition of orice discs no clearance has been allowed for between
the overlapping anks of the discs  In practical designs a small gap is included 
Flow past a pair of orice discs can only be through the annular region between the
discs and the barrel  When included on a screw shaft material accumulates in front of
the orice discs until a high enough pressure is generated to force the material through
the annular slit  Orice discs can be used in this way to create regions of high shear and
viscous heat dissipation 
   Reverse Screw Elements
Reverse screw elements sometimes called lefthanded screws are threaded oppositely to
the forward conveying screws so that they naturally convey material in the opposite direc
tion  Their geometry is therefore a mirror image of the forward conveying version of the
screw  The geometrical expressions in Section    and   
 therefore apply 
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Reverse screws are used to create regions of high ll high pressure and high shear in
the extruder  They naturally convey material back towards the feed end of the extruder
so the preceding screw elements must generate high opposing pressures to pump material
through them towards the die 
  	 The Die
Process material which reaches the end of the screw shaft enters the die cavity reservoir
where it resides briey until it is forced out of the extruder  The cavity and die are usually
customised to meet individual process requirements and may be very complex in shape 
In this thesis only a simple die geometry is considered  The die is modelled as a reservoir
with a circular aperture through which the process material leaves the extruder  The die
is normally made of metal which contributes a signicant thermal mass to the process 
The important parameters concerning the die block are therefore
V
d
	 The volume of the die cavity 
R
d
	 The radius of the circular die aperture 
L
d
	 The length of the die 
V
m
	 The volume of metal comprising the die block 
 Channel Geometry and Leakage Gaps in Corotating
Screws
In a simplied analysis of uid transport in corotating screws i e  one which does not
entail a full 
D solution of the ow equations it is practical to cut the ow channel into
simpler subregions and consider the ows between them  This type of analysis requires
an understanding of the shape of the ow channels and leakage gaps which connect the
dierent regions of the ow volume 
Figure   shows a trapezoidal ight twinscrew pair which has been cut at the mid
point between the two screw axes  The screw and its mate both rotate in an anticlockwise
direction when viewed from above  The black arrows indicate the ve types of ow route
the process material can take between dierent parts of the ow volume  These ve types
of ow are identied as follows	
Q
c
	 The channel ow in the Cshaped channels away from the intermeshing region 
Q
t
	 The tetrahedron gap ow between the channels of adjacent screws 
Q
s
	 The side gap ow between the anks of adjacent screw ights 
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Qf
Qt
Qs
Qn
Qc
Figure  	 Flow in intermeshing screw pairs 
Q
n
	 The calender gap ow through the nip region between the tip of one screw and
the root of the adjacent screw 
Q
f
	 The ight gap ow through the annular region between the ight tip and the
barrel wall 
The terminology adopted here is identical to that used by Janssen  for describing
leakage gaps in counterrotating equipment  Note however that the leakage gap geometries
in the present corotating geometry are completely dierent to those reported in this
reference 
The geometry of the channel ow and leakage gap crosssections will be investigated
in the following sections  Both trapezoidal ight and selfwiping screw geometries are
considered 
  The Screw Channel
Axial CrossSection
Crosssections through the screw axis of a trapezoidal ight and a doubletipped selfwiping
screw are shown in Figures  a and b respectively  The ow channel has width G
c
r
at a radial distance r from the screw axis  For trapezoidal ight screws the function G
c
r
can be written almost directly from the screw denition of Equation    It is given by
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Figure  	 Crosssections of a trapezoidal ight and b selfwiping screw types showing
channel shape 
G
c
r  w
c

r  R
r
R
s
 R
r
L
p
  w
c
  t
f
 for R
r
 r  R
s
 

For selfwiping screws the channel width is made up of a contribution from the screw
root plus contributions from the anks  The screw root with angle  given by Equation
  makes a contribution of
G
root
c
r 
L
p


 

The contribution from the ank G
ank
c
r is derived from Equation   by substituting
for   using Equation   and rearranging	
G
ank
c
r 
L
p

cos
 
 
C

L
 R

s
  r

R
s
r

 

The total channel width of a selfwiping screw is therefore given by
G
c
r  w
r
 w
f
r

L
p



L
p

cos
 
 
C

L
 R

s
  r

R
s
r

for C
L
 R
s
  r  R
s
 

Transverse CrossSection
Calculation of the ow in the screw channel using a helical coordinate system requires a
description of the screws transverse crosssection where the span between adjacent anks is
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Figure  	 Angular span of the trapezoidal ight screw channel crosssection 
expressed as an angle  Figure   shows the transverse crosssection through a trapezoidal
ight screw  The angular distance between anks 
c
r is given by

c
r 
w
c
L
p

r  R
r
L
p
  w
c
  t
f

L
p
R
s
 R
r

for R
r
 r  R
s
 

A similar expression can be written for the angular span of a selfwiping screw channel	

c
r    cos
 
 
C

L
 R

s
  r

rR
s

 for C
L
 R
s
  r  R
s
 
where  is the tip angle dened according to Equation   
   The Tetrahedron Gap
Flow between the channels of adjacent screws occurs via the tetrahedron gap as illustrated
in Figure  
  The shape of the tetrahedron gap is shown in Figures  a and b  The
tetrahedron gap is taken to lie on a plane parallel to the two screw axes and equidistant
from them both 
In analysing the geometry of the tetrahedron gap reference is made to Figure  a
which shows a transverse axial view of an intermeshing screw pair  The section plane AA
through the intermeshing region passes through PQR and the xcoordinate points from
P towards R  Figure  b shows the section AA indicating the width of the tetrahedron
gap G
t
x as a function of x 
The cosine rule applied to triangle POQ yields expressions for r and   as functions of
x	
rx 
p
x

R

s
  xR
s
sin
S
 
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Figure  
	 Section showing ow in the tetrahedron gap 
a b
Figure  	 Tetrahedron gaps for a trapezoidal ight and b selfwiping screw pairs 
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Figure  	 Deriving the shape of the tetrahedron gap 
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 x  cos
 
 
r

R

s
  x

rR
s

 
where
  x 
q
R

s
  C

L
 

The distance G
t
x between screw anks is determined by starting at the point Q on the
underside of screw s ank moving to the equivalent point Q

on screw  moving along
screw  to the point directly below the starting point Q on screw  and then moving up
through screw s ight to the top of its ank  By accounting for the vertical distances
travelled along this path G
t
x can be determined 
If the screws have a phase dierence angle of 
s
 and the ight thickness at a radius r
is given by the function dr as shown in Figure  c then G
t
x is given by
G
t
x 
   
S
    
s

L
p
  dr 

   
S
    
s

n
t

L
p
n
t
 
where the delimiters b	 	 	 c prescribe the integer part of or oor of the contained argument 
The oor term is required to account for screws which have more than one tip as the
tetrahedron gap surface may lie between ank surfaces generated by dierent tips relative
to each screw  Equation   is valid for any type of screw  For a single tipped trapezoidal
ight screw 
s
  and dr is given by	
dr 
R
s
  rL
p
  w
c
  t
f

R
s
 R
r
 t
f
 
For a selfwiping screw the phase dierence 
s
is given by Equation  
 and dr is
given by	
dr 
L
p
n
t
 
L
p

 
L
p

cos
 
 
C

L
  r

 R

s
rR
s

 
  The Side Gap
The side gap allows material to pass between the ank of one screw and the tip of the
other as shown by Q
s
in Figure    The side gap has an irregular shape as it is bound
above and below by the helical surfaces of dierent screw anks  Because the tip edge
of the screw ight typically comes closest to the adjacent screw ank the representative
side gap geometry is chosen to lie along the tip edge so that it represents the maximum
bottleneck to ow presented by the side gap 
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Figure  	 Deriving a representative shape for the side gap 
Figure  a shows a plan view of two intermeshing screws  The ight of Screw 
overlaps that of Screw  and the arrows indicate ow through the side gap  Consider
points along the arc AB which lie on the ight tip edge of Screw  and their distance to
the ank surface of Screw  directly below i e  along a path parallel to the screw axes 
Figure  b indicates such a point P which lies at distances R
s
from Screw  and r
from Screw   The position of P is dened by the coordinate  
 
 
The vertical distance G
s
 
 
 from P to the ank of Screw  is derived following a similar
procedure to that used for the tetrahedron gap  A path can be taken from P on the tip of
Screw  to the equivalent point P

on Screw  taking into account the phase dierence
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between the screws then moving along Screw  to point T at an angle  

relative to Screw
 moving up to the top of the tip and then nally moving along the upper ank surface
to a position directly below P at a distance r from the centre of Screw   By accounting
for the vertical distances travelled along this path G
s
 
 
 can be determined	
G
s
 
 
 
    
 
   

 
s
L
p

 
t
f

 
dr

 

    
 
   

 
s
L
p

n
t
 
L
p
n
t

 
where
r 
q
R
s
sin  
 


 C
L
 R
s
cos  
 


 
 

 tan
 
 
R
s
sin  
 
C
L
 R
s
cos  
 

 
and dr is given by Equation   for a trapezoidal ight screw and Equation   for
a selfwiping screw  Note that Equation   is valid for all threaded screw types  The
parameter  
 
has the range	
   
 
 cos
 
 
C
L
R
s

  
The oor term b	 	 	 c in Equation   is required to account for screws which have more
than one tip as the required gap surface will lie between ank surfaces generated by
dierent tips relative to each screw 
The  
 
argument in Equation   can be converted to a length argument x representing
the distance along the ight tip by making the substitution
x   
 
R
s
 
Figures  a and b show typical examples of G
s
x for trapezoidal ight and
selfwiping screws respectively  Note that a perfectly selfwiping screw would have zero
clearance between the screws and hence no side gap  The example shown in Figure  b
is for a selfwiping screw with a clearance g
s
 	 mm between the screw tip and root 
  The Calender Gap
The calender gap is shown circled in Figure    It can be thought of as a narrow slit of
width t
f
and length G
n
 C
L
 R
s
 R
r
 
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Figure  	 Examples of the width of the side gap for a a trapezoidal ight screw pair
and b a selfwiping screw pair with g
s
 	mm 
Figure  	 The calender gap 
  The Flight Gap
The ight gap is the annular space between the screw tip and the barrel wall as shown
in Figure    The ight gap may be unwrapped and treated as a long slit of width
R
B
 R
s
and length L
y
given by
L
y

   
B

q
L

p
 R
B


 
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Figure  	 The ight gap is the clearance between the screw tips and the barrel wall 
 Conclusions
In this chapter the geometry of corotating twinscrew extrusion equipment has been
reviewed  The components considered are trapezoidal ight screws selfwiping screws
kneading discs orice discs reverse screw elements the barrel and the die  The dening
parameters and surface geometry of each component are discussed and expressions for
their surface area and volume are presented  The geometry of the screw channels and
leakage gap crosssections are also developed  The expressions presented here will be used
in later chapters to develop models for uid transport and heat transfer in corotating
twinscrew extruders 
Chapter 
Fluid Transport in CoRotating
TwinScrew Elements
Abstract In this chapter a computationally cheap model for fully developed
isothermal nonNewtonian uid transport in corotating intermeshing screw
pairs is presented  The free volume contained within each pitch length of the
screws is divided into two types of volume element for analysis  These consist of
Cshaped elements and intermeshing region elements  Six mechanisms for ow
between model elements are identied	 ow via the screw channel tetrahedron
gap side gap calender gap ight gap and pumping ow which represents
the positive displacement action of the screws  The forward and reverse ow
rates for each type of ow are calculated using simplied ow models whereby
the ow crosssection is divided into a one dimensional D mesh for analysis 
In this way the velocity elds are estimated iteratively with little computa
tional eort while the results compare well with more accurate D approaches 
The helical geometry of the Cshaped chambers is taken into consideration by
employing a helical formulation of the ow equations  The overall transport
behaviour of the screws is determined by writing the mass balances for each
element and numerically integrating them to steadystate  By comparing the
net throughput versus pressure gradient curves predicted for a sample trape
zoidal ight screw pair it is demonstrated that the simplied model achieves
a comparable accuracy to a full 
D nite volume model of the screw pair  The

D ow analysis is performed on a single pitch length of screws using periodic
boundary conditions in a moving frame of reference which allows the exact
boundary conditions to be specied  Expressions for the rate of viscous heat
generation per unit ow volume as a result of the ows in the system are also
presented 


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 Introduction
When modelling uid transport in twinscrew extruders the extent of detail required
depends on the intended application of the model  Screw designers who may be interested
in the conveying eciency or mixing properties of the screw might require a full 
D
solution of the ow elds around the screws  This can be a computationally demanding
task even on fast modern computers  Process engineers on the other hand are usually
only interested in the properties of the product which comes out of the extruder 
In such cases where less extensive detail about the uid transport behaviour is required
simplications which reduce the computational requirements of the model may be possible 
Faster solving models also nd broader application in process control and optimisation
investigations which may in themselves be the motivation for developing simpliedmodels 
It is vitally important to assess the accuracy of any simplied model before it can be
applied with condence  This assessment can be made by comparing model predictions
with either experimental observations or with more accurate transport models  As the
inaccessibility of the uid inside an operating screw extruder makes good experimental
data dicult to acquire 
D nite element models provide the most appropriate benchmark
for model accuracy 
The goal of the present chapter is to introduce a computationally inexpensive rst
principles model for uid transport in corotating intermeshing screw pairs inside an ex
truder  Model accuracy is assessed by comparing its predictions with those made using a

D nite volume model for conditions where the 
D model boundary conditions can be
specied exactly 
This chapter begins with a review of the literature relating to the modelling of uid
transport in screw elements in corotating twinscrew extruders  Comment is made on the
use of correct boundary conditions in the case of 
D nite volume models of screw pairs 
This is followed by a brief discussion on the model structure capable of describing a co
rotating twinscrew pair after which the presently used model structure and the division
of the free volume of the screws into model elements is presented  The D approach for
modelling ows between these volume elements is then derived along with the boundary
conditions used when it is applied to each type of ow channel  A 
D nite volume model
for ow in intermeshing screw pairs is then presented  The results section presents a com
parison of the ow rates calculated using the D and 
D models for a sample trapezoidal
ight screw pair over a range of pressure gradients  The chapter closes with a review of
the conclusions resulting from this work 
 Review of Flow Modelling in Screw Elements
In this section the literature on modelling uid transport in screw elements of corotating
twinscrew extruders is reviewed  The studies are presented in roughly chronological order
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Figure 
 	 A common simplication of the helical screw geometry is to unwrap the channel
treating it as a straight trough with a moving wall 
of their publication and in increasing model complexity 
The rst attempts to model screw extruders focused on the singlescrew variety  These
contributions are relevant to the development of twinscrew extruder models as the ow
eld in Cshaped regions of twinscrew pairs far away from the intermeshing region is well
approximated by the ow eld in the channel of a singlescrew extruder 
A common approach for modelling ow in the Cshaped screw channel is to unwrap
the channel from the screw as depicted in Figure 
   The barrel may then be viewed as a
at plate which moves with a velocity R
B
N at an angle  the helix angle relative to the
unwound trough  Helicity and curvature eects are neglected by the unwrapping procedure
so this method is only valid for screw channels which are relatively shallow compared
with the screw radius  Downchannel ow in this unwound geometry has an analytical
solution for isothermal Newtonian uids when the channel crosssection is rectangular
or semicircular Rowell and Finlayson   Adaptions of this approach have been used
to approximate downchannel ow in channels with dierent crosssections by applying
correcting shapefactors which depend on the depthtowidth ratio of the channel Tadmor
and Klein   Booy  for instance applied this technique to selfwiping screw
channels while Tayeb et al  b adapted the method to model ow in deep screw
channels by using a cylindrical r
  
 z coordinate system which is tilted by the helix angle
so that the angular  coordinate points in the downchannel direction at the point of
analysis 
The advantage of unwrapping the screw channel or tilting the cylindrical coordinate
axes as described above is that one of the coordinate vectors becomes aligned with the
downchannel ow direction reducing the fully developed ow problem in this direction
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to D  However this coordinate transform implicitly ignores the helical nature of the
screw  To address this problem Yu and Hu  proposed a helical coordinate system
whereby the velocity vector is decomposed into three orthogonal components pointing in
the radial crosschannel and downchannel directions  This helical coordinate system is
particularly useful for analyzing fully developed downchannel ow in screws because the
problem naturally reduces to D without altering the true geometry of the screw 
To accurately model downchannel ow in channel geometries of arbitrary shape
numerical schemes must be employed  To this end Denson and Hwang  numeri
cally solved the momentum equation in the downchannel direction of an unwrapped self
wiping screw channel for an isothermal Newtonian uid  More accurate nonNewtonian
approaches were employed by Wang and White  who compared a modied ow
analysis network FAN model Tadmor et al   with a 
D nite element method 
Downchannel ows predicted by the two models for unwrapped screw channels agreed
within  and correlated well with the results of Denson and Hwang  in the New
tonain uid case 
One of the rst attempts to model corotating intermeshing screw pairs was made
by Booy  who treated the ow region as a continuous channel wrapped around
both screws  The twinscrew system is then represented by an equivalent singlescrew
geometry having an equivalent number of screw channels  This approach was originally
proposed for selfwiping screw geometries where the ow across the intermeshing region is
relatively uninterrupted  It is not however an appropriate simplication for trapezoidal
ight screws which are usually designed to intermesh tightly so to minimise ow across
the intermeshing region and thereby maximise pressure development 
The major diculty in modelling twinscrew extruders arises from the time depen
dent nature of the ow boundaries due to the screw rotation  This has resulted in
many researchers applying various simplications to the boundary conditions to formulate
tractable models 
Tayeb et al  b and Vergnes et al   treated the intermeshing region as a
local constriction in which only pressure ow is assumed  A more accurate treatment of
the intermeshing region was given by Szydlowski and White  who modelled the
isothermal ow of Newtonian uids in selfwiping screws using a D FAN approach  The
intermeshing region was represented by a transverse oset between two aligned channels
representing a pair of adjacent Cshaped chambers  This eectively introduced a ow
constriction between the adjacent Cshaped chambers  The screws were assumed stationary
with the barrel rotating around them hence the relative motion of the screws was ignored 
Chiruvella et al   considered ow in both the Cshaped channel and intermeshing
regions for nonisothermal nonNewtonian uids using a 
D nite volume ow model 
The translation and intermeshing regions were modelled separately and then coupled by
matching the inlet and outlet conditions of each model in order to simulate the overall
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transport in the screws  The geometry of the intermeshing region was simplied into a
rightangled channel and the inuence of the screw ights was ignored
 
  The relative
motion of the screws was also ignored  Goart et al   simulated isothermal Newtonian
ow in the transport i e  Cshaped screw channels and intermeshing regions of selfwiping
screw pairs using a 
D nite element method  The correct 
D geometry of the ow region
was used but the relative motion of the screws was ignored 
No doubt due to the diculty in representing the time dependent ow boundaries in
corotating twinscrew extruders there have been no references noted in the literature
where the correct boundary conditions have been used in their modelling  The situation
typically envisaged is one where the screws are kept stationary with the barrel wall sliding
around the screws  The relative movement of the screws is ignored as a consequence  While
such models can provide interesting insights into ow behaviour around such geometries
it must be recognized that the results produced do not correspond to real extruders 
  Boundary Conditions in D CoRotating TwinScrew Extrusion
Simulations
Flow simulations of complete twinscrew extruders are complicated by the moving ow
boundaries presented by the rotation of the screws as there is no frame of reference in which
the screw walls or housing do not move into the volume occupied by the model mesh  The
numerical techniques for managing this situation involve either remeshing the entire ow
domain after every time step or the use of mobile meshes and multiple frames of reference 
Due to the enormous computational requirements of such approaches and the fact that
such algorithms are not included in many commercial ow simulation software packages
simplied boundary conditions are regularly used in twinscrew extrusion simulations 
However there is a very useful situation which can be modelled exactly using a station
ary mesh approach  This requires one to consider an innitely long length of the screws so
that the entry and exit eects can be ignored  The velocity and pressure elds can then be
solved for in a frame of reference moving axially in the conveying direction of the screws
at a speed of
v
obs
z
 L
p
N 
 
where L
p
is the screw pitch length and N is the rotational speed of the screws  To an
observer in this frame of reference the screw and barrel surfaces move tangential to the
ow volume at every point

  Consequently the ow analysis can be performed using a
stationary model mesh without simplifying the boundary conditions  The exact ow eld
is then obtained by adding v
obs
z
to the computed velocity eld in the axial direction 

This is the so called parallel plate model where the screw channel is treated as a trough with a bottom
and a top but no sides

This frame of reference is equivalent to an observer sitting on a nut while a screw is turned through it
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The limitation of this approach is that it requires periodic boundary conditions at each
pitch length down the eectively innitely long screws  As a result this method cannot be
used to model situations where the uids physical properties or the screw pitch changes
down the length of the extruder  Consequently nonisothermal systems reacting mixtures
and mixing eects cannot be modelled using this method  The benet however is that
the conveying properties of corotating screws under steadystate isothermal conditions
can be calculated accurately using simple stationary mesh approaches 
While Cheng and ManasZloczower  and Cheng and ManasZloczower 
used this moving coordinate system in their analysis of the dynamics of distributive mixing
in intermeshing twinscrew conveying elements they did not exploit the periodic boundary
conditions at the entry and exit planes to their screw system  It is curious that there have
been no reports in the literature of this approach being used specically for modelling the
uid transport behaviour of screws 
This approach will be used later in this chapter to perform 
D simulations of uid
transport in corotating screw pairs to provide a benchmark for assessing the accuracy of
a simplied modelling approach 
 Model Development
 Model Structure
The real uid transport behaviour of twinscrew systems is complex so some simplication
is necessary in order to arrive at a model which solves reasonably rapidly  It is necessary
then to reect on what the fundamental process being performed by the screws is and to
ensure that this functionality can be represented properly in the chosen model structure 
It has been noted by Bounie  that while model structure has a lesser eect on bulk
transport properties it has extremely important implications for mixing and residence
time distribution predictions 
Figure 
  shows several possible mechanisms for material transport in a corotating
twinscrew extruder  The rst shown in Figure 
 a represents one extreme though
impossible geometry where the screws intermesh perfectly inside a tightly tting barrel
so that the process material is trapped in the Cshaped chambers of the screws  In this
situation the extruder acts as a positive displacement pump conveying the material in
each Cshaped chamber to the die cavity where it accumulates until pressure forces it out
of the die  This situation is depicted by the analogy of a series of unconnected vessels on a
conveyor belt which deposit their contents into a storage vessel from which material can
exit by hydrostatic pressure when suciently full 
The second case shown in Figure 
 b represents an extruder in which the screws
do not intermesh at all so there can be no positive displacement behaviour  The unin
terrupted channel of each screw can be represented by a series of stationary reservoirs
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Figure 
 	 Several ways of modelling the twinscrew extrusion process a pure conveying
like a positive displacement pump b pure drag and pressure ow as a series of linked
CSTRs with ows both forwards and backwards c the most realistic model structure
incorporating both these elements but requires moving model elements which are dicult
to implement d a compromise incorporating a CSTR network with positive displacement
pumps crossed centres to emulate conveying behaviour 
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with material being exchanged between each in series due to pressure and drag ows  This
model structure is represented by a series of stationary continuous stirred tank reactors
CSTRs connected by pumps in the forward direction and overow pipes in the reverse
direction 
The behaviour of a real corotating intermeshing extruder lies between these two pre
vious cases  From a process viewpoint there is a certain capacity for positive displacement
behaviour and also for mixing between the imperfectly sealed screw channels due to pres
sure and drag ow  This situation is depicted in Figure 
 c by a series of CSTRs on
a conveyor belt connected by overow pipes  Inconveniently this type of model structure
is dicult to implement in practice because it requires moving model elements  That is
elements would be required to gradually appear at the feed end of the extruder and grad
ually disappear as they deposit their contents into the die reservoir  The computational
overhead required to implement a model having this structure is a major deterrent to its
use as a fast solving simplied model 
The modelling in this chapter therefore employs a model structure having stationary
elements  The structure is essentially a series of CSTRs as shown in Figure 
 d  In addi
tion to pressure and drag ows between the elements there is a pure positive displacement
ow component represented by an additional pumping ow depicted by crossed pump el
ements in Figure 
 d between the elements in the conveying direction of the screws
equivalent to the ideal conveying rate 
  Division of the Flow Volume into Model Elements
A twinscrew extruder can be modelled to high accuracy by dividing the ow volume into
many N small elements and solving for the ows between them  This is the standard
approach of nite volume analysis  The disadvantage of this approach is that the compu
tational complexity of the model is approximately ON

 as the solution process involves
inverting an N  N matrix Press et al  

  One can however reduce the compu
tational load by strategically dividing the free volume of the extruder into fewer volume
elements between which the ow rates can be readily determined  The volume division
is completely arbitrary therefore some heuristic judgement can be applied to ensure that
the ows between the resulting elements can be computed easily and that the resulting
network of elements captures the essential behaviour of the extruder 
Six mechanisms for ow inside corotating intermeshing screw pairs are identied	
Q
c
	 downchannel ow in the screw channel 
Q
t
	 ow through the tetrahedron gap between adjacent screw channels 

Note that iterative solution techniques can alternatively be employed and one can also take advantage
of band	diagonal matrix structures to reduce the computational complexity
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 
	 Flow through the ve identied bottlenecks in intermeshing screw pairs 
Q
s
	 ow through the side gap between the tip edge of one screw ight and the ank of
another 
Q
n
	 ow through the calender gap between the tip of one screw and the root of the other 
Q
f
	 ow across the screw ights in the annular region between the ight tip and the
barrel wall 
Q
p
	 ow from the positive displacement action of the screw 
These ows excludingQ
p
 are depicted in Figure 
 
  Although this ow discrimination
is entirely arbitrary with this particular approach all of the bottlenecks and ow avenues
around the screws are represented 
By partitioning the ow volume along these ow avenues the screw volume can be
divided into modelling elements  Figure 
  demonstrates one such approach for dividing
the free volume contained within one pitch length of a single tipped trapezoidal ight
screw pair  In this case the screw channel and the tetrahedron gap are partitioned along
planes parallel to the screw axis passing through the screw centre and the barrel nip as
shown in Figure 
   The resulting six elements comprise two identical Cshaped elements
and four identical by symmetry arguments intermeshing elements 
For screws with n
t
tips a similar division process produces n
t
volume elements per
pitchlength of the screws 
Note that if less than six volume elements were used to represent the present ow
volume then some of the ows Q
c
 Q
t
 Q
s
 Q
n
or Q
f
would occur internally within one of
the elements and its inuence would not be captured by the model  It might also be noted
that although some of these ows may seem insignicant for the geometry shown they
may in fact be quite large in alternative geometries or when the screws have been worn by
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Figure 
 	 Segmentation of screw pair volume into model elements a a trapeziodal
ight screw pair with dots indicating one pitch length of ow volume b the ow volume
removed from the screw c exploded view of the ow volume divided into six modelling
elements d closeup view of the intermeshing element from two perspectives 
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Figure 
 	 Plan view of screws showing divisions between the model sections as dashed
lines 
extensive use  For this reason it is recommended that a minimum of n
t
elements be used
to represent the volume of one pitch length of an intermeshing screw pair  The division
process just described will be used in all the screw analysis performed in this thesis 
Model Element Volumes
The volume of the identied Cshaped and intermeshing region elements follows from the
analysis for barrel and screw volumes presented in Chapter   The volume of a single
Cshaped chamber is given by	
V
C

L
p
n
t
   
S




R

s
 A
SX


 
and the volume of a single intermeshing element is given by
V
I

L
p
n
t

R
s
C
L
sin
S
 
A
SX

S



 

where A
SX
is the crosssectional area of the screw given by Equation   for trapezoidal
ight screws or Equation   for selfwiping screws  Note that the annular volume between
the screw ight tip and barrel wall is not included in these volumes 
 Flow Network Structure
If the free volume in an arbitrary number of pitch lengths of intermeshing screws is divided
into volume elements as described in the previous sections then these elements and the
ows which connect them form what could be viewed as a network of CSTRs  Figure

 a shows a schematic representation of one such network for a single tipped screw
where the elements inside the dashed rectangle represent one pitch length of the screws 
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Figure 
 	 Flow network for a singlelobed screw pair a leakage ows b pumping
ows  The elements inside the dashed rectangle represent one pitch length of the screws 
In this gure the long rectangles represent Cchamber elements and the squares represent
intermeshing elements  In the interest of clarity the positive displacement ows Q
p
are
shown separately in Figure 
 b  These pumping ows which occur in addition to Q
c

Q
t
 Q
s
 Q
n
and Q
f
 are directed in the conveying direction of the screw only  Networks
representing screws with two and three tips are shown in Figures 
  and 
  respectively 
Note that there are two side gaps connecting adjacent intermeshing regions  one
above the intermeshing screw ight and one below it  resulting in a ow of Q
s
  This
can be readily seen in Figure 
  which reveals that the two labeled intermeshing regions
are connected by side gaps both above and below the intermeshing ight of the adjacent
screw 
If the ow linkages between the elements in these ow networks are removed then one
is left with a repeating pattern of six elements  If these elements are numbered sequentially
as indicated in Figures 
  
  and 
  then simple relationships can be written for the
indices of connected elements in terms of the number of screw tips n
t
  For example C
shaped channel ow occurs between the Cshaped chamber of index k and intermeshing
elements of index k  i and k   i where i is given by	
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Figure 
 	 Flow network for a doublelobed screw pair a leakage ows b pumping
ows  The elements inside the dashed rectangle represent one pitch length of the screws 
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Figure 
 	 Flow network for a triplelobed screw pair a leakage ows b pumping
ows  The elements inside the dashed rectangle represent one pitch length of the screws 
Intermeshing
regions
Figure 
 	 A slice through the intermeshing region claries that there are side gap ows
both above and below the intermeshing ights 
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Figure 
 	 Three dimensional perspective view of a singlelobed screw ow network 
Positions have been altered for clarity 
i 

  n
t
   if n
t
is odd
  n
t
   if n
t
is even

 
Similarly the positive displacement ows Q
p
take place between every element k and
the corresponding element in the conveying direction of the screw which has index k   
Each of the elements in the ow network has a position in space given by the volumes
centre of mass along the screw channels centreline so the ow network might also be
viewed in a three dimensional diagram as shown in Figure 
   In this gure the element
positions have been separated for visual clarity so it is not a scale representation 
 D Flow Modelling
Having identied an appropriate ow network structure it remains to determine the mag
nitude of Q
c
 Q
t
 Q
s
 Q
n
 Q
f
and Q
p
between the model elements under the prevailing
conditions of pressure and screw speed  The problem of determining the downchannel
ow rate in a conduit of arbitrary shape generally requires a D numerical nite element
solution of the momentum equation over the conduit crosssection  Such D numerical
approaches are moderately computationally demanding requiring the solution of N lin
ear simultaneous equations in the case of Newtonian uids where N is the number of D
mesh elements  For nonNewtonian uids the equations are nonlinear necessitating a more
computationally demanding iterative solution procedure 
Because the problem of determining the fullydeveloped ow rate in conduits of various
shapes occurs repeatedly in the present screw transport model a fast solving approach has
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been developed where the computation complexity scales with ON rather than ON


as for the full D case

 
This approach begins by dividing the ow crosssection into slices along one dimension
only  Within individual slices the nonNewtonian viscosity has a uniform average value
based on the shear rate along the long axis of the slice only and a parabolic velocity prole
ensues  Between adjacent slices the crosselement shear rate is included in the rate of
deformation tensor and the average velocity in each slice is determined numerically  This
approach reduces the computational complexity to D while giving comparable accuracy
to D nonNewtonian approaches  An Ostwaldde Waele or power law model Bird et al 
 is used to describe the rheology of the process material 
 Cartesian Model Formulation
In the present analysis the channel crosssection is divided into a D mesh of rectangular
elements inside which the physical properties are assumed to be constant as indicated
in Figure 
   The shape of the conduit is dened by ax and bx which specify the
distance of the conduits lower and upper boundaries from the xaxis  The velocity bound
ary conditions are specied in the variables v
a
x v
b
x v

and v
N
 as indicated in Figure

   Note that only downchannel ows are considered circulating ows are ignored in this
analysis  In this case the momentum equation in rectangular coordinates can be written
as	
 
p
z
 

x
 

v
z
x

 

y
 

v
z
y


 
The viscosity in each element will be assumed constant with its value calculated from
the local average shear rate and material properties according to the materials rheological
model  This will result in a simple Newtonian parabolic velocity prole in the ydirection 
In the xdirection for a nonNewtonian uid the average velocity in each element will form
a nonNewtonian velocity prole  It will be shown in the course of this Chapter that this
approach produces results of comparable accuracy to a full D solution in the channel 
The advantage gained at the expense of some loss in accuracy is that iteration is only
eectively required in the x direction reducing the computational requirements to that
of a D ow problem  This typically reduces the calculation time by several orders of
magnitude 
Using this approach it is straightforward to use any rheological model for the extrudates
material properties  In this work the power law rheology model is used throughout i e 

Although matrix inversion is an ON

 process the sparsity and band	diagonal nature of the matrix
to be inverted in  D ow problems often permits more ecient matrix inversion methods
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Figure 
 	 Derivation of ow through a general D conduit 
  K

 
v
z
y



 
v
z
x



n 


 
where the consistency K and the pseudoplastic index n are the parameters of the power
law rheology model  Studies by Dolan et al   Harper et al   Cervone and
Harper  and Vergnes and Villemaire  suggest that a powerlaw relationship
is suitable for describing the rheological behaviour of cereal doughs  Further details on
dough rheology models will be presented in Section   
 
The assumption of constant viscosity in each model element allows the viscosity to be
taken outside the yderivative of the momentum equation  Equation 
  then becomes


v
z
y





p
z
 

x
 

v
z
x


 
If the term in the square brackets in Equation 
  is represented by T then integrating
Equation 
  twice with respect to y gives
v
z

T

y


 C
 
y  C


 
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The integration constants C
 
and C

are determined by the noslip on the screw ights
and barrel wall boundary conditions i e 
y  ax
 v
z
 v
a
x y  bx
 v
z
 v
b
x x  x


 v
z
 v

 x  x
N

 v
z
 v
N

 
The general expression for velocity in a given element is then
v
z

T

 
a  yb  y


 y
 
v
b
  v
a
b  a


bv
a
  av
b
b  a

 
The problem remains that T is a function of the velocity v
z
gradient in the xdirection
which will vary along the interface between each element  Here the velocity gradient in the
xdirection will be estimated based on the average velocity in each element  The average
velocity in an element is given by
v
z

Z
b
a
v
z
dy
Z
b
a
dy

T

 
 
a  b




v
a
 v
b


 
Substituting the full expression for T and expressing Equation 
  as a dierence equation
where X represents the index of the element in the mesh results in
v
z
X 

X

p
z
 

x
 
X  
v
z
X    v
z
X
x
  X
v
z
X   v
z
X   
x
 
 
aX   bX




v
a
X  v
b
X


 
Equation 
  can be written in the form
Av
z
X    B v
z
X  C v
z
X    D 
 

Writing such equations for all elements X in the mesh provides a set of equations of a
tridiagonal form which can be solved eciently by standard methods Press et al   
The solution procedure then proceeds as follows	
  Start with an initial estimate for the viscosity in each model element 
  Solve Equation 
 
 for the average velocity in each element 

  Update the viscosity estimates 
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  Repeat until converged 
When estimating the viscosity in each element the square of the velocity gradient in
the ydirection may be approximated by taking the average value over the element i e 
 
v
z
y



Z
b
a
 
v
z
y


dy
Z
b
a
dy

a  b


T



 v
a
  v
b

a  b


 
where T and  can be estimated using the values from the previous iteration  The viscosity
in element X is then estimated by
X  K
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v
z
y



 
v
z
X    v
z
X
x



n 


 
Convergence is recognized when the maximum relative change in all the v
z
between iter
ations is less than a specied tolerance 

here  Convergence is normally obtained in
less than  iterations 
It should be mentioned that the D mesh approach is most accurate when it is applied
to symmetrical conduits so that the mesh extends along the axis of symmetry of the con
duit as is done in all cases where it is applied here  This way the shear rate approximation
between adjacent elements is likely to be more accurate as the centres of adjacent elements
are aligned in the direction in which the velocity gradient is required 
Determining Forward and Reverse Flow Rates
Pressure and drag ows acting in opposing directions may produce a velocity prole be
tween two elements similar to that shown in Figure 
   To correctly model the mixing
between two such elements the forward and reverse components of the ow must be de
termined separately  This is done by integrating the positive and negative regions of the
velocity eld separately over the channel crosssection  The positive and negative ow re
gions are separated by the zeros of the velocity eld which in the present case can be
found by solving the quadratic v
z
y   in Equation 
   If the roots are labelled y
 
and
y

in ascending order then the forward Q
	
and reverse Q

ows are given by
Q
	
X  max
 


Z
y

a
v
z
yxdy

max
 


Z
y

y

v
z
yxdy

max
 


Z
b
y

v
z
yxdy


 
Q

X  min
 


Z
y

a
v
z
yxdy

min
 


Z
y

y

v
z
yxdy

min
 


Z
b
y

v
z
yxdy


 
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Figure 
 	 Velocity eld resulting from pressure and drag ows acting in opposite direc
tions 
Note that if y
 
and y

happen to lie outside the range a
 b they must be thresholded
to lie within this range  If y
 
and y

are imaginary then the three integrals in Equations

  and 
  are replaced by single integrals over the range a
 b   The total forward and
reverse ow rates in the conduit are found by summing the results for all X  The explicit
integration results are straightforward and will not be included here 
Rate of Viscous Heat Generation
The rate of conversion of mechanical to heat energy per unit volume due to viscous heat
dissipation in the channel
!
"
U  is given by the negative scalar product of the stress tensor
and the velocity gradient i e     	 rv Bird et al    For a power law uid this
term simplies to K "
n	 
 where " is the shear rate  In the present case a weighted average
value over the conduit crosssection is estimated according to
!
"
U     	 rv 
P
X
K


v
z
y




v
z
X	 v
z
X

x



n

bX   aX
P
X
bX  aX

 
The units of
!
"
U are J s
 
m

 
  Helical Model Formulation
Fully developed ow calculations naturally reduce to D when one of the coordinate vectors
is aligned with the downchannel ow direction  For this reason a common approach to
calculating ow proles in helical screw channels involves unwrapping the channel from
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the screw and performing the analysis in Cartesian coordinates  The problem with this
approach is that it becomes less accurate when the screw channels are deep relative to
the screw pitch length  A more accurate approach is to use a helical coordinate system
which naturally describes the helical geometry of the screw channel  The advantage of
using helical coordinates for modelling ow in screw channels is that the model is valid for
all screw geometries and requires no additional computational overhead compared with an
equivalent model in rectangular coordinates  This section will outline the formulation of
the ow model for Cshaped channels in helical coordinates 
Helical Coordinate System of Yu and Hu 
Yu and Hu  developed the ow equations in a helical coordinate frame based on the
transformation
x  r cosl    y  r sinl    z  l 	 
 
where
l 

L
l and 


d
dl


L
	
The natural basis of this helical coordinate system can be written as




e
r
e

e
l









cosl    sinl    
 r sinl    r cosl    
 r

sinl    r

cosl    









i

j

k





 
The unit vectors e
r
 e

and e
l
of the natural basis are not orthogonal as e
l
e

   This
nonorthogonality is apparent in Figure 
 
a  Yu and Hu  derived the momentum
and continuity equations for compressible nonNewtonian ow in this coordinate system
using an orthogonal decomposition of the velocity vector into its radial r crosschannel
w and downchannel l directions where the unit vectors of this orthogonal basis are
related to the rectangular coordinates by




e
r
e
w
e
l









cosl    sinl    
  sinl   X cosl   X  r

X
 r

sinl   X r

cosl   X X









i

j

k





 
with X 
p
  r



 
When using the helical ow equations of Yu and Hu  one should be careful not
to confuse the two coordinate bases in use  To be specic the calculation is performed
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Figure 
 
	 The helical coordinate system used in this study a helicoid surface and rela
tionships between the basis vectors b the nonorthogonal grid in which the calculations
take place 
in a nonorthogonal mesh in r
  
 l coordinate space such as the one depicted in Figure

 
b  The velocity quantities calculated however correspond to the components in the
r w and ldirections 
 Flow in the Helical Screw Channel
The present analysis considers fully developed ow in the downchannel direction of a
helical screw channel  Crosschannel ows are ignored  In this case the momentum equation
of Yu and Hu  in the ldirection reduces to
   

X
p
l
 
X
r

lw
 
 

lr
r
 


r

r


X



lr

 
where

lw
  
X
r

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 

 


lr
  

v
l
r
 
r


X

v
l


 
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Figure 
 	 The helical screw channel is divided into a D mesh in the r  plane 
and the power law viscosity is given by
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Substituting Equations 
 
 and 
  into Equation 
  gives
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If the screw channel is divided into a D mesh of elements in the rdirection as illustrated
in Figure 
  and the viscosity inside each element is assumed constant then Equation

  can be rearranged to give
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This equation is of the same form as Equation 
  and thus can be integrated and solved in
an almost identical manner as described for Cartesian coordinates  The algebra is slightly
more involved and in the interests of brevity the remainder of the derivation is omitted 
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Figure 
 	 The tetrahedron gap divided into a D mesh 
The boundary conditions for the Cshaped channel follow on from the assumption of
no slip at the screws and barrel wall i e 
   

c
r


 v
l
  rN cosr  direction
r  R
r

 v
l
  R
r
N cosR
r
 r  R
B

 v
l
  rdirection
where 
c
r is the channel angular width given by Equation  
 N is the screw rotation
speed R
r
is the radius of the screw root R
B
is the radius of the screw barrel and the
cosine of the helix angle is given by cosr  r

Xr 
 Flow in the Tetrahedron Gap
The tetrahedron gap is an imaginary partition separating the two screw halves  Its bound
ing surfaces lie on the helical anks of adjacent screws so it is not exactly correct to model
the tetrahedron gap as a conduit with a constant downchannel crosssection  However in
the interests of producing a practical model without going to a computationally demanding

D solution of the ow equations this simplication will be applied 
In the present approach the tetrahedron gap is divided into a D mesh of elements as
shown in Figure 
  and the simplied ow model outlined in Section 
   is applied in
a rectangular coordinate frame  The boundary conditions in this case with no slip at the
walls are	
y  
G
t
x


 v
z
x  rN sin
S
   x ydirection
x  
 v
z
  x 
q
R

s
  C

L

 v
z
  xdirection
where G
t
x and 
S
and   are dened as in Section  
  
The specic rate of heat generation per unit volume due to viscous dissipation in the
tetrahedron gap can be calculated using Equation 
  
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Figure 
 	 The side gap divided into a D mesh 
 Flow in the Side Gap
Once again a tradeo between model accuracy and tractability must be applied as the
side gap has an irregular geometry in which the ow can only be precisely modelled in 
D 
The same approach as used for the tetrahedron gap is applied	 the approximate side gap
crosssection is divided into a D mesh as shown in Figure 
  and the simplied ow
model of Section 
   is used  The boundary conditions in this case with no slip at the
walls are
y 
 G
s
x


 v
z
x   r 
 
N sin 
 
  

 y 
gx


 v
z
  ydirection
x  
 v
z
  C
L
 R
s
N  x  
S
R
s

 v
z
  xdirection
where G
s
x 
S
  
 
x and  

x are dened as in Section  
 
 
The specic rate of heat generation per unit volume due to viscous dissipation in the
side gap can be calculated using Equation 
  
 Flow in the Calender Gap
The ow through the calender gap is considered at the narrowest point where the gap can
be approximated as a long narrow slit of width t
f
and height C
L
 R
s
 R
r
 as shown in
Figure 
   The momentum equation in this case reduces to
 
p
z
 

x
 

v
z
x


 
If an average viscosity in the calender gap is assumed based on the average shear rate in
the gap and the uids rheological model then Equation 
  can be rearranged to give	
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v
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x
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z

 
When a powerlaw viscosity model is used it reduces in the present case to
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Figure 
 	 The calender gap shaded and coordinate system for ow calculation 
Integrating the now linear partial dierential Equation 
  twice with respect to x and
applying the boundary conditions no slip at the walls i e 
x  
 v
z
  R
r
N  x  C
L
 R
s
 R
r

 v
z
 R
s
N 
 

leads to
v
z
x 

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z

x


 
xC
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



x NR
s
R
r

C
L
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s
 R
r
  R
r
N 
 

The net forward and reverse ow rates in the calender gap can be determined without
iteration by integrating the positive and negative regions of the velocity eld separately 
Following a similar procedure to that used in the case of general ow in a conduit the
forward and reverse ows are given by
Q
	
X  max
 
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Z
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v
z
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f
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
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Z
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
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Q

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 
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Z
x


v
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f
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
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Z
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xt
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
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 
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Z
C
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R
r
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
v
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xt
f
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 

where x
 
and x

are the roots of the quadratic equation v
z
x   in increasing order
and t
f
is the screw tip width  Once again if x
 
and x

happen to lie outside the range
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Figure 
 	 The orientation of the coordinate system used for calculating ow in the ight
gap 

 C
L
  R
s
  R
r
 they must be thresholded to lie within the range  If x
 
and x

are
imaginary then the three integrals in each of Equations 
 

 and 
 
 are replaced by
single integrals over the range 
 C
L
 R
s
 R
r
  
The specic rate of heat generation per unit volume due to viscous dissipation in the
calender gap is calculated using Equation 
  which simplies to
!
"
U
n
 K




v
z
x




n	 

 

	 Flow in the Flight Gap
The annular geometry of the ight gap along the helical screw tip can be unwrapped and
treated as a long narrow slit having length L
y
given by
L
y

   
B

q
L

p
 R
B



 

and width L
x
of
L
x
 R
B
 R
s

 

A frame of reference attached to the barrel is considered oriented as shown in Figure 
  
Flow through the ight gap is a combination of drag ow from the screw ights in the
conveying direction of the screws and pressure ow due to the pressure gradient across
the ight  The ow in the ight gap is then described by the momentum equation
 
p
z
 

x
 

v
z
x


 

There is signicant drag ow in the ydirection due to the rotation of the screw so the
power law viscosity is expressed as
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The dependence of  on the v
y
x gradient makes the momentum equation Equation

 
 nonlinear requiring an iterative solution procedure  In the present formulation  will
represent the average nonNewtonian viscosity in the channel  Being constant between
iterations it can therefore be taken outside the xderivative in Equation 
 
 which can
then be rearranged to give
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
 
Integrating twice with respect to x gives
v
z
x 

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z
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

 C
 
x C

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 
C
 
and C

can be determined from the boundary conditions no slip at the screw or barrel
surfaces i e 
x  
 v
z
 R
s
N sinR
s
 x  R
B
 R
s

 v
z
 
x  
 v
y
 R
s
N cosR
s
 x  R
B
 R
s

 v
y
 
where the sine of the helix angle at a radial distance R
s
is given by sinR
s
 
L
p

q
L

p
 R
s


  The velocity prole then becomes
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When estimating the viscosity  between iterations the velocity gradient in the x
direction can be approximated by taking the average value according to
 
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 

where  is the value from the previous iteration  The updated viscosity value is then given
by
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After  converges the net forward and reverse ow rates through the ight gap can be
determined by integrating the positive and negative regions of the velocity eld separately 
Following a similar procedure to that used in the case of general downchannel ow in a
conduit the net ow rate may be written
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where x
 
and x

are the roots of the quadratic equation v
z
x   in increasing magnitude 
The positive and negative ow rates are therefore determined by adding the positive and
negative integrals separately  Once again if x
 
and x

happen to lie outside the range

 R
B
 R
s
 they must be thresholded to lie within the range  If x
 
and x

are imaginary
then the three integrals in Equations 
  and 
  are replaced by single integrals over
the range 
 R
B
 R
s
  
The rate of heat generation per unit volume due to viscous dissipation in the ight gap
is given by
!
"
U
f
 K

 
v
z
x



 
R
s
N cosR
s

R
B
 R
s



n


 

 Pumping Flow
The pumping ow is the ideal conveying rate of the screw element given by
Q
p
 V Nn
t

 
where V is the volume of the element from which the ow originates 
Pumping ow is treated as a pure displacement process so there is no viscous heat
dissipation resulting from it 
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	 Solving the Flow Network
Having determined the ow rates Q
c
 Q
t
 Q
s
 Q
n
 Q
f
and Q
p
between the model elements
the dynamic response of each element in the ow network is determined by writing a mass
balance over each element in the system i e 
df
k
V
k

dt

X
i
Q
ik
f
i
 
X
j
Q
kj
f
k

 
where V
k
is the volume of element k and f
k
is its ll fraction  The i refer to the indices of
all the elements from which a ow originates and enters element k and the j refer to the
indices of all the elements which receive ow from element k  To facilitate the calculation
the uid is assumed to be slightly compressible in which case the change in density of the
uid is related to the change in pressure by the bulk modulus of elasticity E
v
 according
to
Z
E
v
d


Z
dp 
 
If the ll fraction f is allowed to take on values slightly greater than one then integration
of Equation 
  gives the relation
p
k


E
v
lnf
k
 if f
k
 
 if f
k
 

 
Using the E
v
for water of 	

N#m

 a ll fraction of   corresponds to an element
pressure of 	
  

Pa which is unlikely to be reached in the normal safe operation of
a screw extruder 
The details of solving the resulting system of ordinary dierential equations will be
discussed more fully in Chapter  

 Three Dimensional Solution of the Flow Equations in
Corotating Intermeshing Screw Pairs
In the absence of any simplifying approximations the ow behavior in intermeshing screw
pairs can be calculated using a computationally intensive nite volume approach  The three
dimensional pressure and velocity elds in a pair of corotating intermeshing screws are
calculated by numerically solving the continuity and momentum equations for steadystate
isothermal creeping ow of an incompressible powerlaw uid  An alternating direction
implicit solution method is used  The equations to be solved are	
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r  v   
 
 r     rp 
 

where   is the stress tensor  For a nonNewtonian incompressible uid the momentum
Equation 
 
 in rectangular coordinates becomes	
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
For a powerlaw uid the viscosity model is given by Bird et al  
  K





r


 	 





n 

 
where  is the symmetrical rate of deformation tensor with Cartesian components

ij

v
i
x
j

v
j
x
i

 
and its second invariant
 

 	  is given by


 	   
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Equations 
  
  and 
  are coupled nonlinear partial dierential equations which
cannot be solved directly  A xed grid nite volume method was used to solve for the
pressure and velocity elds  The free volume of one pitch length of the screw pair was
divided into a 
D mesh of rectangular cells as shown in Figure 
   In each cell the
pressure is dened at the centre of the cell and the velocities at the positivemost corner
as indicated in Figure 
   The viscosity is assumed constant in the cell  Conservation of
mass over the cell with mesh indices X
Y
Z requires that
Q
 XYZ
x
Q
 XYZ
y
Q
 XYZ
z
 Q
 X YZ
x
 Q
 XY Z
y
 Q
 XYZ 
z
  
 
The ow Q
 XYZ
x
leaving the element X
Y
Z in the positive xdirection can be con
sidered to be made up of pressure driven ow in the centre of the cell with superposed
shear ow from the moving boundaries as illustrated in Figure 
   Rearranging Equation

  provides the governing equation for ow in the xdirection	
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
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
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  
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x
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x


 
The terms grouped under C
x
on the righthand side of Equation 
  can be approximated
using the velocity elds from the previous iteration so that it becomes a linear non
homogeneous partial dierential equation  Equation 
  can be solved using separation of
variables

for the velocity distribution v
x
over the cell face  Integrating the velocity eld
over the cell face gives the total ow rate through the face which can be expressed as the
sum of a pressure induced ow rate and a drag induced ow rate i e 
Q
x
 Q
pressure
x
Q
drag
x

 
The pressure induced ow rate is given by	
Q
pressure
x
  F
p
y
z


 
p
x
  C
x


 

where
F
p
a
 b 
ab




 
b


a

X
k 

k

tanh
 
ka
b




 

See Tadmor and Klein 
 pp 	 for an outline of the solution method
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 x
 zy
a
 x
 zy
b
Figure 
 	 a The ow volume of the screws divided into a mesh of rectangular elements
b Geometry of the screw surface as represented by the 
D mesh 
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x
y
z
p(X,Y,Z)
vx(X,Y,Z)
vy(X,Y,Z)
vz(X,Y,Z)
Qx(X,Y,Z)Qx(X-1,Y,Z)
Qy(X,Y,Z)
Qy(X,Y-1,Z)
Qz(X,Y,Z)
Qz(X,Y,Z-1)
Figure 
 	 A single cell in the 
D mesh  Pressure is dened at the cell centre and velocities
at the positivemost corner 
x
y
z
vx(X,Y,Z)
vx(X,Y,Z-1)
vx(X,Y-1,Z)
vx(X,Y-1,Z-1)
Figure 
 	 Schematic velocity prole of ow leaving cell X
Y
Z in the xdirection  Flow
consists of superposed pressure ow and drag ow components 
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Note that F
p
a
 b  F
p
b
 a as might be expected given that the pressure induced ow
rate in a channel is independent of the channel orientation 
The drag induced ow rate has a similar form to Equation 
 
 but contains consider
ably more terms  Its value is also dependent on the velocity boundary conditions chosen
around the edge of the cell face  In the present case only the velocities at the four corners
of the cell face are known so some form of interpolation is required to fully specify the
boundary conditions  With this in mind and given that the grid spacings are expected to
be small and the velocity elds smooth the drag ow component may be approximated
well by	
Q
drag
x
 v
x
yz 
 
where the average velocity v
x
through the face in the xdirection is given by the average
of the four corner velocities i e 
v
x
 XYZ

v
 XYZ
x
 v
 XYZ 
x
 v
 XY Z
x
 v
 XY Z 
x


 
Similar expressions may be derived for Q
 XYZ
y
and Q
 XYZ
z
 the ows leaving the element
X
Y
Z in the y and zdirections respectively  Substituting these expressions into the
mass balance Equation 
  for element X
Y
Z and discretising gives	
 
F
p
y
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p
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x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x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x
 v
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y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
F
p
x
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C
 XY Z
y
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xz 
F
p
y
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 XYZ 
C
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z
 v
z
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x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
This equation can be written in the form
Ap
 X YZ
B p
 XYZ
C p
 XYZ
 D 
 
by taking terms in p which do not appear in the lefthand side of Equation 
  over to
the righthand side  Terms on the righthand side which are a function of the pressure or
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velocity eld can be estimated using the pressure and velocity eld estimates from the
previous iteration  Similar equations are obtained for all the other cells in the mesh along
the row of constant Y and Z giving a set of equations of a tridiagonal form which can be
solved eciently by standard methods Press et al   
The partial derivatives within the C
x
 C
y
and C
z
terms are estimated by dierencing
using the velocity and pressure elds from the previous iteration  The values are required
at the centre of the cell face through which the ow is being evaluated  In the case of
pressure and viscosity these properties are dened at the centre of each cell so their
spatial derivatives can be calculated by direct dierencing between adjacent cells e g 
p
x




 XYZ

p
 XYZ
  p
 XYZ
x

 
On the other hand velocities are dened at the cell corners so the spatial velocity deriva
tives at the cell face centre must be evaluated by averaging the derivatives at the four
corners of the cell face through which the ow is being evaluated e g 
v
x
x




 XYZ




v
 XYZ
x
  v
 XYZ
x
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
v
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x
  v
 XY Z 
x
x

v
 XYZ 
x
  v
 XYZ 
x
x

v
 XY Z
x
  v
 XY Z
x
x


 
The second derivative of velocity is also evaluated at the centre of each cell face e g 
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x
   v
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x
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
 
The term  appearing in Equation 
  represents the value of the viscosity at the centre of
the face through which the ow is being calculated  This value is determined by averaging
the viscosity between adjacent cells i e 

 XYZ


 XYZ
 
 XYZ


 
It is important that the correct dierencing scheme be used to ensure model convergence
and stability 
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Velocity Field Calculation
To calculate the velocities in the xdirection Equation 
  is rearranged to give
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Equation 
 
 can be written in nite dierence form i e 
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which can be written as	
Av
 X YZ
x
B v
 XYZ
x
 C v
 XYZ
x
 D 
 
Writing similar equations for every cell along rows of constant Y and Z yields a set of
linear equations amenable to solution by tridiagonal matrix inversion giving the updated
v
x
eld  Similar approaches based on Equations 
  and 
  can be used to update the
v
y
and v
z
velocity elds respectively 
It should be noted that the partial derivative terms on the righthand side of Equation

  are evaluated at the corner of the cell where the velocity is being updated using the
pressure and velocity elds from the previous iteration  The spatial velocity derivative is
therefore given by direct dierencing between adjacent corners e g 
v
x
x




 XYZ

v
 XYZ
x
  v
 XYZ
x
x

 
Spatial pressure and viscosity derivatives also need to be evaluated at the relevant cell
corner  Remembering that the velocities in each cell are dened at the positive corner while
the pressure and viscosity are dened at the cell centre the spatial pressure derivative and
similarly for viscosity is determined by averaging over the four adjacent cells e g 
p
x




 XYZ




p
 XYZ
  p
 XYZ
x

p
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  p
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x

p
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  p
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x

p
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  p
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x


 
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The value of the viscosity term ! at the corner of cell X
Y
Z is determined by averaging
over the  cells which meet at that corner i e 
!
 XYZ






 XYZ
 
 XYZ
 
 XYZ
 
 XYZ

 XYZ
 
 XYZ
 
 XYZ
 
 XYZ


 
 Boundary Conditions
In order to devise a physical situation where the screw and barrel surfaces move tangen
tially to the uid at all places a frame of reference is used which moves axially in the
positive conveying zdirection of the screws at a speed of
v
obs
z
 L
p
N 
 
where L
p
is the screw pitch length and N is the rotational speed of the screws  Con
sequently the screw and barrel surfaces appear to have a velocity component of  v
obs
z
in the zdirection  Adding the rotational component of the screws velocity the velocity
boundary conditions for any point on the screws surface can be summarized as	
v
x
 rN cos  
 v
y
 rN sin   and v
z
  L
p
N 
 
where r is the distance of the point from the screws axis and   is its angular position 
The barrel of course does not rotate so its velocity boundary conditions are
v
x
 
 v
y
  and v
z
  L
p
N	 
 
To convert results back to a stationary frame of reference v
obs
z
must be added to the v
z
velocity components 
If N
Z
is the number of model elements in the zdirection equivalent to one pitch length
of the screws then periodic symmetry in the zdirection requires that the velocity in
elements N
Z
apart be equal i e 
v
 XY
 v
 XYN
Z

 integer X
Y 
 
The periodic pressure condition in the zdirection requires that the dierence between
pressures in elements N
Z
apart matches the imposed axial pressure gradient i e 
p
 XYN
Z

 p
 XY

p
z
L
p
 integer X
Y 
 

The pressures calculated therefore are all relative and not absolute values  No slip at the
screw and barrel surfaces is assumed 
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  Solution Procedure
Initial pressures and velocities are set to zero  New pressure eld estimates p

are calculated
by solving Equation 
  over every row in the mesh  New velocity eld estimates v

x
 v

y
and v

z
are similarly determined by solving Equation 
  and its equivalents for v
y
and
v
z
 over every row in the mesh  Unstable solution convergence can arise if the pressure
and velocity elds are updated directly to p

 v

x
 v

y
and v

z
 especially when there are
relatively large initial velocity gradients at the boundaries  To overcome this problem
updated values are chosen according to	
p
new
   w
u
p
current
 w
u
p


 
v
new
x
   w
u
v
current
x
 w
u
v

x

 
v
new
y
   w
u
v
current
y
 w
u
v

y

 
v
new
z
   w
u
v
current
z
 w
u
v

z

 
where the superscript $current refers to the current iteration value and $new refers to the
next iteration value  The underrelaxation factor w
u
is set to a value between  and  
Equations 
  and 
  are written for calculating along rows in the xdirection  Once
an iteration has been performed across the rows in the xdirection the next iteration is
performed across rows in the ydirection and the following iteration is done in the z
direction  Cycling in this way is not actually necessary to reach a valid solution however
solution convergence is achieved more quickly by doing so as the eects of the boundary
conditions may propagate more rapidly through the mesh  A value of w
u
 	 was found
to give stable convergence for a    x y  z mesh 
 Results
The numerical D mesh approach for calculating ows between the screw elements is a prin
cipal feature of the present extruder model and therefore requires validation  The accuracy
of the D approach was assessed by comparing its predicted ow rates for pressuredriven
nonNewtonian uid ow in a circular tube with the exact analytical solution given by
Q   
R

n
	
 
n
 

 

K
P
z


n

 
Figure 
 a shows the manner in which a circular crosssection is divided into a D
mesh according to the prescribed method  For the purpose of the exercise a power law uid
described by    "
n
was used in the calculations  Figure 
 b shows a comparison
between the axial ow rates calculated using both the D mesh approximation dashed line
and the exact analytical solution solid line for a range of pressures and pseudoplastic
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indices  It can be seen in Figure 
 b that the ow rates predicted by the D mesh
approach compare reasonably well with the exact theoretical values  It is interesting that
for this geometry the ow rate is overestimated when n   Newtonian uid and under
estimated when n  	 with a very close agreement when n  	  It may have been
expected that in the Newtonian case the agreement would be perfect seeing that the D
mesh approach uses the approximate assumption of the uid being locally Newtonian 
However the error arises due to the shear stress in the xdirection being calculated using
the average uid velocity in the element as per Equation 
  
The validity of the proposed screw ow model whereby the screw pair is divided into
a network of connected volume elements was assessed by comparing its predicted net ow
rates over a range of pressure gradients with those predicted using a full 
D nite volume
approach  A single pitch length of a trapezoidal ight screw was divided into  volume
elements linked cyclically so that ows extending beyond the network were linked back
into the corresponding element of the network taking into account the externally applied
pressure gradient  This situation is shown schematically in Figure 
 
  In this gure the
ows that extend beyond the network and cycle back into it are shown as dotted lines 
Each linkage indicates ow in both directions except for the pumping ows which are only
in one direction and are terminated in the gure with an arrowhead  If the material ows
in this closed network are allowed to equilibrate then the resulting ows specically
the ones that are dotted which represent ow beyond the network can be summed to
determine the steadystate net ow rate through the screws  In practice this equilibrium
is calculated by writing a dynamic mass balance over the elements in the network and
integrating the resulting equations until steadystate is reached  A full description of this
method is presented in Chapter  so it will not be discussed further here 
The 
D model calculations were made using a rectangular mesh consisting of 
x y  z elements to represent one pitch length of the intermeshing screw pair  It was
found that this resolution was sucient to maintain adequate clearances between all screw
surfaces while converging in around  hours on a  MHz Pentium 
 PC  Doubling the
number of mesh elements in each dimension to produce a      grid had no
signicant eect on the calculated ow rate values so the coarser mesh was deemed to be
ne enough to achieve acceptable accuracy 
Figure 
  shows the net ow rate versus pressure gradient for a powerlaw uid
K   Pas
n
 n  	 inside a trapezoidal ight screw pair having geometrical
parameters as listed in Column  of Table 
   The ow rates are determined using the

D nite volume method and the D method using both helical and Cartesian coordinate
systems for calculating the ow rate in the Cshaped screw channels  Negative ow rates
indicate a net ow in the direction opposite to the conveying direction of the screws as
might be observed in reverse screw elements  It can be seen that the agreement between
the D and 
D models is exceptionally good considering the numerical simplicity of the
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Figure 
 	 a Division of a circular tube into a D mesh  b Comparison between
D mesh model and theory for powerlaw uid ow in a circular tube diameter  mm
powerlaw consistency K   Pa s
n
 
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Figure 
 
	 Flow network for a single tipped screw operating under periodic boundary
conditions 
Table 
 	 Screw parameters and barrel radius used in the simulations  Dimensions are in
millimetres 
Parameter Screw  Screw 
L
p
   
R
s
 
  

R
r
   
t
f
   
w
c
   
R
B
   
D model  A single ow rate calculation using the D model requires around one second
of CPU time on a MHz Pentium 
 desktop PC while the 
D model requires several
hours  As with the underlying D ow model it is based on the discrepancy between the
D and 
D models generally increases with increasing pressure gradient 
The dierence between the helical and Cartesian D models appears to be only slight
which might be expected for screws where the helicity is not that great i e  when the
screw pitch is small compared with the radial dimension 
Figure 
  shows the ow rate versus pressure gradient relationship for a screw geom
etry identical to that in the previous case but having a longer pitch length as indicated in
Column  of Table 
   It can be seen that the D helical model is in close agreement with
the more accurate 
D model but that there is a more noticeable discrepancy between the
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Figure 
 	 Comparison between D and 
D model predictions of net ow rate versus
pressure gradient in a mm pitch trapezoidal ight screw pair 
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Figure 
 	 Comparison between D and 
D model predictions of net ow rate versus
pressure gradient in a mm pitch trapezoidal ight screw pair 
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predictions of the D helical and Cartesian formulations of the Cshaped channel ows 
This result conrms that the helical ow model is accurate over a wider range of screw
geometries than its Cartesian counterpart 
 Conclusions
A computationally cheap method for modelling the ow behaviour in intermeshing screw
pairs has been presented  The basis of this method is the division of the ow volume into
subelements by partitioning along the natural bottlenecks to ow in the screws  The ows
between the elements of the resulting ow network are calculated eciently by dividing
each gaps crosssection into a D mesh to compute the velocity prole  This D mesh
approach is shown to give accurate results in the case of nonNewtonian creeping ow
in a circular tube  When the ow network is run cyclically to steadystate the resulting
predictions for the net forward ow rates in the screw pair were found to compare well
with predictions made using a 
D nite volume model for a range of externally applied
pressure gradients  Whereas the 
D model can take several hours to converge ow rates
in screw pairs can be calculated in around one second using the ow network approach 
In Chapter  it is shown how the ow network model can be combined with similar
models for other types of screw elements to simulate the dynamic operation of an entire
extruder 
Chapter 
Fluid Transport in Kneading Disc
Elements
Abstract In this section dierent methods for modelling nonNewtonian ow
in the kneading disc section of a twinscrew extruder are compared  The goal is
to establish a computationally inexpensive method for predicting the forward
and reverse ow components between kneading discs at various stagger angles 
To simplify the analysis the inuence of the intermeshing region is neglected
reducing the problem to that of singlescrew kneading disc ow  Three models
of increasing complexity are implemented for comparison these being a one
dimensional D peripheral ow model a D simplied ow analysis network
FAN model and a 
D nite volume model  Comparison of the models is made
by simulating open discharge ow for a twolobed disc geometry at a variety of
stagger angles  Compared with the D FAN and 
D models the D model was
found to be quite inaccurate  The D FAN model proved accurate to within
 of the 
D model at stagger angles less than 
 
  Greater errors occur at
stagger angles above 
 
 primarily due to a counterintuitive reversing of the
ow direction predicted by the 
D model as stagger angles approach 
 
  It
was found that the FAN ow grid could be reduced to a single layer of 
cells without signicantly compromising accuracy resulting in a model which
solves in a fraction of a second on a  MHz Pentium 
 PC and captures the
essential behaviour of kneading disc ow 

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Figure  	 a The geometry of the channel around a pair of twolobed kneading discs
b the typical pressure prole in the region far from the intermeshing zone as a function
of   
 Introduction
The mechanism of ow through a block of kneading discs is dierent to that in conventional
screw elements  Kneading disc elements have no pitch so on their own they induce no
net axial displacement of process uid  The rotation of a kneading disc instead creates a
pressure eld in the ow channel with a high pressure region near the leading edge and a low
pressure region near the trailing edge of the disc as indicated with the $ and $  signs in
Figure  a  A typical circumferential pressure prole around a twolobed kneading disc
away from the intermeshing region is illustrated in Figure  b  By staggering sequential
discs so that the high pressure region of one disc lies next to a lower pressure region in an
adjacent disc axial ow is eected  While staggered discs may produce a net ow in one
direction the overlapping of the pressure proles typically produces some degree of ow in
the other direction as well  This results in mixing between adjacent discs which facilitates
homogenisation of the process material 
Flow modelling in kneading disc elements of twinscrew extruders is complicated by the
time dependent ow domain geometry due to the rotation of the screws  It can be seen in
Figure  a that at dierent stages of rotation the position of the paddles relative to the
barrel and each other changes  This temporal aspect of the geometry cannot be eliminated
with a frame of reference transformation which is possible in some circumstances for
threaded intermeshing screws as described in Section 
    Exact 
D simulations would
require computationally intensive ow domain remeshing at every time step which has
not been attempted in the literature to date  Simplications are necessary to produce
engineering estimates in an acceptable time frame 
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The rst analysis of kneading disc ow was performed by Werner and Eise  who
proposed a onedimensional model for ow and mixing in blocks of twinscrew kneading
discs  The model was used to predict residence time distributions  A twodimensional model
based on the ow analysis network FAN method of Tadmor et al   was employed by
Szydlowski et al   to model the ow of Newtonian uids in kneading discs away from
the intermeshing region  Szydlowski andWhite a extended this model to include ow
in the intermeshing region  NonNewtonian eects were included by Szydlowski and White
b  Warren 
 modelled the twodimensional nonNewtonian uid ow around
a single kneading disc when studying nitrocellulose propellant extrusion  In recent years
as computing power has become cheaper detailed threedimensional ow analyses using
commercial computational uid dynamics software packages are becoming more common
in the literature  Yang and ManasZloczower  modelled the isothermal 
D ow of
a nonNewtonian uid in the kneading disc section of a twinscrew corotating extruder
by using a sequence of geometries representing a complete screw rotation  Van der Wal
et al   used a simplied 
D geometry in order to study the eects of the ow eld
on various extruder parameters such as viscosity and throughput 
The objective of the present study is to establish a model for uid transport in knead
ing discs that is appropriate for inclusion in an overall extrusion process model  The re
quirements of the model are that it be computationally inexpensive nonNewtonian and
capable of predicting forward and reverse ow components between adjacent discs with
acceptable accuracy  In order to assess which modelling approach oers the best accuracy
for its computational eort it is necessary to compare candidate models with an accurate

D ow model or reliable experimental data  Such a study has not been reported in the
literature so it is the principal topic of inquiry in this chapter  The suitability of two
models in particular is investigated these being the D peripheral ow model of Werner
and Eise  and the D FAN model of Szydlowski and White b  The accuracy
of each model is assessed by comparing its open discharge ow rate predictions with those
obtained using a 
D nite volume model  It is assumed that the predictions of the 
D
model would be the most representative of the actual kneading disc extrusion process 
 Modelling
In ow situations where the viscous forces r

v dominate the inertial forces r  vv the
inertial term in the steadystate momentum equation can be neglected  This results in the
Stokes or creeping ow equations  An indicator of the ratio of inertial forces to viscous
forces is given by
r  vv
r

v

UL

 Re  
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where L and U represent the characteristic length dimension and velocity respectively
 is the uid density  is the uid viscosity and Re is the Reynolds number  Happel
and Brenner  noted that the creeping motion approximation is valid provided that
the characteristic Reynolds number is small i e  UL    In the case of polymer
and low moisture dough extrusion rough estimates of    kgm

 U  	 m s
 

L  	 m and    Pa s give a characteristic Reynolds number estimate of Re  	 
Consequently the present analysis is based on the equations of creeping motion 
An important simplication in the forthcoming analysis is that the intermeshing region
is neglected  Consequently the situation considered is that of a sequence of kneading discs
which have a consistent successive stagger angle rotating inside a single cylindrical barrel 
This simplication is used often in simplied kneading discs ow analysis e g  Werner
and Eise  Szydlowski and White b Vergnes et al    The advantage of this
simplication is that the ow domain has a constant shape which is periodically symmetric
in the axial direction which signicantly simplies the geometry and boundary conditions 
It is assumed in this analysis that the kneading discs remain stationary while the barrel
rotates around them at the same angular speed as but in the opposite direction to the
rotation of the screw shaft  It should be noted that this assumption is acceptable only
when the Coriolis force is negligible in the system being modelled  It has been shown by
Rauwendaal et al   that the stationary screw and moving barrel assumption results
in negligible error when applied to singlescrew extrusion of viscous uids so it would
appear reasonable to employ this assumption here 
  OneDimensional Kneading Disc Model
The simplest kneading disc transport model is based on the onedimensional approach
originally proposed by Werner and Eise   This model has been used by Vergnes
et al   in their steadystate extruder process model and the model description pre
sented here is derived from this source  In their analysis only the ow in the peripheral
 direction is considered as depicted in Figure    Because of the symmetry of kneading
disc geometry only the ow in a single chamber need be analysed  For a given angle  
the velocity component v

in the  direction is assumed to be a function of r only  The
momentum equation for an isothermal Newtonian uid in this case reduces to	


dp
d 
 r
d
dr
 

r
d
dr
rv



 
By twice integrating Equation   with respect to r and using the boundary conditions
of no slip on the disc or barrel walls the relationship between the pressure gradient and
corresponding ow rate in the  direction is obtained	
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Figure  	 Geometry of the kneading disc used in the D ow analysis 
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where L
d
is the thickness of the kneading disc in the axial direction R
B
is the barrel
radius and R
D
  is the disc radius given by Equation   with the tip angle  given by
Equation    The peripheral pressure prole can be determined by numerically integrat
ing Equation  
 between  and n
t
 where n
t
is the number of disc lobes  Symmetry
requires that p  and p n
t
 be identical  This additional boundary condition allows
the peripheral ow rate Q

to be determined  This is done by guessing an initial value for
Q

 determining the estimated pressure change over an interval of n
t
using Equation
 
 and then adjusting the value of Q

accordingly using the secant method Press et al 
  At every iteration the average shear rate in the channel is calculated according to	
%
" 
Z
n
t

Z
R
B
R
D

r
 
dv

dr
 
v

r

dr d 
Z
n
t

Z
R
B
R
D

r drd 
 
Having determined the peripheral pressure prole the axial ow can be determined
by staggering the pressure proles by the desired stagger angle 
s
and summing the in
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cremental ows in the axial direction  The total net ow in the axial direction is given
by
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This equation may be integrated numerically  Note that in the chosen coordinate system  
is positive in the direction of screw rotation and z is positive in the direction from the feed
port towards the die  Forward and backward ow components can be determined similarly
by integrating the positive and negative parts of the integrand separately 
   TwoDimensional Flow Analysis Network Model
The ow analysis network FAN method has found wide application in polymer ow
analysis since its introduction by Tadmor et al    The FAN method was originally
derived to analyse twodimensional ow in narrow gaps of varying thickness  It has since
been applied to modelling ow in extruder dies Gutnger et al   screws Szydlowski
and White  Wang and White  kneading discs Szydlowski and White b
and mixing elements Wang and Tsay  
When the FAN method is applied to extruder screw elements the common approach
is to unwrap the ow channel from the screw axis and lay it at as depicted in Figure
 
a  Curvature eects are neglected as a consequence of the unwrapping process  In
the new cartesian coordinate system x points along the screw axis in the direction of the
die y points in the circumferential direction and z points perpendicularly to the barrel
surface  The xy ow region is divided into a twodimensional grid shown in Figure  
b
with each grid element having an associated channel depth Hx
 y  The barrel wall moves
across the upper surface of the grid at z   in the positive y direction with a velocity U
y
of
U
y
 R
B
N  
A plan view of an extended grid which includes adjacent ow channels might look like that
shown in Figure  a  However because of the repeating geometry it is only necessary
to consider the single channel region contained within the bold outline 
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Figure  
	 a The kneading disc ow channel is unwrapped from the screw  b The ow
region is divided into a D grid for analysis using the FAN method 
The FAN approach begins by writing a steadystate mass balance over each element
in the grid  For the element at x
 y illustrated in Figure  b the mass balance at
steadystate can be written	
q
x
x x
 y  q
y
x
 y  y  q
x
x
 y  q
y
x
 y    
A simplied form of the momentum equation is used to solve for the ows q
x
and
q
y
  Provided that the variation in gap thickness H is suciently small hydrodynamic
lubrication theory Tadmor and Klein  applies and the momentum equation reduces
to
   
p
x

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For a powerlaw uid the viscosity term can be written in the present case as
  K
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Figure  	 a The repeating geometry of an unwrapped kneading disc screw block the
bold outlined region representing a single ow channel  b Geometry of a single element
used in the FAN analysis with pressures evaluated at the cell centre and ow rates evaluated
at cell boundaries 
where the rheological parameters K and n are called the consistency and pseudoplastic
index respectively  The shearing associated with the circumferential rotation of the screws
is expected to be much greater than that associated with pressure ow along the screw
axis i e 
v
y
z
	
v
x
z
 
Neglecting the smaller of the two velocity gradient terms in Equation   leads to
  K
 
v
y
z

n 
 
The velocity gradient term in Equation   may be approximated as
  K
 
U
y
H

n 
 

Substituting this simplied expression for  into Equations   and   leads to
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Solving Equations   and   for the velocity elds with the assumption of no slip at
the walls allows the ows in the x and ydirections to be determined	
q
x
  
H

y
K U
y
H
n 
p
x
 
q
y
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U
y
Hx

 
H
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K U
y
H
n 
p
y
 
Substituting these expressions into the conservation of mass Equation   and discretising
results in	
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where X and Y are grid element indices  The superscripts
XY 
indicate the value of a
eld variable at position X
Y  in the grid while the normal script X
Y  indicates a
functional dependence of a variable on the indices  The S
x
X
Y  and S
y
X
Y  terms are
functions given by
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and the average heights H
x
X
Y  and H
y
X
Y  in the x and ydirections respectively are
functions given by
H
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Periodic Boundary Conditions
A knowledge of the boundary conditions is required in order to write the mass balance in
cells which lie at the border of the grid  Referring to Figure   due to circular symmetry
in the ydirection the pressure and velocities at the top of the grid must be the same as
those adjacent to the bottom elements  Also because the pattern of discs repeats itself
down the length of the extruder in the xdirection the conditions to the right of the right
most grid elements must be the same as those in the leftmost column shifted up or down
by the number of cells equivalent to the stagger angle plus any externally applied pressure
change across the paddle element 
Solution Procedure
Writing the mass balance over each cell in the grid provides a system of linear algebraic
equations which can be written in the following matrix form
AP  B  

where P is a vector containing all the pressures in the ow grid  Matrix A was found to be
typically illconditioned so its inverse was computed using the MoorePenrose pseudoin
verse method Albert   Solving Equation  
 yields the pressure distribution in the
grid  Once the pressure in each cell has been found the local ow rates can be determined
from Equations   and   according to
q
XY 
x
 S
x
X
Y 
p
X	 Y 
  p
XY 
x
 
q
XY 
y
 S
y
X
Y 
p
XY	 
  p
XY 
y
 
The net ow rate Q
x
between successive discs in the downchannel xdirection is calculated
by adding all the q
x
ows along a strip of grid elements in the ydirection i e 
Q
x

X
Y
q
XY 
x
for any X	  
To model the mixing between successive kneading discs correctly the forward Q
	
x
and
reverse Q

x
ow components between successive kneading discs need to be calculated 
This is done by adding the positive and negative q
x
ows along a strip in the ydirection
separately i e 
Q
	
x

X
Y
max


 q
XY 
x

for any X	  
Q

x

X
Y
min


 q
XY 
x

for any X	  
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Rate of Viscous Heat Dissipation
The shearing of the uid results in viscous heat dissipation  In element X
Y  the specic
rate of viscous heat dissipation is given by Bird et al  
!
"
UX
Y      	 rv  K
 
U
y
H
XY 

n	 
 
The average value of the specic rate of viscous heat dissipation
!
"
U  is found by taking a
volumeweighted average over all elements in the grid  As the height H
XY 
only varies
in the ydirection the averaging need only be performed in this direction along a single
slice i e 
!
"
U 
X
Y
!
"
UX
Y H
XY 
X
Y
H
XY 
for any X	  

Implementation Remarks
The FAN implementation described here follows the simplied method outlined in Szyd
lowski and White b  The major dierence to their implementation is that advantage
is made of the periodic geometry of the singlescrew kneading disc sequence  Because of the
periodic symmetry only the ow in a single channel needs to be computed  This appears
to have been overlooked by Szydlowski and White who used extended grids incorporating
several neighbouring discs  More rigorous implementations of the FAN method are avail
able e g  Wang and White  which do not neglect the shear in the xdirection as
done here  Such implementations result in a nonlinear set of equations for the pressure
distribution which must be solved iteratively  In the present search for a computationally
inexpensive model the speed advantage oered by the present simplied FAN implemen
tation osets the expected loss in model accuracy 
  ThreeDimensional Solution of the Flow Equations
The threedimensional pressure and velocity elds around a block of staggered kneading
discs were determined by numerically solving the continuity and momentum equations for
steadystate isothermal creeping ow of an incompressible powerlaw uid  The equations
to be solved are	
r  v    

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 x
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 z
Figure  	 Geometry of the kneading disc ow channel mesh used in the 
D ow simula
tions 
 r     rp  

where   is the stress tensor  The technique used for solving these equations in this thesis
has already been discussed in Section 
   For the present application the kneading disc
channel was unwrapped from the screw as in the FAN model shown in Figure  
a  The
channel was then divided into a 
D mesh of rectangular cells as represented in Figure   
Boundary conditions
In a frame of reference attached to the kneading disc the barrel wall is seen to be moving
at a velocity of R
B
N in the positive ydirection  No slip at the disc and barrel surfaces
is assumed  Circular symmetry requires that the pressure and velocities in the ydirection
be periodic with period n
t
  In the xdirection the pattern of discs repeats cyclically
down the length of the extruder hence the conditions downstream of the xmostpositive
grid elements must be the same as those in the rst x layer shifted in the ydirection by
the number of cells equivalent to the stagger angle 
Solution procedure
Initial pressures and velocities are set to zero and the solution procedure described in
Section 
   was applied  Due to the moving barrel wall in the present geometry under
relaxation factors w
u
 of  
 were used when iterating in the x and ydirections and  

when iterating in the zdirection  These values were found to give stable convergence 
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 The Kneading Disc Flow Network
The D D and 
D models described so far in this chapter can be used to calculate the ow
rate entering and leaving a single chamber of a kneading disc  Material passing through
the kneading disc section of an extruder would pass through several such chambers on its
journey so a tidy way of modelling this bulk ow mechanism needs to be devised 
In Section 
 
 
 the notion of a ow network representing the volume of the ow domain
of a screw and the ow rates occurring between dierent parts of it was introduced  A
similar and very simple representation can be introduced for a sequence of kneading discs
as shown in Figure    As can be seen a sequence of kneading discs is represented as a
linear network of identical elements  The volume of each ow network element is equal
to the ow volume surrounding a pair of kneading discs  Calculating the ows occurring
between each ow network element requires further analysis as the ow rates derived in
Equations   and   apply only to a single kneading disc chamber shown as the shaded
region in Figure  a  To calculate the total axial ow Q
m
produced by the kneading
discs the axial ow contribution from the entire ow domain shown shaded in Figure
 b needs to be determined  This is done by a simple consideration of the ratio of ow
areas  If A
SX
is the crosssectional area of a single kneading disc A
c
is the crosssectional
area of a single chamber and A
BX
is the entire gureeight crosssectional area of the
barrel bores then the ratio F
r
of the entire ow areas crosssection to that of the single
chamber is
F
r

A
BX
  A
SX
A
c
 


These quantities can be calculated easily from the screw geometry as described in Chapter
  The forward and reverse components of the total ow can now be written as
Q
	
m
 F
r
Q
	
x
 

Q

m
 F
r
Q

x
 

For the twolobed disc pairs shown in gures throughout this chapter F
r
has a value of

  
 Results
The D D and 
D models described in the previous sections were implemented in C com
puter code  Each model was used to calculate the net forward and reverse axial throughputs
in a series of kneading discs at a variety of stagger angles  Consistent geometrical and uid
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Figure  	 a A sequence of six kneading discs and b its representation as a ow
network  Flows can occur in both directions between successive elements 
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a
ASX ASX
b
ABX
c
Figure  	 Nomenclature of the crosssectional areas 
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Table  	 Parameter values used in the kneading disc simulations 
Parameter Value Parameter Value
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Figure  	 Pressure proles generated by the D model 
properties were used in each simulation with the parameters listed in Table    All sim
ulations were performed assuming that the ow channels were fully lled and that the
outlet was open discharge i e  there was no externally applied pressure gradient 
Typical results generated by each of the models are reviewed rst  Figure   shows
the peripheral pressure eld i e  in the direction of rotation around the kneading disc
calculated using the D model  The pressure eld is symmetrical and has its greatest value
just in front of the leading edge of the kneading disc  The dashed line shows the pressure
eld staggered by 

 
to give some indication of the axial pressure gradient at dierent
locations around the disc 
Figure   shows the ow elds generated by the FAN model at forward stagger angles
of 
 
 

 
 
 
and 
 
using a    x  y grid  The velocity ow eld at a stagger
angle of 
 
indicates ow in the direction of the moving barrel wall down the page above
the kneading disc tips  However in the middle of the channel the ow is in the negative
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stagger 0°
a
stagger 30°
b
stagger 60°
c
stagger 90°
d
Figure  	 Flow velocity elds relative to the kneading disc generated by the FAN model
at various stagger angles  The xaxis points to the right of the page and the yaxis points
down the page  The barrel wall moves in the positive ydirection in all cases 
direction which is clearly incorrect  It needs to be reiterated that the approximations of
the FAN method are valid only when the variation in channel depth is suciently small 
The geometry used in this example is borderline with the ratio between the shallowest
and deepest sections of the channel being 	  The error at 
 
staggerangle is not large
but is exaggerated by the scaling of the arrows in the vector plot  Importantly zero net
ow in the xdirection is still correctly predicted  Fortunately such low stagger angles
are not commonly used in practice  In cases with higher stagger angles the positive ow
component due to the staggering dominates any minor negative ows in the midchannel
region  Figures  bd show that at higher stagger angles the forward and reverse ow
components in the axial xdirection become more noticeable until at 
 
there is no net
axial ow but signicant circulating ows between adjacent discs 
In the full 
D ow simulations a      x  y  z element mesh was used  For
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Figure  	 a Flow channel geometry for kneading discs staggered at 
 
  Dimensions
are in mm  b Simplied representation of the ow channel 
a forward 
 
staggered geometry Figure  a shows the disc surfaces forming the ow
channel including parts of the adjacent discs to illustrate the 
 
staggering  For greater
clarity when displaying results Figure  b shows a simpler representation used for
overlaying ow curves 
Figure  a shows velocity vectors relative to the kneading disc indicating the rel
ative magnitude and direction of the ow at various positions in the channel  The uid
near the barrel surface moves almost directly in the ydirection while uid closer to the
centre of the channel has a greater component in the xdirection  There is little ow in
the zdirection in this case  The absence of ow in the zdirection indicates that the ap
proximations of the FAN model should be quite accurate for this geometry 
Figure  b shows streamlines entering the ow domain over the disc tip at the
y   side  Fluid in this case is swept along with the barrel wall and exits the channel at
the opposite tip  Figure  c shows that streamlines entering the ow domain from the
upstream x   plane generally pass straight through the channel and exit at the x  L
d
plane with a small component returning to the x   plane between the disc tips near the
extreme in the positive ydirection  Figure  d shows that streamlines enter the ow
domain from the downstream x  L
d
plane mostly via the gap between the disc tips near
the y   region usually leaving again via the x  L
d
plane 
A comparison of the open discharge net ow rates predicted by the dierent models
at various stagger angles is shown in Figure  a  Because angles have been dened
positive in the direction of screw rotation staggering adjacent kneading discs in negative
angle increments in the positive screw axis direction results in forward axial conveying
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Figure  	 Flow in 
 
forward staggered kneading discs  a velocity vectors relative to
the kneading disc b streamlines entering from the y   side c streamlines entering
from the upstream x   side d streamlines entering from the downstream face 
action while positive angles act to convey uid in the reverse axial direction  The resulting
ow curves are odd functions of stagger angle with a 
 
period which is reected in the
dual abscissa axis labelling  It can be seen in Figure  a that the D model predicts
net axial ow rates considerably larger than those predicted by the 
D model  The D
FAN model in contrast agrees reasonably well with the 
D model 
When the net ow rates predicted by the D FAN and 
D models are displayed on
a ner scale as in Figure  b an unexpected trend in the 
D model predictions can
be seen  At forward and reverse stagger angles of between approximately 
 
and 
 
the
net ow direction reverses  Additional simulations were carried out using a ner mesh
and also reversing the relative disc rotation direction to establish that this was indeed the
predicted behaviour and not an artifact of the model implementation  Similar behaviour
was also observed in simulations with Newtonian uids so it cannot be attributed to non
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Figure  	 Comparison of ow rates predicted by the kneading disc models as a function
of stagger angle  a D D FAN and 
D model net ow rates b singlelayer FAN D
FAN and 
D net ow rates on a ner scale 
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Newtonian ow behaviour  An explanation for this phenomenon will be presented in the
next section 
It is apparent in Figure  b that the D FAN model does not predict the reverse
ow behaviour noted above the singlelayer FAN model curve shown in this plot will
be discussed later in this section  There is consequently a poor correspondence between
the D FAN and 
D models at stagger angles above 
 
  At lower angles the agreement
between the net ow predictions of the D FAN and 
D models is generally within  
When modelling the entire extrusion process it is important that the model used
not only predicts the net ow rate through a screw component with accuracy but also
the forward and reverse ow components  Whereas the net ow rate is important for
calculating the material distribution and pressures generated within the extruder the
forward and reverse ow components are important for predicting mixing and residence
time distributions 
Comparing the forward and reverse components of the FAN and 
D models separately
it can be seen in Figure  
 that there is reasonably good agreement between the D FAN
and 
D models at low stagger angles with dierences generally within  at stagger
angles up to 
 
  At larger angles the D FAN model can overestimate forward and
reverse ow components by more than   This seems again related to the reverse ow
behaviour predicted by the 
D model at higher stagger angles which the FAN model does
not predict 
In practice it was found that quite a small number of grid elements could be used
in the FAN model without signicantly sacricing model accuracy  The only requirement
on the number of grid elements is that the number of elements used in representing the
circumferential ydirection dimension of the channel should allow the stagger angle to
be represented by an integer number of grid elements or close to  Figures  b and c
show the net forward and reverse ow components predicted by the FAN model using a
singlelayer grid of    x  y cells  The performance of the singlelayer FAN model
is nearly as good as the   
 x  y cell FAN model with signicant deviations only
seen at stagger angles less than 
 
  As matrix inversion is an ON

 process reducing
the number of cells used in the FAN model signicantly reduces the calculation time  The
singlelayer FAN model runs in a fraction of a second on a  MHz Pentium 
 PC making
it very appealing for use in an overall extruder process model 
Finally it might be noted that the stagger angles used in practical twolobed kneading
disc applications are typically 

 
 
 
 
 
or 
 
  The FAN model compares reasonably
well with the 
D model at these angles as the reverse behaviour occurs only at small
deviations from 
 
 
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Figure  
	 Forward and reverse ow components predicted by the singlelayer FAN D
FAN and 
D models  The upper curve is the forward ow component and the corresponding
lower curve is the reverse ow component 
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 Discussion on Flow Reversal at High Stagger Angles
Figure   shows the 
D ow simulation results for an 
 
forward stagger arrangement
which exhibits reversing ow behaviour  For this geometry net ow might be expected to
be in the xdirection whereas the 
D simulations predict a net ow in the  xdirection 
Figure  b shows velocity vectors relative to the disc illustrating the relative magnitude
and direction of the ow at various positions in the channel  Figures  c and d show
streamlines entering the ow channel via the x   and x  L
d
planes respectively  These
plots indicate that uid entering the channel at the x   plane tends to leave again via
the x   plane while uid entering at the x  L
d
plane mostly leaves via the x  L
d
plane although there are a few streamlines that cross over and leave via the x   plane 
Figures  e and f show two selected streamlines entering the x   and x  L
d
planes at corresponding points on either side of the channel  These plots serve to illustrate
the marked dierences in ow at the x   and x  L
d
faces despite the geometry being
nearly 
 
staggered at which nearly symmetrical ow might be expected at the x  
and x  L
d
faces 
An explanation for this counterintuitive reversing of the net ow direction becomes
apparent when one considers the relative position of the disc anks on either side of
each channel  Figure  a shows an unwrapped kneading disc geometry having a small
forward staggering angle  The $H and $L indicate the high and low pressure regions
respectively on each side of the disc tips which are drawn in solid black  The arrow
indicates the general ow direction through the disc block  Figure  b shows a similar
unwrapped disc geometry with a larger forward staggering angle approaching 
 
  Based
on the observed trends at low stagger angles one might expect the net ow to be in the
direction of the dashed arrow  However looking to the left and right of the centre channel
in Figure  b it can be seen that the high pressure regions of the rightmost channels
are aligned with slightly lower pressure regions in the leftmost channels while the high
pressure regions of the leftmost channels are aligned with the disc tips of the rightmost
discs  As a result the net ow direction is towards the left of the gure as the equivalent
ows towards the right are partially blocked by the presence of the disc tip indicated with
the crossed ow towards the top of the diagram 
Reversing ow behaviour is therefore attributed to disc anks near the tips on either
side of a ow channel partially blocking ow at appropriately high stagger angles  The
disc tip angle is consequently expected to be a signicant parameter in the reversing ow
direction behaviour as it is an indicator of the extent to which disc anks can block ow
in their adjacent channels  It is noted that reversing ow direction behaviour only occurs
in the present simulations when the staggering angle deviated from 
 
by angles approx
imately less than the tip angle which is 

 
for the present geometry hence providing
some support for the disc ank blocking argument 
It should be noted that the simulations performed here relate to single screw extruders
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Figure  	 Flow in 
 
forward staggered kneading discs  a Simplied representation
of the ow channel b velocity vectors relative to the kneading disc c streamlines
entering from the x   plane d streamlines entering from the x  L
d
plane e selected
streamlines entering from the x   plane f streamlines entering from the x  L
d
face
at the corresponding positions to those in e 
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Figure  	 Mechanism of reversing ow in kneading discs a forward staggering produc
ing net ow in the forward direction b forward staggering approaching 
 
producing
net ow in the reverse direction  The expected ow is shown as a dashed arrow whereas
the ow is actually in the direction of the bold arrows 
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only and that experiments have not yet been performed to conrm the reversing ow
direction prediction  Insucient data are available to allow speculation as to whether the
same reversing eect might be observed in twinscrew extruders at similarly high stagger
angles 
	 Conclusions
In this chapter a case study was undertaken to identify which simplied kneading disc
uid transport model oers the best accuracy for its computational eort  The study
was necessary because such an evaluation of simplied kneading disc ow models has not
been reported in the literature  The models evaluated were a D peripheral ow model
a D FAN model a singlelay FAN model and the benchmark for accuracy was a full

D nite volume model  The intermeshing region was neglected in all models thereby
simplifying the analysis to singlescrew kneading disc ow  By comparing the predictions
of the models at a range of stagger angles at open discharge for a twolobed kneading disc
it was determined that the D model is highly inaccurate with errors of up to   The
net ow rates predicted by the D FAN model are accurate to within around  of the

D model at forward and reverse stagger angles up to 
 
  Individual forward and reverse
ow rate components are accurate to within  of the 
D model predictions at stagger
angles up to 
 
  Predictions using the FAN model outside these ranges are subject to
larger errors due to the unexpected reversing of the net ow direction at stagger angles
approaching 
 
  It was found that the D FAN model still gives acceptable accuracy
over the commonly used range of stagger angles when the calculation grid is reduced to
a single layer of  elements in the dimension aligned with the direction of disc rotation 
The execution of the singlelayer FAN model requires only a fraction of a second of CPU
time on a  MHz Pentium 
 PC 
Chapter 
Modelling Fluid Transport in
Orice Discs and the Die
Abstract In this chapter expressions for the ow rate and specic rate of
viscous heat dissipation in orice discs and circular dies are developed  The
representation of each component as a ow network compatible with those
described in previous chapters is also presented 

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	 Introduction
Modelling uid transport in orice discs and circular dies is one of the easier tasks in
extruder modelling  Orice discs present a narrow annular gap for ow as seen in Figure
  so the ow can be modelled in a similar way to that used for the screw ight gap as
discussed in Section 
    Flow though a circular die has a simple analytical solution for
both Newtonian and powerlaw uids 
The purpose of the present chapter is to outline the methods used here for modelling
ow in orice discs and circular dies  The models are intended for use in a dynamic model
of the complete extrusion process  Consequently a ow network structure representation
of the orice discs and die compatible with the ow networks described in the previous
chapters for screws and kneading discs is presented  As the orice disc ow model is im
plicitly validated in Chapter 
 and the ow in circular channels has a well known analytical
solution there are no simulation or experimental results presented in this chapter 
	 Fluid Transport in Ori ce Discs
The annular gap presented by orice disc pairs can be unwrapped and treated as a long
narrow slit having length L
y
given by
L
y
    
B
R
B
R
s
  
and width L
x
of
L
x
 R
B
 R
s
 
where R
B
is the barrel bore radius R
s
is the orice disc tip radius and 
B
is dened
according to Equation    A frame of reference attached to the barrel is considered
oriented as shown in Figure  b  Flow through the ight gap in the zdirection is driven
by pressure only  The rotation of the screw in the ydirection is responsible for considerable
shear in the gap  The ow in the ight gap is then described by the momentum equation
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and the powerlaw viscosity is expressed as
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Figure  	 a A pair of orice discs and b the geometry of the annular slit formed
between the discs and the barrel wall 
There is assumed to be no slip at the screw or barrel surfaces and the velocity boundary
conditions are expressed as
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where N is the screw rotation rate  The analysis proceeds identically to that used for cal
culating ow through the screw ight gap in Section 
    An iterative solution procedure
must be used  Using the current viscosity estimate  the velocity prole in the zdirection
is given by
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The updated viscosity 

between iterations is given by
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After  converges the net forward or reverse ow through the orice disc constriction can
be calculated  The direction of the ow depends on the direction of the pressure gradient
so the forward and reverse ow components Q
	
o
and Q

o
respectively can be expressed
generally as
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Figure  	 The orice disc ow network representation 
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The rate of heat generation per unit volume due to viscous dissipation in the orice disc
gap is given by
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  The Orice Disc Flow Network Representation
An orice disc pair on a screw shaft may be represented as a ow network consisting of
two identical elements representing the free volume on either side of the ow disc  They
are connected by a single ow Q
o
 which represents the ow through the orice disc gap 
An illustration of the simple orice disc ow network is shown in Figure   
	 Fluid Transport in Circular Die Elements
The volumetric ow rate Q
d
of a powerlaw uid through a circular aperture has a well
known analytical solution see for example Bird et al   given by
Q
d
  
R

n
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d
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n
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
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

n
 
where R
d
is the die hole radius p is the pressure gradient across the die L
d
is the length
of the die aperture and K and n are the consistency and pseudoplastic parameters of the
powerlaw rheology model  The rate of viscous heat dissipation per unit volume due to the
ow is given by
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Qd
Figure  
	 The die ow network representation 
 The Die Flow Network Representation
The die ow network consists of two volume elements connected by the die ow Q
d
 as
shown in Figure  
  The volume of the rst element is equal to that of the die cavity V
d
 
The second volume element is a dummy element which resides outside the extruder at a
distance L
d
away from the rst element  It is essentially an accounting measure so that
each ow in the network can be expressed in terms of a ow type an originating element
index and a terminating element index  This allows the die ow network to be represented
in a similar manner to the ow networks of the other screw types and thereby simplies
the ow accounting procedure when performing process simulations 
	 Conclusions
In this chapter expressions for the ow rate and specic rate of viscous heat dissipation in
orice discs and circular dies has been presented  Each component can be represented by a
simple ow network consisting of two separate volume elements and a single ow between
them 
This thesis up until now has focussed on developing uid transport models for the com
mon screw components and die  Emphasis was placed on developing computationally in
expensive models that are reasonably accurate based on comparisons with full 
D ow
simulations  There was also an emphasis on representing each screw component as a ow
network that describes the component in terms of the major uid reservoirs around it and
the ows between them 
Now that these simple ow representations are available the following chapter describes
how an entire extrusion process can be simulated dynamically by simply linking the ow
networks of the components which make up the screw shaft and accounting for the mass
and energy ows occurring between them 
Chapter 
Dynamic Simulation of the
Corotating TwinScrew Extrusion
Process
Abstract In this chapter a new technique for modelling the dynamic be
haviour of corotating twinscrew extruders is presented  Given the geometry
of the system the operating conditions and a description of the process ma
terial rheology the model predicts the dynamic proles of the degree of ll of
the screws temperature pressure specic mechanical energy residence time
distribution moisture content and concentrations of reacting species  For mod
elling purposes the free volume of the extruder is divided into model elements
along the natural ow bottlenecks and screw boundaries  The forward and
reverse owrates between the model elements are determined using the ow
models presented in Chapters 
  and   By assuming a slight compressibility
for the process material the pressure in each element is directly related to the
degree of overll via the uids bulk modulus of elasticity  This allows the dy
namic mass balance over each element to be written in terms of the ll fraction
only  Mass and energy balances over each model element provide a system of
sti ordinary dierential equations which are integrated to determine the dy
namic behaviour of the system  Results of a process startup simulation and an
extrusion cooking dynamic response simulation are presented  Comparison of
the model with dynamic temperature pressure and residence time distribution
data from an extrusion cooking process indicates a good predictive capability 

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 Introduction
The number of variables available for manipulation in an extrusion process is large  These
not only include screw speed feed rates and barrel temperature settings but also the
multitude of dierent screw congurations which are possible in modular extruders  In the
absence of a process model product development or process optimisation must be done
through lengthy experimental investigations where the various permutations of operat
ing conditions and screw congurations are tried  This is expensive in terms of human
resources process downtime and raw material consumption which can be hundreds of
kilograms per hour for large extruders 
An accurate process model oers the potential to perform large portions of such inves
tigations cheaply on a computer  Dynamic process models in particular also enable process
control strategies to be simulated and residence time distributions to be estimated  Mod
els also provide process insights which can be dicult to obtain experimentally as the
physical nature of the extrusion process complicates direct observation of its interior  In
vestigators such as Kim and White  have gone to considerable trouble to incorporate
glass windows into their extruder barrels to allow observation of material transport during
operation 
Full 
D nite element simulations of complete twinscrew extruders have not been
forthcoming in the literature no doubt owing to the problems associated with representing
the time dependent ow boundaries mobile airliquid phase boundaries and the computing
power required to handle the large number of elements necessary to represent the geometry
accurately  Due to the complexity and magnitude of the complete problem it is unlikely
that full 
D simulations will be available in the near future  All modelling attempts to date
rely on signicant process simplications to achieve practical solutions  Dynamic modelling
in particular has received little attention and has so far only been modelled as a plug ow
reactor Kulshreshtha and Zaror  though residence time distribution experiments
indicate that this is not an appropriate ow mechanism Bounie  
In this chapter a new technique for modelling the dynamic behaviour of corotating
twinscrew extruders is presented  The chapter begins with a process description and a
review of the previous work done in this eld followed by a description of the model devel
opment and a discussion on its implementation  The utility of the model is demonstrated
with a simulation of process startup and the simulation of dynamic step changes in a
cooking extrusion process  Model predictions are also compared with experimental tem
perature pressure and residence time distribution data from a cooking extrusion process 

 Process Description
Extrusion is a shaping operation in which a material is pressurised by some means to force
it through a die  The material is generally a solid at ambient temperature and extrusion
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usually requires processing the material at a higher temperature at which the material
softens or melts to facilitate ow 
A typical screw extruder consists of a barrel inside which one or more helical screws
rotate to propel the feed material towards a die opening at the discharge end of the
extruder  Twinscrew extruders are typically operated under starved conditions which
is to say that the feed from the hopper is metered at a rate which is lower than the
maximum throughput capacity
 
  The shaft may also comprise reverse threaded screws
or nonthreaded elements such as kneading discs and orice discs which are eective at
mixing creating local ow constrictions and imparting shear to the process material 
Depending on the screw conguration therefore dierent regions of the extruder may be
either partially lled sometimes called conveying zones or fully lled sometimes called
melt zones when the contained material is in the molten state  The temperature of the
process material changes due to friction viscous shear and heat transfer between the
material and the barrel wall which often contains heat exchangers to control the wall
temperature 
The high pressure generated by the forward conveying screw elements eventually forces
the material to exit the extruder through the die 

 Literature Review
Flow modelling in screw extruders dates back to Rowell and Finlayson  and various
models for uid transport in fully lled screws e g  Denson and Hwang  and partially
lled screws e g  Booy  ensued  Transport models for kneading disc sections were
also developed e g  Werner and Eise   Twinscrew extruders during this time were
modelled in a similar way to singlescrew extruders by adding extra ow channels to
account for the intermeshing region 
One of the rst to consider the complete twinscrew extrusion process was Yacu 
who modelled the conveying sections and melt sections separately to calculate the steady
state axial temperature and pressure proles  A temperature dependent powerlaw rheol
ogy model was used based on approximate average shear rates in the screw channel  The
operating point of the extruder was calculated using an iterative procedure to estimate the
length of the fully lled melt section  Whereas Yacus approach used simplistic transport
models Meijer and Elemans  improved matters slightly by modelling transport in
their screws using the parallel plate model Tadmor and Klein  whereby the screw
channel is treated as a trough having a top and bottom corresponding to the barrel and
screw root but no sides  Leakage ow phenomena were also taken into consideration 
Tayeb et al  b modelled the steadystate axial temperature and pressure proles
using a more accurate version of the parallel plate model incorporating shape correction

As opposed to being force	fed and unregulated like some types of extruders
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factors to account for the inuence of the screw ights  The intermeshing region was treated
as a local constriction between the two screws in which only pressure ow was assumed 
The melt zone was assumed to be isothermal while a separate model for material transport
and frictional heat generation in the partially lled conveying section was also introduced 
Vergnes et al   extended this work to include kneading disc elements and a non
isothermal melt  Bawiskar and White  present a similar style of model using the
D ow analysis network treatment of Szydlowski and White  to describe transport
in the screws and distinct considerations of the solids conveying and polymer melting
processes 
There is little published work however on modelling the dynamic behaviour of twin
screw extruders  Levine et al   calculated the isothermal dynamic response of die
pressure moisture fraction and ll length resulting from variations in feed rate and com
position  It appears that the calculation was based on a mass balance over the melt zone
to compute its change in length with time though the solution scheme is not discussed
in detail  Kulshreshtha and Zaror  modelled the transient axial proles of tempera
ture pressure moisture fraction ll fraction and mechanical energy input  Only forward
conveying screw elements were considered  Material transport in the screws was modelled
as onedimensional positive displacement plugow with leakage backow proportional
to the pressure gradient  Their solution scheme used a steadystate version of the model
Kulshreshtha et al  a as a starting point  A mass balance over the melt zone pro
vided an equation describing how the interface between the solids conveying zone and the
melt zone moves with time  At each time step the temperature and pressure proles in
the solids conveying and melt zones are recalculated shifted and remeshed based on the
new location of the interface Kulshreshtha b 
A more recent exercise by Kim and White  considered the isothermal startup of
a twinscrew extruder with a Newtonian liquid feed material by applying a mass balance
over the system to give the length of the fully lled zone  Simple drag and pressure ow
relationships were used in the screw elements while the kneading disc elements were mod
elled as inecient conveying screws by applying ow correction factors to screw transport
models 
 Literature Discussion
In view of the existing literature the methodology for steadystate extrusion process mod
elling is reasonably well developed although there is still room for improvement of the
ow models  The solution scheme used in all published steadystate models requires a one
dimensional ow path through the extruder which limits the ability to model complex
mixing and bypassing behaviour 
Dynamic modelling has received little attention in the literature and consequently
there is no well established modelling methodology  The existing solution schemes are
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complicated and computationally expensive requiring the ow domain to be remeshed
at every timestep  These solution techniques limit the ow analysis to simplistic one
dimensional plug ow models which are unable to incorporate backmixing behaviour 
There appears to be a general requirement for a robust modelling approach which
addresses the problem of moving ow boundaries and allows a more exible and accurate
description of the ows in the extruder  Providing a solution to this problem is the goal
of the present chapter 

 Model Development
In the following sections a model for calculating the dynamic behaviour of a corotating
twinscrew extruder is presented  An outline of the modelling approach is given here and
the details are provided in the following sections 
The modelling procedure begins by dividing the free volume of the screws into model
elements along the natural ow bottlenecks and screw boundaries  Over each model el
ement dynamic mass and energy balances are written which describe how each of the
variables of interest such as ll fraction and temperature vary with time  In order to
write these balances the current ow rates between all the model elements are required 
The calculation of these ow rates which was discussed in detail in the previous chapters
requires a knowledge of the material rheology screw speed and pressure in each element 
The principal feature of the present process model is the way in which pressure is calcu
lated  By assuming a slight compressibility for the process material the pressure in each
element is directly related to the degree of overll via the uids bulk modulus of elasticity 
This allows the dynamic mass balance over each element to be written in terms of the ll
fraction only  The resulting system of ordinary dierential equations ODEs describing
the temporal rate of change of each variable can then be integrated in a straightforward
manner to determine the dynamic behaviour of the extruder  No iteration or remeshing is
required during the solution process as the system moves towards steadystate from the
initial conditions during the integration 
The material transport and mode of heat generation is strongly dependent on the
properties of the material being extruded  Dierent treatments are required for liquids and
solids  In the formulation that follows the extrusion of a viscous uid will be considered
rst  In Section   the required changes to the mass and energy balances in order to model
the extrusion of solid feed materials are discussed 
 The Process Flow Network
The modelling procedure begins by sectioning the free volume of the screws into model
elements by dividing along the natural ow bottlenecks and screw boundaries  The division
methods which are specic for threaded screw elements are described in Chapters 
 
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and   The resulting model elements and the ows that connect them form what can be
thought of as a process ow network  Figure   shows ow network diagrams for several
common screw types such as forward conveying screw elements reverse screw elements
kneading discs orice discs and die elements  Note that each element in the ow network
resides at a xed position in threedimensional space  By linking the ow networks of
successive screw sections together a complete extruder screw conguration can be built
up  An example of a complete screw conguration is shown in Figure   along with its
representation as a ow network in three dimensions 
In building a process ow network care needs to be taken when joining unlike screw
elements as their ow networks may not interface with each other directly  This happens
for instance when a threaded screw element feeds into a kneading disc element because
some elements in the screws ow network typically exchange material with network ele
ments several indices away from their own as indicated by Equation 
   In this case the
ows which extend beyond the rst nonscrew element need to be reassigned to connect
to the rst adjacent nonscrew element as shown in Figure  
  Incongruities also arise
when screw elements having dierent numbers of lobes meet  In these cases the indices of
all the ow linkages are maintained but the duplicated ows are eliminated as shown in
Figure  
 
Having established a complete process ow network representing the extruder one can
start to consider the movement of mass and energy between the network elements  This
requires a knowledge of the physical properties and state variables in each element 
The Physical Properties and State Variables in Each Element
This model is based on the assumption that each element is wellmixed and of suciently
small size that the physical properties within the element can be taken as constant  The
physical properties of interest are the parameters of the powerlaw rheology model K and
n the material density  the thermal conductivity of the material  the heat capacity
of the material C
p
 and the heat capacity of the metal screws C
p
m
 
The state variables in each element are also assumed to be constant within the element
and acting at the elements centre  The state variables of interest in each element are
the ll fraction f  pressure p temperature T  and the specic mechanical energy
!
W  
Depending on the process being modelled additional states of interest might include the
moisture fraction M  or the concentration of a chemical species C 
To formulate a dynamic model given the values of the state variables at any instant
one needs to derive equations describing how each state variable changes with time  This is
done by writing the temporal mass and energy conservation equations over each element 
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Figure  	 Flow networks for various screw types	 a one pitch length of a single lobed
forward conveying screw b one pitch length of single lobed reverse conveying screw
c one pitch length of a double lobed forward conveying screw d four kneading disc
elements in series e one orice disc pair f one die element  Refer to Chapters 
  and
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and Q
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Figure  	 a A sample screw conguration excluding the die element and b its
representation as a ow network  The screws rotate in the anticlockwise direction when
viewed from above and the feed end is at the bottom of the diagram 
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Figure  
	 Unlike ow networks can be joined using simple rules a and b show a
singlelobed screw meeting a kneading disc section c and d show a doublelobed screw
meeting a singlelobed screw 
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  Pressure in each Element
In the present model the pressure in each element is calculated directly from the ll
fraction in the element  This is accomplished by assuming that the process material is
slightly compressible in which case the change in density of the uid is related to the
change in pressure by the bulk modulus of elasticity E
v
 according to
Z
E
v
d


Z
dp  
The ll fraction normally would lie in the range 
    However if the ll fraction f is
allowed to take on values slightly greater than one then integration of Equation   gives
the relation
p 

E
v
lnf if f  
 if f  
 
Using the E
v
for water of 	

N#m

 a ll fraction of   corresponds to an element
pressure of 	
  

Pa which is unlikely to be reached in the normal safe operation of
a screw extruder 
Note that this method while having a physical basis is purely a numerical technique 
Any suitably large value of E
v
may be used as long as the typical pressures achieved in
the process do not result in ll fractions signicantly greater than   However the value
used cannot be so large that the degree of overll over the operating pressure range is
in the order of the oatingpoint precision of the computer used for the calculation as
this will lead to roundo errors  In practice increasing or decreasing the value of E
v
by
several orders of magnitude from that of water did not produce any noticeable change in
the modelling results 
 The Mass Balance
In order to perform a mass balance over an element in the ow network the rates of ow
entering and exiting the element are required  The element may be partially or fullylled
as measured by its ll fraction f   The transport analyses presented in Chapters 
  and
 described how to calculate the ows between elements when they are fullylled with a
viscous uid  When the elements are only partiallylled it will be assumed that the ow
is directly proportional to the ll fraction  If this is not exactly the case then it is certainly
not an unreasonable rst approximation for the following reasons	 Firstly most of the work
done on the material in an extruder occurs in the fullylled regions  Regardless of the
transport model used in partiallylled elements the length of the extruders fullylled
region will not be aected at all  The ll fraction in the remainder of the extruder may
vary but seeing that these partiallylled regions typically have very low ll fractions and
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predominantly serve the function of materials conveying they have only a minor inuence
on the outcome of the process  Secondly to model the mechanics of material transport in
the partiallylled zone of an extruder is a complex task which does not generalise well 
Such models would need to be dierent for a dry powder a sticky powder a viscous liquid
and a runny liquid as they would distribute dierently in the screw cavity  Therefore a
simple proportional relationship will be used here in order to proceed with the modelling
of more dominant processes  The mass balance over an element k in the ow network can
then be written as
df
k
V
k

dt

X
i
Q
ik
f
i
 
X
j
Q
kj
f
k
 

where V
k
is the volume of element k and f
k
is its ll fraction  The index i refers to the
indices of all the elements from which a ow originates and enters element k and the index
j refers to the indices of all the elements which receive ow from element k  The volume
V
k
is of course constant with time so the derivative of the ll fraction can be written
explicitly as
df
k
dt


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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 The Energy Balance
A simple backoftheenvelope calculation reveals that the heat capacity of the metal com
prising the screw shaft is typically around three times that of the material which may ll
the void spaces around it  In order to ensure that the temperature change dynamics are
realistic one needs a strategy for dealing with the thermal mass of the screw shaft 
One possible approach is to have a separate model for heat transfer in the screw shaft
running in parallel with the ow network model which simulates the heat conduction in
the screw and the transfer of heat between it and the material in the ow network  A
simpler approach which will be used here is to assume that the heat exchange between
the process material and the screw is rapid  In this case the thermal mass of the material
in each ow network element can be combined with the thermal mass of the screw in its
vicinity  The energy balance over an element k in the ow network can then be written
d
dt
f
k
V
k
C
p
T
k
 V
m
k

m
k
C
p
m
T
k
 
X
i
Q
ik
f
i
C
p
T
i
 
X
j
Q
kj
f
k
C
p
T
k
 f
k
!
"
U
k
V
k
 h
k
A
k
T
B
k
  T
k
  
where T
k
is the temperature of element k  and C
p
are the density and specic heat
capacity respectively of the process material 
m
k
and C
p
m
are the density and specic heat
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capacity of the metal comprising the screw V
m
k
is the volume of screw metal associated
with element k of the ow network
!
"
U
k
is the specic rate of conversion of mechanical
energy into heat energy h
k
is the heat transfer coecient between the process material
and the barrel A
k
is the area of barrel surface in contact with ow network element k
and T
B
k
is the temperature of the barrel surface in contact with ow network element
k  As before the i refers to the indices of all the elements from which a ow originates
and enters element k and the j refers to the indices of all the elements which receive ow
from element k  In Equation   the rate of convective heat transfer between the uid
and the barrel is independent of the ll fraction as it is assumed that the bulk of the
material in the screws resides close to the barrel surface as it is pushed along by the screw
ights  If it is felt that this is not appropriate for the material being modelled then a ll
proportional convective heat transfer term such as f
k
h
k
A
k
T
B
k
  T
k
 could be used 
Algebraic manipulation of Equation   provides an expression for the derivative of
temperature in terms of calculable quantities i e 
dT
k
dt


f
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V
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C
p
 V
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
m
k
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X
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For nonthreaded screw components V
m
k
is simply the volume of the screws associated
with element k calculated from the screws geometrical parameters as described in previous
chapters  For Cshaped and intermeshing elements of threaded screw components the V
m
k
are given by
V
Cchamber
m
k

A
SX
L
p
   
S

n
t
 
V
intermeshing
m
k

A
SX
L
p

S
n
t
 
where A
SX
is dened according to Equation   or   in Chapter  
The specic rate of viscous heat generation term
!
"
U requires some further discussion 
In the nonthreaded shaft components such as kneading discs there is only a single
!
"
U
associated with the ow volume  For the screw intermeshing elements however there is a
value of
!
"
U associated with each of the tetrahedron gap side gap calender gap and screw
channel ow avenue  In such cases where there are multiple
!
"
U adjoining the ow volume
a ow area weighted average
!
"
U is used i e 
!
"
U 
P
i
A
c
i
!
"
U
i
P
i
A
c
i
 
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where the i refers to the ow conduits which adjoin the volume element
!
"
U
i
is the specic
viscous heat dissipation in the conduit and A
c
i
is the crosssectional area of conduit i 
Convective Heat Transfer Coecients Between the Barrel and Process Fluid
Numerical analysis of the convective heat transfer between the process uid and barrel
wall in screw extruders requires calculation of the temperature eld  Due to the enormous
computational requirements of the complete problem simplied models must be used to
estimate the convective heat transfer coecients 
Jepson 
 calculated heat transfer coecients by considering the transient heat
conduction between the barrel and melt during the time interval between successive sweeps
of the screw ight  Domschke and Justus 
 used a more involved numerical analysis
which considered the transient temperature eld between the passing of the ight and
screw channel including the viscous heat dissipation in the ight clearance  More recently
White et al   used an analysis similar to that for the GraetzNusselt problem for
temperature proles in laminar ow pipes 
Due to its simplicity and sound basis the model of Jepson 
 is used in the present
work  Figure   shows a schematic representation of the temperature eld in the extruder
between ight passes  Because of the short time interval between ight passes the problem
can be considered that of heat conduction in a semiinnite medium  In this situation the
onedimensional heat conduction governing equation
T
t


C
p


T
x

 
has the solution
T x
 t  T
w
T
m
  T
w
 erf

x

r
C
p
t

 
where T
w
is the wall surface temperature and T
m
is the initial temperature of the melt  If
A
w
is the area of wall in contact with the melt then the average rate of heat transfer "q to
the material during the time interval t is found by integrating the heat transferred to the
semiinnite medium after time t and dividing by the time i e 
"q 

t
Z


C
p
T x
 t  T
m
A
w
dx  
Performing the integration gives the result
"q  h
t
A
w
T
w
  T
m
  

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Figure  	 Temperature eld in the crosssection of an extruder between ight passes 
where the eective heat transfer coecient h
t
is given by
h
t


p

r
C
p

t
 
The analysis so far has not taken into account the thermal resistance presented by the layer
of melt in the static clearance gap between the screw ight and the barrel which has
thickness L
m
  Adding the contribution of this static layer gives the overall heat transfer
coecient h as

h


h
t


L
m
 
The clearance gap L
m
for a screw is the dierence between the barrel radius and the
screw radius R
B
  R
s
  The time interval t over which the heat transfer is calculated is
given by the revolution period divided by the number of screw ights Nn
t
  It is thus
clear from Equations   and   that the heat transfer coecient can be increased by
increasing the screw speed by using screws with a larger number of tips or by decreasing
the clearance gap 
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 Specic Mechanical Energy
The specic mechanical energy
!
W Jm

 measures the cumulative mechanical energy ex
pended on the process material due to viscous dissipation  The mechanical energy balance
equation can be written as
df
k
V
k
!
W
k

dt
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ik
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i
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 
X
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kj
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 
Equation   can be rearranged to give the time derivative of specic mechanical
energy explicitly as
d
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k
dt
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 Moisture Fraction
The moisture balance over element k can be written
df
k
V
k
M
k

dt
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kj
f
k
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k
 
where M
k
is the moisture fraction by weight in element k which can take values between
zero and one  Rearranging Equation   provides an explicit expression for the time
derivative of the moisture fraction	
dM
k
dt


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	 Component Concentration
The dynamic mass balance on an inert chemical species in element k of the extruder is
identical in form to Equation   for moisture transport  The rate change in concentration
C
k
in element k is thus written as
dC
k
dt


f
k
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k


X
i
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ik
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i
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 
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j
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kj
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k
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 
C
k
f
k
df
k
dt
 
Equation   could be used to model an inert tracer pulse added to the feed of the extruder
to determine the residence time distribution of the process which will be discussed later
in this chapter 
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	 Modelling Extrusion Cooking of Starches
Several investigations in this thesis relate to an extrusion cooking process where the mate
rial being extruded is a low moisture corn our  The following subsections describe tech
niques for extending the basic extrusion model to include two product quality attributes
of interest in such a process	 the degree of gelatinisation and the product bulk density 
The models and parameters are obtained directly from the literature and no attempt has
been made here to verify them experimentally  The intention is to simulate the general
behaviour of these product quality attributes with models that respond in a realistic way
rather than aim for absolute model accuracy  The rheology of low moisture starch mixtures
under extrusion conditions is also discussed 
 Starch Gelatinisation
Starch is a partially crystalline mixture of glucose polymer chains occurring naturally in
plants  When starch granules are heated in the presence of a solvent such as water the
crystalline structure irreversibly melts and the individual polymer chains become mobilised
Camire et al    Starch gelatinisation is thought to inuence product consistency
and avour  Starch molecules are also subject to fragmentation Davidson et al   a
transformation which is also thought to be correlated with product quality though it will
not be discussed further here 
It has been observed that the rate of starch reactions during extrusion cooking is
usually very fast compared with conventional thermal cooking Wang et al    The
high shear forces present during extrusion appear to have the eect of physically tearing
apart the starch granules and allow faster transfer of water into the interior of the starch
granules Gomez and Aguilera  
Few reports exist on the kinetics of starch conversion in extruders  Several experiments
have been performed Bhattacharya and Hanna  Burros et al   Wang et al 
 to determine the gelatinisation rate constant parameters and reaction order under
extrusion conditions  Such experiments provide pseudokinetic models of the gelatinisation
process generally having noninteger reaction orders  However the eects of shear which
make extrusion such a unique process were not modelled specically  Wang et al  
and Cai and Diosady 
 have both attempted to incorporate shear eects into their
kinetic models  Given that the model of Cai and Diosady has been validated over a wider
range of operating conditions it will be the model of choice for incorporation into the
present extrusion process model 
In a shearless environment the rate constant for starch gelatinisation is assumed to
conform to the Arrhenius equation
k
g
 k

exp
 
 
E
RT
K

 
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where k
g
is the rate constant k

is the preexponential factor R is the ideal gas constant
T
K
is the temperature in Kelvin and E is the activation energy  Since starch gelatinisation
is due to the rupture of hydrogen bonds Birch and Priestley 
 Cai and Diosady
suggested that the theories for the eect of shear stress on bond rupture could be adapted to
describe the eect of shear stress on starch gelatinisation  When the bonds are mechanically
strained E in Equation   is replaced by the expression for the strength of the elastically
deformed bond  The rate constant equation was thus rewritten by Cai and Diosady as
k
g
 k

exp
 
 
E

  
RT
K

 
where E

is the new activation energy  is the shear stress and  is the so called $activa
tion volume  Reaction orders of around  were reported whereas other experimentalists
Bhattacharya and Hanna  Burros et al   Wang et al   reported zero order
kinetics  Using Equation   the mass balance on gelatinised starch over a model element
k of the extruder can be written as
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where g
k
is the gelatinisation fraction in element k and k
g
is the gelatinisation rate constant
described by Equation    The magnitude of the shear stress in Equation   is described
by the powerlaw relationship
  K "
n
 
where " is the shear rate and K and n are the powerlaw parameters  Rearrangement of
Equation  
 allows the time derivative of the gelatinisation fraction in element k to be
written explicitly as
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Cai and Diosady 
 reported parameter values of k

 	
 s
 
and E

 
	
J#kgmol which were also used in this work  The activation volume  used in this work
was estimated from Cai and Diosadys data to be 	  

m

#kgmol 
  Bubble Growth and Product Bulk Density
When process material exits an extruder entrained volatile substances can ash causing
tiny bubbles to grow resulting in a cellular foam structure  The resulting product bulk
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density is clearly an important indicator of product quality which needs to be controlled
because it quanties the dierence between a hard pelletised product and a pued foam 
The nal product bulk density depends on the size of the bubbles which grow and the
number of nucleation sites per unit volume 
Fan et al   modelled the dynamics of single bubble growth and shrinkage in
superheated moist extrudates by considering momentum conservation continuity of mass
and balancing forces acting on the bubble wall and the energy balances relating to water
vaporisation and convective cooling  The nal bubble size is a function of the properties
of the material exiting the extruder namely the moisture content die temperature and
rheology which is itself a function of the temperature and moisture content

  Having
determined the nal bubble size Fan et al  calculated an approximate product bulk density
by applying an estimate for the number of bubble nucleation sites available per unit weight 
A full description of their model development is quite lengthy so it will not be reproduced
here  Suce it to say the model of Fan et al  was incorporated into the present extruder
model without signicant modication 
For the purpose of expediting the estimation of the product bulk density in the present
extruder model it is noted that the nal bubble size for a given feed material is a function
of the die temperature and moisture content only  Using the bubble growth model of Fan
et al  a lookup table can be generated for the nal bubble radius indexed by both die
temperature and moisture content  Figure   shows the data of one such table generated
for corn starch using the rheological model of Vergnes and Villemaire  which will
be discussed in the following section  Using this lookup table given the extruder product
outlet temperature and moisture content the corresponding nal bubble radius r
b
can be
found allowing the product bulk density 
B
to be calculated rapidly according to

B


 
	
N
s


r

b
 
where N
s
is the number of nucleation sites per unit mass and  is the density of corn starch 
As suggested by Fan et al  for rough estimation purposes only a value of N
s
   

kg
 
was used while the density of corn starch was taken to be    kg#m

 
Presumably bubbles are also subject to coalescence while the number of nucleation
sites may vary signicantly with processing conditions so the presently described model is
not expected to provide more than a basic insight into the inuence of operating variables
on the bulk density  It is interesting to note from Figure   that the maximum bubble
radius and therefore minimum product bulk density occurs at a moisture fraction of
around   w#w and increases with increasing temperature  In Chapters  and  the
product bubble size distribution will be measured directly and modelled in greater detail 

Thermo	mechanical degradation is not taken into account in the present implementation of the bubble
growth rheology model
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Figure  	 Product bubble radius as a function of moisture content and temperature 
 Dough Rheology
The extruder model and indeed the physical process itself is highly sensitive to changes
in material rheology so a good mathematical description of the rheological behaviour is
necessary to accurately simulate the process 
Unfortunately from a modelling point of view the rheological characteristics of low
moisture starch mixtures are inuenced by many dierent variables  In addition to being
sensitive to natural variations in protein and oil contents the rheology of a given our
is typically a function of temperature moisture content and thermomechanical history
Dolan et al   
There have been relatively few studies on the rheological behaviour of biological ma
terials under extrusion conditions  This is due to the diculty in replicating inside a
rheometer the low moisture high temperature and high shear conditions typically found
inside a cooking extruder  Several researchers have performed rheological investigations
by attaching a customised capillary rheometer die to their extruders allowing the product
viscosity to be measured e g  Harper et al   Cervone and Harper   Of partic
ular note is the work of Vergnes and Villemaire  who constructed a preshearing
rheometer so that the thermal and mechanical treatment of the dough could be controlled
prior to viscosity measurement in a capillary rheometer  A powerlaw viscosity model was
used i e 
  K "
n 
 
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Table  	 Parameters in molten corn starch rheology model of Vergnes and Villemaire
 
Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value
K

  Pas 
m
  
 
 

ER   K 
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 


 

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


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 
 


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 
M

  w#w 

 
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

 
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

J#m

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


 
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 
where  is the viscosity " is the shear rate and the powerlaw parameters K and n have
the form
K  K

exp

E
R
 

T
K
 

T
K


  
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M  M

  
w

!
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!
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

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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n  
 
T
C
 

M  

T
C
M  
where T
K
is the temperature in Kelvin T
C
is the temperature in Celsius M

is the
reference moisture fraction
!
W

is the reference specic mechanical energy and the 
i
are
model parameters  The parameters reported by Vergnes and Villemaire are listed in Table
  
The independent variables covered the ranges   
 
C for temperature around
   s
 
for shear rate    dry basis moisture fraction and     

J#m

for specic mechanical energy  These values span much of the conditions normally
found within a cooking extruder hence the model was felt to be appropriate for performing
extrusion simulations 
It was found however that application of this model resulted in some unexpected rheo
logical behaviour  In particular under certain conditions when simulating nonNewtonian
ow through a circular tube the ow rate decreased as the moisture content was increased 
This eectively meant that adding water to the dough made it more viscous which is not
only contrary to common experience but also to the observations of the researchers who
developed the model  This behaviour was not reected in the raw data published in Vergnes
and Villemaire  so it was attributed to Equation   having an inappropriate func
tional form for describing the functional dependence of the pseudoplastic index n 
Using the original data published by Vergnes and Villemaire  a new regression
model for n was designed using a symbolic regression algorithm known as genetic program
ming GP  The GP algorithm Koza  Kinnear  uses concepts borrowed from
Darwinian evolutionary theory to evolve mathematical structures which describe relation
ships between input and output data sets  The original temperature moisture content and
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specic mechanical energy data along with the corresponding measured values for n were
presented to a GP algorithm and the following relationship was evolved	
n  
 
 

T
C
 

M

 

T
C
M  

T
C
!
W   

The 
i
parameters are listed in the third column of Table    It was found that the
correlation coecient between the original data for n and the values predicted by Equation
 
 was   and that the behaviour of the rheology model in regard to nonNewtonian
tube ow trends using Equation  
 for n became consistent with the trends observed by
the experimenters in the original paper 


 Solids Conveying
It will be noted that the experimental component of this thesis was performed on an ex
trusion cooking process where the water and our feed mixture was assumed to rapidly
form a viscous dough  This is not an unreasonable assumption given that Kulshreshtha
et al  a and Barr&es et al   observed signicant temperature rises in the con
veying zones of their extrusion cooking processes  This observation is more consistent with
viscous ow and viscous heat dissipation than solid particle conveying and frictional heat
generation  Consequently for the purposes of this thesis there is no reason as yet to incor
porate solids conveying behaviour into the extrusion process model  However seeing that
solids conveying is relevant to many types of extrusion processes the following discussion
on modelling solids conveying is included for completeness only  No comment can be made
as to whether it produces reasonable simulation results or agrees well with experimental
observations 
In many extrusion processing applications such as plastics extrusion the feed material
enters the extruder as a solid powder or as pellets  While the material remains below its
melting temperature it is transported as a solid according to the laws of particle mechanics 
The temperature change in the solids conveying region is due to heat exchange with the
screw and barrel wall and frictional heat generation 
Potente et al   reported that the nature of the feed material has a strong inuence
over the conveying mechanism as does the feed rate  Polymer pellets at low feed rates
for instance tend to fall to the bottom of one screw and are conveyed at the maximum
conveying velocity L
p
N in the axial direction  A sticky substance however may adhere
to the screws and barrel and experience more drag eects 
In regard to modelling the solids conveying process during extrusion Yacu 
assumed conveying occurred at the maximum ideal rate and that the temperature rise
was due only to heat transfer with the barrel  Tayeb et al  b included a frictional
heat generation term in their model for hydrated maize starch conveying but the same
group Barr&es et al   later removed it  Their experiments did show however that
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signicant temperature rises take place in the solids conveying region

for their hydrated
maize material  Bawiskar and White  in the context of polymer pellet extrusion
only consider temperature rises in the solids conveying regions where the barrel is fully
lled and pressurisation has occurred  Their heat balance equation then considers heat
conduction at the barrel and friction between the barrel wall and the solids 
It has to be concluded that the mechanism of solids conveying is strongly dependent on
the properties of the feed material  Solids conveying models therefore need to be tailored
to the process at hand 
To adapt the present model to describe solids conveying in the screws it will be assumed
that positive displacement Q
p
 is the predominant mechanism while some part of the drag
components of Q
c
 Q
t
 Q
s
 Q
n
and Q
f
may contribute depending on the nature of the
feed material  The general mass balance therefore may be written as
df
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 

where the m
i
and m
j
are fraction multipliers applied to each ow type indicating its
contribution to drag transport for the particular feed solid  While the temperature is below
the melting point of the solid it will be assumed that no pressure ow can contribute to
any of the ow rates in Equation  
 hence the superscript d is used to indicate that
only the drag component of the ow applies 
When solid feed is conveyed towards a screw component which produces a ow con
striction such as an orice disc reverse screw section or die the solid material compacts
and the temperature rises rapidly due to friction and irreversible deformation until the
solid melts  The rate of work done on the solid per unit volume
!
"
F is the scalar product of
the stress tensor and the velocity gradient which are determined in terms of the coecient
of friction F
s
 the compaction pressure p
c
 and the shear rate " 
p
 	  giving the
expression Tayeb et al  b
!
"
F 
Z
V
F
s
p
c
" dV
Z
V
dV
 

The coecients of friction between the solid and screw surface solid and barrel surface
and the solid with itself all need to be determined experimentally for the solid in question 
The energy balance in the solids conveying zone may then be written as
d
dt
f
k
V
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C
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T
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k
  T
k
  



Though the possibility of heat conduction along the screw shaft was not raised
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where the signp
c
k
 term has a value of  only when the chamber is fullylled and thus
pressurised and h

k
is the heat transfer coecient between the solid and the barrel 

 Solution Scheme
The equations for
df
dt

dT
dt

d

W
dt

dM
dt
and
dC
dt
in each element constitute a system of ODEs
which can be numerically integrated from an initial set of starting conditions to give the
dynamic behaviour of the extruder  The steps in the solution procedure are as follows	
  Dene the geometrical parameters of the screws used in the simulation 
  Dene the screw conguration 

  Dene the barrel geometry including the location of any controlled barrel tempera
ture zones 
  Dene the parameters of the rheological model 
  Dene values for all physical properties such as  C
p
and  
  Construct the ow network  Calculate the position in 
D space of every element in
the ow network 
  Construct a owlist which is a data structure containing an entry for each ow link
in the ow network listing the indices of the two elements in the network between
which the ow occurs the type of ow and a pointer to the geometrical parameters
of the screw type in which the ow occurs 
  Calculate the volumes of all the elements in the ow network as well as the volume
of the screw metal associated with each element in the ow network 
  Dene the initial values of the state variables f  T 
!
W  M and C in every element
of the ow network 
  Dene the operating conditions of the extruder	 the feed rate feed temperature
feed moisture fraction feed concentration screw speed and the barrel temperature
prole 
  Calculate the values of the state derivatives
df
dt

dT
dt

d

W
dt

dM
dt
and
dC
dt
in each element
based on the current f  T 
!
W  M  C and operating conditions  This is facilitated
in practice by cycling through the ow list created in step  and calculating the
contribution of each ow to the derivative terms 
  Step t into the future and calculate the states f  T 
!
W  M and C in each element
at the new time 
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  Repeat from step  until the maximum simulation time is reached 
Steps 
 are performed using a sti ordinary dierential equation ODE solver 
	 Stiness of Model ODEs
The ODEs describing the state variables in the extruder model possess a property called
stiness  This property arises when the modelled phenomena possesses characteristic time
scales that vary by several orders of magnitude  In the present case the ODEs used to
model the extruder are sti because the pressure via the ll fraction state variable adjusts
to changing conditions much faster than other quantities such as temperature 
The computational cost of numerically integrating sti ODEs is enormous when using
nonsti algorithms such as RungeKutta methods or predictorcorrector methods such
as AdamsBashforth Press et al    To maintain stability the nonsti ODE solver
must use a stepsize which is small enough to track the part of the solution corresponding
to the shortest time scale even when this component has decayed to some quasisteady
value  Sti ODE solvers adjust their stepsize based on considerations of accuracy rather
than stability  The computational expense of using a sti ODE solver is much greater per
timestep than using a nonsti algorithm but the advantage is that much larger step
sizes can be used when accuracy considerations permit so the overall computational cost
is much less when applied to sti problems 
In the present extruder model solution scheme the ODEs describing the extruder
state variables are numerically integrated using the MATLAB Mathworks  ode s
software routine which is a variable order multistep ordinary dierential equation solver
based on the KlopfensteinShampine numerical dierentiation formulas Shampine and
Reichelt   Typical computer run times are given in the following sections 

 Results

 Startup Simulation
Initially the model was used to simulate the startup of a hypothetical twinscrew extruder
which is initally empty and at room temperature  The screw conguration used in the
simulation is shown in Figure  a and its representation as a ow network in three
dimensions is shown in Figure  b  Note that the screw conguration has been contrived
to include all of the screw types discussed in this thesis  Table   lists the geometry and
screw conguration details of the extruder used in this simulation  A shorthand is used to
describe the screw types and conguration	 TFS signies a trapezoidal ight screw TFSR
signies a reversethreaded trapezoidal ight screw SWS signies a selfwiping screw KD
signies a kneading disc and OD signies an orice disc  The lengths of each screw section
are indicated by the number of barrel diameters such as D while the kneading discs
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Table  	 Geometric and physical data parameters used in the startup simulation 
Barrel Data Screw Data Shaft Con guration
C
L
   
 
m Name TFS Name TFSR Feed
R
B
    
 
m Type TFS Type TFS   D SWS 
d

 m L
p
    
 
m L
p
   
 
m  

KD
d


 m n
t
 n
t
  D TFS
d

 m R
s
    
 
m R
s
    
 
m  OD
d

  m R
r
    
 
m R
r
   
 
m  D TFS
d

  m t
f
     
 
m t
f
    
 
m  

KD
d
	
 m w
c
    
 
m w
c
   
 
m  

KD
d


  m direction  direction 	   D TFS
d

 m Name SWS  Name KD   D TFSR
d

 m Type SWS Type KD  D TFS
L
p
    
 
m L
d

   
 
m  DIE
Physical Data n
t
  n
t
  Die
E
v
    

Pa R
s
    
 
m R
s
    
 
m
  kgm
 
R
r
    
 
m R
r
   
 
m
C
p
 J kg
 
K
 
direction  Name DIE
   Wm
 
K
 
Name OD Type DIE

m

 kgm
 
Type OD L
d
    
 
m
C
p
m

  J kg
 
K
 
L
d
    
 
m R
d
   
 
m

m
 Wm
 
K
 
R
s
    
 
m V
d
    
 	
m

R
r
    
 
m V
m
    
 
m

congurations are described by the number of discs and the stagger angle used such as

 
 
A powerlaw rheology model as in Equation   was used with the parameters K 
Pa s
n
and n  	  No temperature dependence was included in the rheology model
in order to exemplify the uid transport and viscous heat dissipation eects separately 
To illuminate the rate of viscous heat dissipation occurring in each element the barrel
was modelled as though it were constructed from an insulating material so that there is
no heat transferred between the barrel and the uid  Temperature rises in the uid are
consequently due to mixing and viscous heat dissipation eects only 
Figure  a shows the development of the ll fraction prole during the rst  sec
onds of startup  It can be seen that the elements upstream of the orice discs reverse
paddles reverse screws and die element become fully lled as the extruder approaches
steadystate  The opposing kneading paddle and the opposing forwardreverse screw sec
tions ll symmetrically from the middle outwards 
Figure  b shows pressure development during the rst  seconds of startup which
is calculated directly from the ll fraction according to Equation    It can be seen that
the pressure builtup in the kneading disc section is low compared to the screw elements
upstream of the orice discs and very low compared to the elements upstream of the
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Figure  	 Startup simulation dynamic axial prole surfaces a ll fraction b pressure
c temperature d specic mechanical energy e the screw conguration used in the
simulation dimensions in metres  Note that the feed enters at axial position zero and that
dierent time scales are used on each plot 
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reverse screw and die elements 
Figure  c shows the evolution of temperature over the rst  seconds of start
up  It can be seen that temperature approaches steadystate slower than ll fraction or
pressure does partly due to the thermal mass of the screw elements  The temperature
rises in the reverse kneading disc and reverse screw sections are particularly large  The
viscous heat generating behaviour of these sections is also seen in the contributions they
make to the specic mechanical energy prole shown in Figure  d  The steadystate
axial proles are shown in Figure   
It must be mentioned that the degree of ll was found to vary signicantly among
the model elements of each screw  Figure  a shows a schematic axial crosssection
through a screw pair and barrel indicating the direction of rotation of the screws  It is
often noted in the literature e g  Potente et al   that the ow constriction created
by the intermeshing region causes material to accumulate around the inlet side leading to
dierent material distributions around the screws though this has never been quantied 
The present model predicts this behaviour  Figure  b shows the calculated steadystate
ll fractions across the crosssection of the trapezoidal ight screw in the partially lled
zone at the axial position marked with a vertical line in Figure  c  The degree of ll
down the extruder therefore does not vary smoothly unless one considers successively the
Cshaped elements successive inlet intermeshing regions or successive outlet intermeshing
regions along the screws  The dierence between these proles is shown in Figure  c 
To permit the viewing of coherent trends along the axial direction in the screw sections
the gures in this chapter always display the values of the state variables in the inlet
intermeshing regions of the screws unless otherwise stated  It should be noted that the
ability of the present model to simulate this uneven lling behaviour is a result of the ow
network structure chosen for the screws which includes specic model elements on either
side of the intermeshing region in addition to the Cshaped elements  Previous models
have employed simpler ow structures which are incapable of capturing this behaviour 
The entire startup simulation required around  minutes of CPU time on a MHz
Pentium 
 personal computer 

  Extrusion Cooking Dynamic Response Simulation
Next the dynamic behaviour of a low moisture corn our extrusion process was simulated
using the model described in this chapter  Step changes in screw speed feed rate mois
ture content and screw wear were simulated and the transient eect on die temperature
die pressure product moisture content product specic mechanical energy product bulk
density and product gelatinisation fraction were recorded  The simple high shear screw
conguration shown in Figure   was used in this simulation  The geometrical parame
ters and screw conguration are listed in Table  
  The rheological model of Vergnes and
Villemaire  as described by Equations   and  
 was used to describe the low
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Figure  	 Steadystate axial proles after startup showing a ll fraction b pressure
c temperature d specic mechanical energy e the screw shaft used in the simulation 
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Figure  	 a Schematic crosssection through screw shafts and barrel indicating areas of
high  and low   ll b screw lls predicted by the model in the startup simulation
the wireframe bars indicating the height corresponding to a completely lled model ele
ment c steadystate proles along the extruder through dierent screw regions and d
the screw shaft used in the simulation 
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Table  
	 Geometric and physical data parameters used in the extrusion cooking dynamic
response simulations 
Barrel Data Screw Data Shaft Con guration
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moisture corn starch rheology  The rheology model parameters are listed in Table   
Figure   shows the dynamic response of the extruder to a step increase in screw
speed  Note that a logarithmic time scale is used to magnify the initial transients  It can
be seen that the die pressure eventually decreases to a steadystate value less than the
initial value though there is a large initial inverse response  The die temperature response
displays a long settling time and the temperature increases as the screw speed increases 
The specic mechanical energy also increases as the screw speed increases exhibiting
secondorder type dynamics with overshoot  The product bulk density decreases gradually
in line with the increasing die temperature  The product gelatinisation fraction increases
with increasing screw speed though it exhibits a measure of inverse response behaviour 
Figure   shows the dynamic response of the extruder to a step increase in feed
rate  It can be seen that the die pressure increases which is to be expected in order
to achieve the higher throughput  The die temperature decreases slightly and displays a
long settling time  The product specic mechanical energy decreases with some overshoot
while the product bulk density increases in line with the decreasing die temperature 
The product gelatinisation fraction decreases in line with the decreasing temperature and
specic mechanical energy input 
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Figure  	 a The screw shaft conguration excluding the die element used in the cook
ing extruder dynamic response simulations and b its representation as a ow network 
The element locations are drawn to scale but volumes are not  The screws rotate in the
anticlockwise direction when viewed from above and the feed end is at the bottom of the
diagram 
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Figure  	 Dynamic response at the die to a step change in screw speed 
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Figure  	 Dynamic response at the die to a step change in feed rate 
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Figure  	 Dynamic response at the die to a step change in moisture fraction 
Figure   shows the dynamic response of the extruder to a step increase in moisture
fraction of the feed  The change in moisture fraction aects the process through its inuence
on the rheological behaviour of the feed material though generally there is a large dead
time due to the holdup of moisture in the extruder  The response in die pressure eventually
decreases but displays an unusual ripple along the way  The die temperature decreases as
does the product specic mechanical energy with overshoot most likely as a result of the
reduced viscosity of the process material  The product bulk density increases as a result of
the lower temperature and higher moisture content reducing the extent of product pung 
The moisture fraction itself at the die displays a smooth transition from the initial value
to the nal one 
Figure  
 shows the dynamic response of the extruder to a step decrease in screw
tip radius  It is unlikely this would ever occur in reality unless the screw tip breaks for
some reason  It is intended to demonstrate the ultimate i e  long term eect of screw
wear on the process  It may be seen perhaps surprisingly that after the initial spike
the nal pressure is approximately unchanged from the starting value  The temperature
and specic mechanical energy decrease slightly while the bulk density and gelatinisation
fraction increase slightly 
The process deadtime varies greatly among the various dynamic responses simulated
with values between zero and  seconds  There was no observable deadtime in pressure
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Figure  
	 Dynamic response at the die to a step change in screw radius 
responses to changes in screw speed  Most other responses involve the propagation of
changes in the rate of viscous heat dissipation or the propagation of changes in the feed
conditions and the deadtime for such responses at the die is typically several seconds 
Changes in moisture fraction can result in deadtimes in the order of  seconds  The
presence of process deadtime presents a controllability issue which will be discussed further
in Chapter  
It may be concluded that the dynamics of the twinscrew extrusion cooking process
can be approximated as rst or secondorder although in some cases inverse response
behaviour is also observed  The high degree of interaction between input and output
variables is mostly due to the rheology model which is temperature moisture and shear
history dependent 
Each step change simulation required around 
 seconds of CPU time on a  MHz
Pentium 
 PC which is modest for the amount of detailed information obtained 

 Model Comparison with Experimental Data
An APVBaker MPF cooking extruder Figure   was operated with the screw con
guration shown in Figure  a using a low moisture corn our feed  The representation
of the extruder as a ow network is shown in Figure  b  The geometrical parameters
of the screws die and barrel are shown in Table    Transducers tted to the extruder
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Figure  	 Photograph of the APVBaker MPF corotating twinscrew cooking ex
truder 
allowed the measurement of die temperature and die pressure  The sampling interval was
 seconds  The powerlaw rheology parameters for the feed material were modelled as
per Equations   and  
  The moisture fraction of the feed material was not varied
throughout the experiments and was constant at   w#w 
Figures  a and b show the experimental die temperature and die pressure mea
surements as dotted lines with the model predictions overlayed as a solid line  The feed
rate and screw speed were varied as shown in Figures  c and d 
The model predicted die temperature in Figure  a follows the trends of the experi
mental values quite well although there is a consistent oset of around 
 
C  Considering
that the rheology model used in the simulations was obtained from the literature and not
from any direct experiments some error is to be expected  It was also noticed after the
experiments were completed that the tip of the thermocouple was encrusted with a layer
of cooked starch  This insulating crust and stagnation resulting from the generally lower
uid velocities in the die volume may both have contributed to the lower than measured
die temperature values 
It can be seen that the time constant for the experimental die temperature response
is slightly slower than for the model  This may be due to the heavy die plate   kg
that was used in the experiments being exposed to ambient air resulting in signicant
heat loss and a temperature gradient in the die metal between the process uid and the
air exposed surfaces  Recalling that the thermal mass of the metal comprising the die is
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Figure  	 a The screw shaft conguration excluding the die element used in the
experiments and b its representation as a ow network  The element locations are drawn
to scale but volumes are not  The screws rotate in the anticlockwise direction when viewed
from above and the feed end is at the bottom of the diagram 
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 	 Geometric and physical data parameters used in the experiments 
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Figure  	 Model comparison with experimental setpoint changes in feed rate and screw
speed  Plots show the time varying a die temperature b die pressure c feed rate
and d screw speed  The experimental data where applicable is shown as a dotted line 
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included in the die model element a temperature gradient in the metal and heat loss to
the surroundings would result in lower temperatures and a faster dynamic response 
The model predicted die pressure shown in Figure  b is in reasonably good agree
ment with the experimental trends though the experimental data indicates that changes
in screw speed have a much greater inuence on the die pressure than is predicted by the
model  It can be seen that increasing the screw speed causes a noticeable reduction in
experimentally measured pressure while the model predicts only a small decrease  This
may be a result of several factors that are not taken into account in the model  Firstly
there are almost certainly inaccuracies in the rheological model as mentioned previously 
Secondly there may be a transient shear memory eect in the long chain starch molecules
that is not included in the rheology model  Thirdly due to the screw tips being adjacent
to the die reservoir they may in reality impart shear to the material there and aect
its viscosity  And lastly the presently used model for ow in the die does not take into
account the complete 
D die geometry which may in fact have a signicant inuence on
the extruder performance 
The time constant for the dynamic pressure response is predicted quite well by the
model though the sampling rate is too slow to capture the ner details of the pressure
transients 
It might be reiterated that the model predictions shown here involved no datatting
whatsoever  They are based purely on the geometry of the extruder and a published
rheological model  Under these circumstances the prediction capability of the model is
impressive 

 Model Comparison with Experimental Residence Time Distribu
tion Data
The residence time distribution RTD of an extruder gives an indication of the mixing
and uniformity of treatment of the product Jager et al   and thus has important
implications for product quality and composition when the feed material undergoes any
chemical reactions  The RTD in twinscrew extruders has been measured experimentally
e g  De Ruyck  and various models for estimating the RTD have been proposed such
as those of Bounie  and Puaux et al    The most common modelling approach
is to represent the extruder by a network of plugow reactors PFRs and continuously
stirred tank reactors CSTRs and to simulate the change in concentration at the outlet
as the result of a tracer pulse passing through the system  The ow structure is usually
derived by heuristic judgement and trialanderror while the model parameters such as
backow and recycle rates are determined using regression analysis to t the model to
experimental data 
The present dynamic model can be readily adapted to calculate the RTD by using
Equation   to model the concentration of an inert chemical tracer in the feed  By simu
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lating a pulse change in concentration in the feed and monitoring the outlet concentration
Ct the RTD Et can be determined by normalising Ct by dividing by the total time
integrated concentration i e 
Et 
Ct
Z


Ct dt
 

Experiments were performed on the APVBaker MPF extruder using the screw con
guration shown in Figure   with the geometrical parameters listed in Table    An
  moisture corn our was used as the feed material and its powerlaw rheology model
parameters were modelled as per Equations   and  
  Feed rates of   and 

kg#s and screw speeds of  
  and  RPM were used  At the commencement
of each experimental run the extruder was allowed to reach steadystate operation after
which g of NaCl tracer was added to the feed  A product sample was collected every  s
for  s  The samples were ground and dissolved in distilled water and the conductivity
measured using a portable conductivity meter  By comparing the measured conductivity
with a calibration curve the concentration of NaCl in each sample could be estimated 
It can be seen in Figure   that increasing screw speed has the eect of reducing
the deadtime of the process but has little eect on the overall variance of the RTD 
Increasing feed rate however has little eect on the deadtime of the process but leads
to a noticeably narrower RTD  The good agreement between the experimental and model
predicted RTD curves and their trends is a strong indicator that the ow network model
structure adequately describes the mixing behaviour of the real extrusion process  It also
implies that the holdup of material within the extruder must be reasonably well predicted
by the model 

 Conclusions
A dynamic model of the corotating twinscrew extrusion process has been presented  The
extruder is represented by a stationary ow network structure which is formed by dividing
the free volume of the screws into discrete elements along the natural ow bottlenecks and
screw boundaries  The ordinary dierential equations describing the state variables in
the extruder model have a neat and simple structure owing to the linking of pressure
to the ll fraction via the bulk modulus of elasticity  The model can be easily extended
to describe additional phenomena such as reacting feed materials by adding the ODEs
which describe these phenomena in each element to the basic model ODEs  This was
demonstrated with the modelling of the starch gelatinisation reaction in a cooking extruder 
The threedimensional structure of the ow network provides realistic information on the
uneven lling of the screws around the intermeshing region which has not been simulated
previously 
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Figure  	 Comparison between model predicted and experimentally measured residence
time distributions for feed rates of a  kg#h b  kg#h and c 
 kg#h 
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The model can simulate situations which were not possible previously such as a cold
startup  The model produces realistic predictions of die pressure and temperature that
compare well with experimental data using only the extruder geometry and published
rheological data  The close agreement with experimentally determined residence time dis
tribution data suggests that the model structure provides an adequate description of the
internal mixing behaviour and material holdup in the extruder 
The fast calculation times around 
 seconds for the setpoint changes the exibility
to incorporate reaction kinetics and the implicit modelling of mixing all suggest that this
model would be practical for use as a steadystate process simulation tool in addition to
its value as an indicator of dynamic behaviour 

 Recommendations
There are a number of areas open for further work in dynamic extruder modelling  For
example a more thorough treatment of the ow in the die block is recommended as the
the present treatment may be too simplistic  Further experimental investigations might
also be performed using a material with better known rheological properties such as a vis
cous silicone oil  This would reduce rheological modelling errors thereby allowing a better
evaluation of the process model  Full 
D dynamic simulation of the corotating twinscrew
extrusion process has so far proved impractical using gridbased nite element methods
because of the continual remeshing necessitated by the mobile ow boundaries  An inter
esting topic for future investigation would be to model the 
D dynamic extrusion process
using a Lagrangian uid modelling technique such as smoothed particle hydrodynamics
SPH Monaghan   SPH simulates uid motion without using a grid which allows
complex free surfaces and material interface behaviour to be modelled  The uid is instead
represented by a eld of disordered particles which follow the uid motion  The particles
are treated as interpolation points at which the properties of the uid are computed  This
approach has not yet been applied to extrusion simulation but the ease with which mobile
ow boundaries and multiphase ow behaviour can be coded makes it highly appealing
for such applications 
Chapter 
Measurement of Bubble Size
Distributions in Pued Extruded
Food Products using Digital
Image Analysis
Abstract In this chapter an automatic technique for measuring the bubble
size distribution in pued extruded products from crosssectional images is
presented  A suitable edge discrimination routine together with an algorithm
for detecting holes which may have incomplete boundaries are described  The
actual bubble size distribution can be inferred from the distribution observed
in the crosssectional slices by a deconvolution procedure  The results from
applying this method to several extruded products are presented and it is
shown that the bubble size distributions weighted according to the void vol
ume contained within each diameter range are well described by a Gaussian
distribution  It was also found that several thousand individual bubbles need
to be measured in order to calculate the distribution with meaningful accuracy 
It is anticipated that this technique may prove to be a useful tool in product
quality assessment 

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Figure  	 Schematic representation of a corotating twinscrew extruder 
 Introduction
Cooking extruders are commonly used to produce pued snack foods crispbreads and
breakfast cereals  A typical extruder consists of a barrel inside which one or two helical
screws rotate to convey the feed material towards one end as illustrated in Figure    At
some point along the extruder the channels between the screws become completely lled
and the temperature and pressure increase considerably as a result of friction and material
compression  This has the eect of cooking the material which then leaves the extruder
through a die an opening several millimetres in diameter at the end of the extruder  If
the temperature is high enough on leaving the water present partially ashes causing
bubbles of steam to form and the extrudate to pu  As the extrudate cools below its glass
transition temperature it sets in the expanded state 
The formation of steam bubbles is inuenced by the moisture content of the extrudate
the die exit temperature the rheological properties of the extrudate the surface tension
and the number of sites available for nucleation  The steam bubbles can also coalesce
before the product sets resulting in larger bubbles  As a result of the various factors and
mechanisms involved the nal product can display a range of dierent bubble sizes 
The aim of this chapter is to develop a reliable digital image analysis method for mea
suring the bubble size distribution in pued extruded products  The chapter begins with
a review of the literature relating to this problem followed by a description of the ex
perimental procedure and image acquisition techniques  The image processing algorithms
that were found to be successful and the procedure for reconstructing the true distribution
from the observed distribution are then discussed  The results from applying the analy
sis to three dierent extruded products are then presented followed by conclusions and
recommendations for future work in this eld 
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 Literature Review
The problem of determining bubble or particle size distributions in a material is en
countered often in the literature as it is often this distribution which quanties important
product characteristics  The most direct approach for measuring the bubble size distribu
tion involves analysing a slice through the material and measuring the observed bubble
size distribution  As bubbles are equally likely to be cut at any position eccentric to their
diameter the observed bubble size distribution usually diers from the true bubble size
distribution  A method for reconstructing the true distribution from the observed distri
bution was rst described by Wicksell  and various modications to this procedure
have been reviewed by CruzOrive 
 
A practical application of this technique is reported by Campbell et al   who
measured bubble size distributions in bread doughs by freezing dough samples and viewing
thin slices with a microscope  The bubble diameters in the sample were measured manually
and the true bubble size distribution was reconstructed from the observed distribution
using the technique described by Goldsmith  which is an extension of the Wicksell
technique applicable to slices having nite thickness  The manual measurement was no
doubt a tedious task considering that the authors recommend several thousand bubbles
per sample be measured to ensure accurate results 
Since the advent of cheap image acquisition hardware and image analysis software
digital image analysis has become a well established method for quantifying pore space
from images of thin sections  It is dicult however to nd precedents for all possible
applications as digital image analysis often consists of applying a sequence of established
and customised techniques in an ad hoc fashion to suit the problem at hand Haralick

  One pertinent example is the work of Anselmetti et al   who used digital
image analysis to measure pore sizes in carbonate minerals  The technique applied there
involved impregnating samples with a blue dye and thresholding the resulting blueltered
images to highlight the pores  The areas of the identied pores were then calculated using
a pixel counting technique 
It may not be possible however to accurately measure individual pores sizes using
simple pixel counting techniques when the pore boundaries are not well dened  This is
often the case for pued food extrudates as the thin bubble walls are easily fractured when
slicing the sample resulting in small connections between adjacent bubbles that would
result in their areas being combined even though they are clearly separate structures  For
this reason new edge discrimination and bubble size measurement techniques needed to
be designed for use in the present investigation 
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Table  	 Extruder operating conditions and product expansion ratios 
Product Label Moisture Fraction Feed Rate Screw speed Expansion Ratio
ww kgh RPM
A    
B     
C       
 Experimental Procedure
	 Sample Preparation
An APVBaker MPF  twinscrew cooking extruder was used to extrude a mixture of
corn our and water at a number of dierent operating conditions as shown in Table
   Three dierent products labelled $A $B and $C with visibly dierent bubble sizes
were selected for image analysis  The expansion ratio dened as the ratio of the product
diameter to the die diameter was in each case measured oline and averaged over a
sample size of  product pellets 
The samples were allowed to cool to room temperature and then prepared for pho
tographing by using a disc grinder to remove approximately half of each sample and
expose a longitudinal crosssection  Sample images of each product are reproduced to the
same scale in Figure   
	  Photographic Procedure
The extrudate samples were photographed against a black background using a Pentax
MZ camera with a mm macro zoom lens as shown in Figure  
  Three closeup
lenses giving an additional magnication of  dioptres were tted to the camera lens 
The sample was viewed through a  cm  magnifying lens mounted inside a  watt
circular uorescent light tube  Exposures were made using a camera shutter speed of  s
with an f aperture on  ASA colour lm  A total of  samples of product A and 

samples of both products B and C were prepared and photographed  Each sample was
photographed beside a ruler with mm gradations so that the scaling of the photograph
could be determined  A atbed scanner was used to digitise the developed photographs
giving bit colour images with a resolution of approximately  mm per pixel 
The form of lighting used during the photography was found to be important as the
objective was to highlight the edges of the cut bubbles to facilitate discrimination between
the bubble cavities and their borders  Illumination using the circular uorescent light tube
proved to be more eective than back lighting diuse lighting or point source lighting as
a low incidence angle of light could be achieved that favoured illumination of the sample
edges as shown in Figure   
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(a)
(c) (b)
Figure  	 Sample crosssectional images of the products analysed reproduced at the
same relative scale  a Product A b product B c product C 
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Figure  
	 Photographic equipment 
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sample
circular fluorescent light tube
Figure  	 A circular uorescent light tube gives improved edge illumination 
 Image Analysis
In order to determine the true bubble size distribution of a sample the bubble diameter
distribution in crosssectional images of the sample needs to be determined  This image
processing task is achieved in two stages  The rst step requires a binary image to be
calculated which discriminates between the edges of the bubbles and the bubble cavities
themselves  Once this edge map has been obtained the areas of the image corresponding
to the bubble cavities can be calculated using a separate algorithm  Each of these steps is
described in the following two sections 
	 Edge Discrimination
A technique was required that could discriminate between points in an image belonging to
the cut bubble edges and the cavities of the bubbles themselves  The technique employed
needed to be very specic in its discrimination between edges and cavities as the bottom
walls of the cavities that is the uncut portions were usually patterned with ne detail
which could possibly be interpreted as an edge  Consequently two or more smaller holes
might be inferred instead of one large hole 
Image segmentation is a common image processing task and although many approaches
are reported in the literature there is no dominant methodology Haralick 
  For
the present purposes satisfactory results were obtained using a modied thresholding
approach 
Due to the lighting method used it was observed that pixels on the bubble edges had a
greater luminance than those in cavities  Points brighter than the average of their kbyk
pixel locality can be found by convolving the image with a kbyk averaging lter and
thresholding each pixel in the original image with the corresponding pixel in the averaged
image i e 
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The resulting binary imageM
k
where  indicates an edge and  a bubble cavity proved to
be a poor edge map as low values for k in the range 
 tended to highlight ne details
within a bubble cavity which should be omitted while larger k values in the range 
omitted ne edge details  However a very good edge map was obtained by summing the
edge maps M
k
over a range of oddnumbered k values and then thresholding the resulting
image i e 
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
Values for n and m of  and  respectively were arrived at via numerical experimenta
tion and were found to give excellent results 
Some speckling in the binary image E however was apparent and needed to be re
moved as anomalous speckle pixels in a cavity region can interfere with the measurement
of the cavitys area  Speckles were removed by applying two successive algorithms to the
pixels in E  Speckles with a value of one in the binary image were removed by setting
a pixel to zero when three or more of its four neighbouring pixels those at x   
 y
x
 y x
 y   and x
 y had a value of zero  Speckles with a value of zero were
then removed by setting a pixel to one if ve or more pixels out of a possible total of
eight in its 
by
 neighbourhood had a value of one 
While this approach may seem somewhat ad hoc it proved to be highly successful in
distinguishing between bubble cavities and edges whereas standard approaches failed  An
example of the algorithm applied to a sample of product A is shown in Figure  b 
	  Cavity Detection
Once the binary image distinguishing bubble edges from cavities has been found the area
and average diameter of the observed cavities can be determined  All images produced
by the edge discrimination routine however showed cavities connected by breaks in their
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a b c
Figure  	 Image analysis applied to a sample image  a Original product A image b
edge map c detected cavities 
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boundaries to other cavities  This connectivity meant that the area of each cavity could
not be found simply by counting all connected pixels in an edgebounded region  An image
processing technique known as erosion and dilation Allen  can be used to separate
connected features in some cases by eroding edge pixels until the features separate and then
dilating them to reform the image  However this can lead to loss of image information
and is inappropriate when the connecting regions between features are relatively large
signicantly nonspherical or dier greatly in size  This technique was not eective when
applied to the present images 
Rather cavities were detected and their areas measured by an algorithm which works
by growing polygons from the centre of every by pixel region in the image  If the
starting point fell on a pixel classied as being part of a cavity N
p
rays with an angle

N
p
between each adjacent pair would be traced from the centre until they met with
a pixel classed as a bubble edge  These N
p
endpoints form the vertices of an N
p
sided
polygon which approximates the shape of the cavity  If all the points inside the polygon
were not contained within any previously detected cavity then this polygon was included
in the set of detected cavities 
This basic algorithm was improved upon by avoiding polygons grown from pixels near
the corners of unevenly shaped cavities as this often gave a poor estimate of the cavitys
shape and area  This modication involved growing each polygon from an initial starting
point calculating the point representing the polygons geometric centre of mass and then
growing a new polygon from there  Iterating this procedure several times usually results
in a nal polygon that gives a signicantly better estimate of a cavitys area  Figure
 c shows the result of applying this algorithm to the edge map shown in Figure  b 
Figures  af show a series of snapshots following the progress of the cavity detection
algorithm when applied to a small region of a sample edge map 
Values of N
p
that is the number of rays used between  and 
 were tested  The
best results were achieved using a value of around  as this reduced the likelihood of the
polygon corners passing through small gaps in the detected edges and thus lying partially
inside adjacent cavities 
The equivalent diameter of a bubble cavity was approximated by equating its area A
b
to that of a circle of diameter d hence	
d 
r
A
b

 
For a by pixel image the processing time for these algorithms implemented in C
code and run on a Pentium II processor was 
 minutes for the edge discrimination routine
and  minutes for the cavity detection routine 
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a b c
d e f
Figure  	 Demonstration of the cavity detection algorithm applied to a region of an edge
map image  a Region of edge map with black indicating extrudate cavities  b Rays sent
out in  directions from starting point to edges  c Polygon formed by joining endpoints 
d Polygons geometric centre of mass is located  e A new polygon is grown from the
previous polygons centre of mass and its centre of mass located  f Result after several
repetitions 
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Figure  	 Apparent diameter of a sphere which has been cut ocentre 
	 Data Analysis
The distribution of bubble diameters observed in a products crosssectional image is dif
ferent from the true bubble size distribution as the crosssectional slices will rarely pass
through the exact centre of each bubble  Consequently many bubbles will appear smaller
than their actual size 
The problem of reconstructing the true distribution from that observed in a slice was
rst addressed by Wicksell  who was interested in calculating the size distribution
of corpuscles in organ tissue samples  Wicksell solved this problem for both continuous dis
tributions and discrete histograms  The analysis presented here is an alternative derivation
which is equivalent to the discrete case studied by Wicksell  Whereas he integrated over
each observed frequency interval a discrete summation form is retained here  This leads to
a simpler derivation where there is no loss of accuracy when the observed histogram is also
in discrete form which is likely to be the case for experimentally observed distributions 
It also permits irregular histogram intervals to be easily employed 
To understand the relationship between the observed and true distributions it is in
structive to consider the case of a product which has a uniform bubble diameter  Figure
  shows a sphere of diameter D that has been cut at a point x
o
so that the observed
diameter is p
o
  The relationship between p
o
and x
o
is given by	
p
o

p
D

  x

o
for   x
o

D

 
For a random cut through the sphere the probability Hp
D that the observed di
ameter p
o
is less than a given diameter p corresponding to a cut at x
p
 can be calculated
as	
Hp
D 
x range which gives p
o
 p
total x range

D

  x
p
D

  
r
 
p

D

 
Hp
D is a cumulative distribution function  The probability density function hp
D
can be found by taking the derivative of Hp
D with respect to p i e 
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Figure  	 a Diameter distribution in a product with a uniform bubble diameter D  b
Expected observed diameter distribution in a crosssectional slice 
hp
D 
d
dp
Hp
D 
p
p
D

  p

 
Thus if a material has a uniform bubble diameter D as depicted in Figure  a then
the diameter distribution observed in a crosssectional slice through the material is given
by hp
D which is plotted in Figure  b  It should be noted that the total area under
the curves in Figures  a and b is unity while the shape of the measured distribution
is quite dierent from the true monovalue distribution 
Now consider the case where a material sample has a true bubble size probability
density function fx as shown in Figure   
To determine the expected distribution gs of bubble diameters observed in cross
sectional images the contribution of each part of the curve fx to gs needs to be
considered  Here s refers to the diameter variable in the observed distribution  The fraction
of bubbles in the shaded region between x and x  x will make a contribution to gs
given by
gs



xx	
x
 fxxhs
 x  
Summing over all values of x and taking the limit as x tends to zero gives	
gs  lim

x
X
x
fxxhs
 x 
Z


fxhs
 x dx  
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Figure  	 Bubble diameter distributions  fx is the true bubble diameter distribution
while gx is the distribution observed in crosssectional images 
The curve fx shown in Figure   was for demonstration purposes constructed by
summing two normal distribution curves while gs was calculated using Equation   
Note that the two curves are shaped dierently and that their peaks are located at dierent
diameter values 
The reverse procedure that is obtaining the true distribution fx from the observed
distribution gs can be performed by considering the relationship between n discrete
points on each curve as shown in Equation   below where the s
i
and x
i
abscissa
positions can be chosen arbitrarily  If all gs
i
 values are known then Equation  
constitutes a set of n linear equations in n unknown values of fx
i
 
gs
 
  hs
 

 x
 
fx
 
x
 
 hs
 

 x

fx

x

 	 	 	 hs
 

 x
n
fx
n
x
n
gs

  hs


 x
 
fx
 
x
 
 hs


 x

fx

x

 	 	 	 hs


 x
n
fx
n
x
n
 
 
   
gs
n
  hs
n

 x
 
fx
 
x
 
 hs
n

 x

fx

x

 	 	 	 hs
n

 x
n
fx
n
x
n
The solution of this linear system is straightforward requiring a single matrix inversion 
Note when s  x that hs
 x is zero so many of the coecients in Equation   will be
zero  In fact when the s
i
and the x
i
take on the same values for each i then solving
Equation   involves the inversion of an upper triangular matrix which can be solved
eciently by successive substitution 
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Figure  	 Product bubble size distributions on a a diameter basis and b volumetric
basis 

 Results
The crosssectional images of products A B and C were analysed using the techniques
described previously so as to obtain estimates of their actual bubble diameter distributions 
For each product the data from all available images were combined so that the number
of cavities measured for product A B and C were  
 and  respectively  The
resulting probability density functions for each product are plotted in Figure  a 
It is dicult to see any signicant dierence between the three extruded products
from these curves as equal weighting is given to both small and large bubbles  A more
informative way of viewing the data is to plot the bubble distributions according to the
relative volume contained in each diameter sizing i e 
vx  fxx

 
which is closer to what is perceived when the products are viewed or eaten  Figure  b
shows a plot of vx for each product where for example it is easier to see that for product
A bubbles of approximately  mm diameter are most prevalent on a volumetric basis 
Normal lognormal and RosinRammler distribution curves were tted to each of the
calculated bubble diameter distributions on a volumetric basis with the results shown in
Figures  ac  A normal or Gaussian distribution is described by the equation
P x 


p

exp
 
 
x  %x




 
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Figure  	 Normal lognormal and RosinRammler curves tted to the measured bubble
diameter distributions on a volumetric basis a product A b product B and c product
C 
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Table  	 Summary of product bubble characteristics on a volumetric basis 
Product Mean Diameter Standard Deviation
mm mm 
A    
B 
   

C    
where the parameters %x and  are the mean and standard deviation respectively  A log
normal distribution is described by the same equation except that in this case lnx is
normally distributed  The RosinRammler distribution is commonly used to describe par
ticle size distributions and is described by
P x  x

 
exp

 x



 

where the parameters  and  are greater than zero 
Normal and RosinRammler distributions gave the best ts to the experimental data
with average correlation coecients of   and   respectively while a lognormal
distribution gave an average correlation coecient of  
  Table   lists the mean and
standard deviation of the bestt normal curve for each of the three products analysed 
A comparison of Tables   and   shows a strong correlation between expansion ratio
and mean bubble diameter on a volumetric basis as might be expected  It is somewhat
surprising though that the bubble diameter distributions on a volumetric basis are tted
in each case so well by a normal distribution  A brief investigation into the mechanics of
bubble nucleation and coalescence is presented in the following chapter in order to explain
this result so it will not be discussed further here 
The reliability of the present analysis technique was investigated by comparing the
bubble diameter distributions obtained for product A using dierent sample sizes  The
 product A images were divided successively into smaller groups containing 
  
     
  and  images each and the mean bubble diameter for each group was
calculated  Assuming that the correct diameter is the value obtained by including all 
images that is all  cavities in the analysis the rootmeansquare RMS error of the
mean bubble diameters is calculated for each grouping  This RMS value is plotted against
the number of points used in the analysis that is the number of cavities measured in
each grouping and the result is shown in Figure   
Figure   indicates that in order to achieve even a modest accuracy of around  mm
in the estimated mean bubble diameter of this product on a volumetric basis at least 
cavities should be included  As each image typically contains  cavities this result
implies that approximately  separate images certainly more than a single image need
to be analysed to provide a meaningful estimate of the bubble diameter distribution 
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Figure  	 RMS error as a function of the number of cavities used in the analysis 
 Conclusions
Using digital image analysis techniques it is possible to estimate the bubble size distri
bution in pued extruded products  The photographic and lighting methods used when
capturing the images are critical in achieving a reliable result as are the edge discrimina
tion and cavity detection algorithms used  Commercial image processing software proved
inappropriate for this task  The algorithms described in this chapter were implemented
in C code and required approximately  minutes of Pentium II CPU time for a typical
by pixel image 
The true bubble size distribution can be calculated from the observed distribution by
a simple deconvolution procedure with the bubble diameter distribution on a volumetric
basis being well approximated by a Gaussian distribution for each of the three extruded
products considered  There was a strong correlation between the measured expansion ratio
for the extruded pellets and the mean bubble diameter on a volumetric basis as might be
expected  At least  cavities approximately  separate product crosssectional images
are required to produce a bubble size distribution whose mean is accurate relative to a
large sample estimation to within  mm 
Unlike the acoustic estimation technique that will be discussed in Chapter  the rel
atively slow and manual nature of this method indicates that it will not be of immediate
use for online process control of pung attributes  The value of this technique lies in its
ability to supply process operators with an accurate quantication of a physical property
that is known to have a signicant bearing on product quality  This for example allows
the bubble size distributions of various products to be compared with certainty which
may improve the understanding of exactly what is desirable in pued products  It is also
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likely to be of use in calibrating polymer foaming models to experimental data as the large
number of material dependent parameters in such models would be extremely dicult to
estimate by any other means 
Chapter 
Simulation of Bubble Nucleation 
Growth and Coalescence During
the Extrudate Pung Process
Abstract This chapter describes a simple methodology for simulating pung
in moist extruded doughs  The simulation program considers an initial vol
ume of the extrudate to which simple models for bubble nucleation growth
and coalescence are applied at each time step  The size and position of each
bubble in the system is then monitored over time  For a wide range of initial
conditions the model predicts that total bubble volume is normally distributed
over the diameter range which agrees with the experimental measurements of
bubble size distribution made in Chapter   The simulation results indicate
that coalescence is an important factor in determining the the nal bubble
size distribution  It was also found that the mean bubble diameter on a vol
umetric basis is approximately the same as that of a single bubble grown in
isolation under the prevailing conditions from the start of the simulation  This
suggests that single bubble growth models might provide a reasonably accurate
prediction of the mean bubble size 
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 Introduction
When doughs are extruded at suciently high temperatures the moisture present ashes
causing bubbles of steam to form and grow  This pung phenomenon imparts textural
properties to the nal product which can be highly desirable  There has been an emphasis
in recent times on understanding such postextrusion processes because of their important
inuence on product characteristics and quality 
Fan et al   proposed a model for bubble growth in extruded corn dough by
considering momentum conservation continuity of mass and balancing forces acting on a
single bubble and the energy balances relating to water vaporisation and convective cooling 
This model was able to describe the expansion and shrinkage that has been experimentally
observed during the pung of extruded products  Such products however do not display a
uniform bubble size so additional factors must also contribute to the nal foam properties 
For example nucleation of new bubbles occurs during pung while neighbouring bubbles
may coalesce to create larger bubbles  Bubble nucleation in polymer foaming processes has
been studied previously for example by Lee and Flumerfelt  and Joshi et al   
Bubble formation and coalescence during foaming in polymers has also been observed
experimentally by Yarin et al   however there have been no investigations into
the eect of coalescence on the resulting bubble size distribution in such foams  Although
the formation and coalescence of foams in otation columns has been studied widely e g 
Pelton  the conditions in these typically aqueous otation devices where the bubbles
are mobile are quite dierent to the expanding but essentially xed matrix of a foaming
polymer 
The objective here is to simulate the combined eect of bubble nucleation growth
and coalescence in order to estimate bubble size distributions in pued extruded doughs 
Although each of these phenomena are highly complex in themselves the purpose here is
to garner a general understanding of the eects of various operating parameters on the
resulting bubble size distribution so simplied models for each of these processes will be
employed  In particular it was noted in Chapter  that in several dierent pued corn
starch products the total void volume was distributed approximately normally across the
range of bubble diameters in the sample  It was hoped that the present analysis might
provide some insight into this result 
 Model Development
In order to simulate the nucleation growth and coalescence of bubbles in a moist dough
a direct simulation approach is used  This involves considering an initial volume of dough
which over time becomes populated with bubbles  The position and diameter of each
bubble is monitored#recorded and the bubbles grow and coalesce as time progresses  New
seed bubbles are also added at every time step to simulate nucleation 
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This direct simulation approach is necessitated by the need to model bubble coales
cence in a realistic manner as the coalescence of two or more bubbles depends on their
proximity which is best handled using a direct spatial representation with random seeding 
The consequence of choosing this modelling approach is that many thousands of bubbles
need to be simulated in order to achieve a realistic spatial distribution and allow an ac
curate estimation of the bubble size distribution  Although detailed models are available
for nucleation and bubble growth the computational cost of modelling the heat mass and
momentum transfer eects in a detailed manner for every bubble in the system would be
prohibitive  In addition the large number of dicult to measure material specic param
eters and the inherent diculties in modelling nucleation phenomena accurately suggest
that a simplied modelling approach would be justied initially to investigate basic trends 

  Nucleation
Nucleation of new bubbles is perhaps the most important and complex phenomenon in
volved in determining the attributes of the nal pued product  Lee and Flumerfelt 
present a model for the steadystate homogeneous nucleation rate J
N
in expanding vis
coelastic media as
J
N
 N
g
 

m
g
E
c

 
exp
 
 
W
c
k
B
T

 
whereN
g
is the dissolved gas concentration  is the surface tensionm
g
is the mass of a gas
molecule E
c
is a coecient of the order of one W
c
is the critical work of formation k
B
is
the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature  The dependence of nucleation
rate on the dissolved gas concentration and melt temperature implies that the nucleation
rate would decrease throughout the pung process as the temperature and concentration
of dissolved steam decrease  The present simple model does not treat dissolved gas con
centration or temperature directly  Instead a simple rstorder approximation to Equation
  depending only on total bubble volume was devised  If V
t
represents the total volume
that would be lled if all the moisture present in the control volume evaporated then N
g
as a function of V  the total volume of steam already evaporated is given by
N
g
 N

 
V
t
  V
V
t

 
where N

is the initial moisture concentration  Vaporisation will only occur while the
temperature remains above the atmospheric boiling point while the temperature will
decrease as latent heat of vaporisation is consumed by the forming vapour  Temperature
thus to a rst approximation will decrease linearly with vapour formation akin to
T  T

  k
v
V  

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where T

is the initial temperature and k
v
is a constant relating steam formation to
temperature drop calculated via
k
v


v
V
s
M
e
C
p
 
where 
v
is the latent heat of vaporisation of water V
s
is the specic volume of steam
at temperature T

 M
e
is the mass of extrudate in the control volume and C
p
is the heat
capacity of the extrudate 
Substituting Equation   for concentration and Equation  
 for temperature into
Equation   and grouping constants with unknown secondorder terms under J

and k
t
gives
J
N
V   J

N

 
V
t
  V
V
t

exp
 
 

k
t
T

  k
v
V 

 
The values of parameters J

and k
t
were set through trial and error at   

and
  

 respectively which gave nal bubble diameters and densities similar to those
observed in pued corn products  V
t
was calculated using steam tables  During high tem
perature extrusion of doughs a large proportion of the steam frommoisture ashing escapes
to the atmosphere and therefore does not nally reside in the bubbles  Based on experi
mental measurements of moisture loss and expansion it was assumed that this loss gure
was  

   Bubble Growth
The equation of motion for an expanding bubble is according to Scriven 
p
b
  p
m
 
 
R

R



"
R




R
 
"
R
R
 
where p
b
is the pressure inside the bubble p
m
is the pressure of the melt  is the density
of the melt R is the bubble radius  is the surface tension of the melt uid and  is the
melt viscosity  Here in the interests of simplicity rather than use Equation   it will be
assumed that the rate of increase in bubble volume is proportional to the bubble surface
area which is equivalent to
dR
dt
 K
B
 
where K
B
is a constant  Noting that bubbles grow due to the diusion of moisture to the
bubble surface to a rst approximation the assumption that bubble growth is proportional
to bubble surface area is not unreasonable 
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Figure  	 Simulation ow chart 

  Coalescence
Two or more bubbles treated as spheres were coalesced within the simulation when it was
calculated that their volumes overlapped  In this case the touching bubbles are replaced
by a single bubble of volume equal to the sum of the volumes of the original bubbles
and positioned at the centre of mass of the original bubbles  Secondary inuences such as
surface tension and viscosity are ignored in this analysis 

  Simulation Implementation
Figure   shows a ow chart describing the steps in the simulation procedure  The starting
volume was taken as cm

and the initial diameter of nucleated bubbles was set at 

cm 
A K
B
value of  cm per timestep was used meaning that at every time interval the
diameter of all bubbles was increased by  cm  Also at every time interval J
N
V  new
bubbles were distributed randomly throughout the control volume  As the bubbles grow
the increase in volume of the extrudate results in the bubble centres moving away from
each other which is taken into account in the program  The total volume of the simulated
dough mass changes according to the bubble growth and the temperature decreases due
to the loss of latent heat of vaporisation  The simulation stops when all the moisture has
evaporated or the estimated temperature falls below 
 
C where pung can no longer
occur 
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 Simulation Results
To convert the raw bubble diameter distribution fx where x is diameter into the volume
weighted diameter distribution vx the following relationship is employed	
vx  fxx

 
Figure   shows the three resulting void volume distributions calculated when the initial
temperature in the simulation is set to   and 
 
C  According to these results
a higher temperature leads to an increased nucleation rate but the overall bubble sizes
are reduced  Figure  
 shows the resulting void volume distributions calculated when the
initial moisture fraction is set at     and   w#w  This result suggests that the
higher nucleation rate occurring at higher moisture contents results in a lower mean bubble
size 
In can be observed in Figures   and  
 that the volume distributions produced
in the simulations are tted well by normal curves  A chisquare test for goodness of t
indicated that all of the distributions were normal at the  condence level  While many
approximations were made in developing the present simulation model it is interesting to
note that a normal volume distribution results from a wide range of operating conditions 
These results agree qualitatively with the experimentaly measured bubble size distributions
from Chapter  which were measured using image analysis techniques  In that study the
results of which are reproduced in Figure   normal distributions were measured in each
case 
The importance of coalescence to the nal volumetric diameter distribution is illus
trated in Figure    It can be seen that if coalescence did not occur then the distribution
would be markedly onesided  Also shown in this gure is a dashed line indicating the di
ameter a single bubble would reach if grown from the onset of pung in isolation  Bubbles
larger than this can only occur as a result of coalescence  It can be seen that this point
lies approximately at the mean of the distribution  This result suggests that an estimate
of the bubble size distributions mean might be calculated using an accurate single bubble
growth model such as that of Fan et al    This is certainly a speculative hypothesis
and further investigations would be necessary to conrm its validity 
Finally a brief comment on the assumption of Equation   is in order  Although the
assumption that rate of bubble growth is proportional to the bubble surface area is a fair
rst approximation it is clearly not a rigorous treatment of bubble growth  However it is
apparent from the results of this and the previous chapter that factors having a stronger
inuence on the bubble size distribution are the rate of nucleation bubble coalescence and
the mass and energy balances  In addition the objective of the present study is to model
the extrudate pung process in terms of the bubble size distribution  Unless Equation  
is drastically unreasonable it will have little eect on the results other than changing the
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Figure  	 Simulated distributions when temperature is varied with normal curves tted 
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	 Simulated distributions when moisture content is varied with normal curves
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Figure  	 Experimentally observed void volume distributions for three dierent pued
corn products with normal distribution curves tted results from Chapter  
timescale of the pung process which is not of interest here  The fact that the simulation
trends are in close agreement with the experimentally measured bubble size distributions
in Chapter  is evidence that the chosen model is not inappropriate 
 Conclusions
It has been found using a simple bubble nucleation growth and coalescence model that
the total bubble volume in a pued extruded product is tted very well by a normal
distribution over the bubble diameter range  This simulation result agrees qualitatively
with the experimental results presented in Chapter   It was found that bubble coalescence
is an important factor contributing to the development of a normalshaped distribution 
Without it the predicted distribution is completely onesided  It was also found that the
mean bubble diameter on a volumetric basis is approximately the same as that of a single
bubble grown in isolation under the prevailing conditions from the start of the simulation 
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Figure  	 The eect of coalescence on the predicted volumetric diameter distribution 
Chapter 
Acoustics Based Product Quality
Estimation
Abstract In this chapter an acoustic sensor for estimating the physical prop
erties of pued extruded cereal products is developed  The basis of the approach
relies on the fact that as the extrudate leaves the die the water content par
tially ashes causing the extrudate to pu with tiny steam bubbles  There are
discernible dierences in the sound the escaping steam makes when dierent
products are being extruded  A set of experiments was performed to record
the sounds made by the extrudate leaving the die under dierent operating
conditions and to measure the subsequent physical properties of the product
specically bulk density and fracture force  The acoustic signals were analysed
to extract both time domain and frequency domain information  It was found
that by using nonlinear regression techniques such as articial neural networks
or genetic programming a model relating the acoustic variables to the corre
sponding experimentally measured physical properties could be developed  The
resulting model was found to perform well on unseen experimental data with
correlation coecients exceeding    Due to the low cost and accuracy of
this approach it may prove useful in industrial monitoring applications and
feedback controllers 

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 Introduction
The food industry is one of the worlds biggest industrial sectors  It is also an industry
where the provision of consistently highquality products is of paramount importance 
Whilst many traditional food production processes are batch and craftoriented there
has been an increasing drive in recent years to improve process eciency by reducing
wastage and improving product consistency  In regard to cooking extruders particularly
evident is the need for improved control of the process in order to achieve these eciency
goals  However the product properties which are deemed important to control such as
bulk density texture and degree of cook are dicult to measure online to provide the
feedback information for a control system 
The present study concerns the manufacture of a pued extruded cereal product  Pu
ing occurs when the extrudate leaves the die at suciently high temperatures to cause
the entrained water to ash resulting in the growth of tiny steam bubbles  These steam
bubbles can burst if they are close to the surface  There are discernible dierences in the
sound the escaping steam makes when dierent products are being extruded  Given that
these sounds must be related to factors such as bubble size and number material rheology
moisture content and surface tension there is a good reason to suspect that they might be
correlated with product properties of interest such as product bulk density and texture 
The aim here was to examine the use of acoustic signals for predicting product quality
attributes the ultimate goal being the development of a fast automatic acoustics based
quality estimator 
Exploitation of acoustic information has been employed in many sensing problems
in the literature  Booker and Doe  used acoustic emissions to determine surface
strain energy in drying timber while Kruft and Friedsch  used such emissions to
detect and control cavitation in pumps  Speech recognition Rabiner and Juang 
 is
also an obvious application of acoustic analysis techniques  There is no known precedent
to the specic application presented here although the signal processing and nonlinear
identication techniques used to solve this problem are known in the literature 
The approaches presented in this chapter use both time and frequency domain infor
mation in the development of models for product bulk density and texture quantied
here by the fracture force  Principal component analysis PCA Manly  is used to
reduce the dimensionality of the frequency domain data while genetic programming GP
Koza  and articial neural networks Cybenko  are used to identify models
for the quality variables 
 Experimental Procedure and Apparatus
An APVBaker MPF twinscrew cooking extruder was operated at a range of conditions
to give products with dierent physical properties  Feed rates of   and  kg#h
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Figure  	 Schematic representation of experimental apparatus 
moisture contents of     and   w#w and screw speeds of  
 and  RPM
were used in all permutations resulting in  dierent operating conditions with two
additional runs performed to check for consistency in the data  A microphone connected
to a personal computer with a soundcard was used to digitally record the sounds emitted
by the extruder  The experimental apparatus used in this investigation is illustrated in
Figure    Equipment not shown in this gure includes the motor used to drive the screw
shafts its cooling fan and a cutter placed over the die to cut the product as it exits the
extruder  Each of these contribute signicant additional noise which is also detected by
the microphone  A sound le of approximately  seconds recorded at kHz was taken
when each run had reached steadystate  Product samples were collected and their bulk
density 
B
and fracture force F
F
were measured oline in a laboratory environment 
 Data Analysis
To compensate for having a relatively small data set  separate sound measurements
 samples of 
 
points each were taken from each sound le to build a data set containing
N
S
  sound samples  Sound les of 
 
points equivalent to   seconds of continuous
sound proved to be suciently long to characterise each product as taking longer sound
samples did not signicantly improve the modelling results  A power of two was selected
to allow the use of the computationally ecient Fast Fourier Transform algorithm Press
et al   
Aural observations indicated that the acoustic features of importance were the rate at
which popping noises were made by the bursting bubbles and also the pitch i e  frequency
of these sounds  Consequently an attempt was made to extract both time domain and
frequency domain variables from the acoustic data to construct a correlation model  It
should be noted that there is a practical incentive to minimise the number of variables
included in the nal modelling data set as the nonlinear regression methods used here
increase rapidly in computational complexity as the number of variables increases 
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Figure  	 Time domain signal showing popping rate bounds  Points further than  
standard deviations from the mean were counted to give a measure of the popping rate 
 Time Domain Information
A measure of the popping rate for each sound sample was obtained by nding the number
of points per second in the discrete time domain signal that were more than   standard
deviations from the mean value of the signal i e 
R
P


n
p
T
s
n
p
X
k 
yk  	  
where R
P
is the popping rate n
p
is the number of sample points being analysed T
s
is
the sampling interval yk is the discrete time domain acoustic signal  is the standard
deviation of the acoustic signal and the bracked logical expression has a value of one
when true and zero when false  A typical signal and bounds are shown in Figure    The
value of   was arrived at by an optimisation procedure designed to give a value of the
popping rate most highly correlated with the bulk density the correlation coecient here
was  
  A measure of the average power of the signal was calculated by taking the root
mean square RMS value of the signal i e 
P
RMS

s
P
n
p
k 
yk

n
p
 
  Frequency Domain Information
A Fourier transform was used to determine the frequency content of the acoustic signal 
The acoustic power spectrum i e  the magnitude of the Fourier coecients for a typical
sound sample taken from the extruder is shown in Figure  
a  The power spectrum
contains a large number bn
p
  c of data points so it is impractical to include each
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Figure  
	 a Power spectrum of a typical sound sample when extruding wheat our b
same data grouped into bins and averaged 
datum as a modelling input variable  To reduce the number of data points comprising the
power spectrum for each sound sample the frequency range was divided into N
B
bins and
the average energy in each bin was taken  A value of N
B
  proved suitable resulting
in the power spectrum shown in Figure  
b 
To further distill the power spectrum data and to extract variables that more concisely
described the variation in the data the principal components of the binned power spectrum
data were determined as described in the following section 
Principal Component Analysis
The objective of principal component analysis is to take a set of data X in which the
variables x
 

 x


 	 	 	 
 x
q
 may be highly correlated and to map it onto a new set of un
correlated variables 
 

 


 	 	 	 
 
q
  These 
i
variables are made up of linear combinations
of the original variables and are ordered so that
var
 
  var

  	 	 	  var
q
  

where var
i
 denotes the variance of 
i
in the data set being considered  The 
i
are called
principal components  The rst principal component is thus

 
 
  
x
 
 
 
x

 	 	 	 
q 
x
q
 
where the 
i 
are selected so that the variance of 
 
is maximised subject to the constraint
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q
X
i 


i 
   
Similarly the second principal component is given by maximising the variance of 



 
 
x
 
 

x

 	 	 	 
q
x
q
 
subject to two constraints rstly that
q
X
i 


i
   
and secondly that 
 
and 

are uncorrelated  Further principal components are dened by
continuing in the same way with there being as many principal components as there were
variables in the original data set  The equations for calculating the principal components
can be summarised in matrix form as
E  XV  
where each column of V the $loading matrix contains the weights 
ij
for a dierent
principal component 
j
  Each column of the matrix E the $score matrix contains one of
the principal components evaluated for all the observations in X 
It can be shown that the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of X form the matrix
V while the corresponding eigenvalues show the variance of each principal component
Manly  
The acoustic power spectrum data were grouped into an N
S
N
B
matrix of observa
tions i e 
X 




x
  
	 	 	 x
 N
B
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
x
N
S
 
	 	 	 x
N
S
N
B




 
and the rst  principal components were calculated for inclusion in the set of modelling
variables  The rst  principal components were found to account for about half of the
total variance in the power spectrum data 
An important point to mention about PCA is its noise ltering property  Because each
principal component is designed to account for the maximum amount of variation in the
remaining data dimensions the background noise being reasonably consistent across all
samples and therefore producing little variation is eectively eliminated from the major
principal components 
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Table  	 Correlation coecients between modelling inputs and outputs 
Outputs Bulk Density Fracture Force
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 Modelling Procedure
Both articial neural networks ANNs and genetic programming GP were used to de
velop models for bulk density and fracture force as a function of the inputs $popping rate
R
P
 RMS power P
RMS
 and the  most signicant principal components from the fre
quency domain 
 

 	 	 	 
 
 
  ANNs are already well established in the eld of databased
modelling and the feedforward neural network used in this work is discussed by Cybenko
  GP Koza  McKay et al   is a relatively new nonlinear databased
modelling technique which oers a useful alternative to ANNs  Unlike conventional mod
elling procedures that seek the best set of parameters for a prespecied model the GP
methodology performs symbolic regression to determine the structure and complexity of
the required model simultaneously with model parameter estimation  While the apparent
advantages and disadvantages of each of these techniques over the other are debatable
GP while slower has the particular advantage that it produces explicit equations relating
the input and output variables while also automatically including only the input variables
which have an eect on the outputs 
The correlation coecients between each of the inputs and the outputs to be modelled
is shown in Table   from which it can be observed that principal components   and 
have a relatively low correlation with both bulk density and fracture force  Consequently
to reduce the number of modelling variables these inputs were removed from the training
data set prior to presenting the data to the ANN and GP identication algorithms 
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	 Modelling Results
 Genetic Programming Modelling
The best nal expression obtained by the GP algorithm for predicting bulk density is as
follows	
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while the best expression for predicting fracture force is	
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The performance of each of these models at tting both the training and unseen data
is shown in Figure    The model for bulk density provides a generally unsatisfactory
t to the experimental data having a correlation coecient of  
 on the training data
and   on the verication data  The model for fracture force is slightly better having
a correlation coecient of   on the training data and   on the verication data  It
is interesting to note that the variable P
RMS
from the training data set does not appear
in either of Equations   or   demonstrating the input variable selectivity that is
characteristic of the GP algorithm 
  Articial Neural Network Modelling
The same data set was used to train ANNs to predict bulk density and fracture force  A
network structure of  inputs and  hidden neurons in a single layer was chosen making
a total of  internal weights which were determined using a LevenbergMarquardt non
linear parameter tting algorithm Press et al    The performance of the ANNs at
tting the training and verication data for both the product bulk density and product
fracture force is shown in Figure    The t to the bulk density experimental data is
quite good having a correlation coecient of   on the training data and   on the
verication data  The t to the fracture force experimental data is even better with a
correlation coecient of   on the training data and   on the unseen verication
data 

 Conclusions
The ability to predict certain physical properties of a pued extruded product based on
acoustic information alone has been demonstrated  This novel result was achieved by using
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Figure  	 a GP generated model for bulk density training data correlation coecient
 
 verication data correlation coecient   b GPgenerated model for fracture
force training data correlation coecient   verication data correlation coecient
  
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Figure  	 a ANNmodel for bulk density training data correlation coecient  
verication data correlation coecient   b ANNmodel for fracture force training
data correlation coecient   verication data correlation coecient   
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nonlinear regression techniques to identify correlations between acoustic variables and ex
perimentally measured physical properties  While there is obvious scope for improvement
the present models particularly those generated by the ANNs performed well on unseen
experimental data with correlation coecients exceeding    The general drawback of
the present method is that it requires calibration against experimental data so applying
it to new products would require a comprehensive experimental program and the tting
of new nonlinear models  However the advantage of the present approach lies in its low
cost and reasonable accuracy which may make it practical for industrial monitoring appli
cations where high quality product controllers are deemed necessary  The potential utility
of this technique is exemplied in the following chapter 
 Recommendations
The method described in this chapter could benet from additional experiments to further
explore its potential  In the present example only acoustic data was used for model train
ing however additional process measurements such as temperatures and pressures could
easily be added to the set of input variables  This may allow for more accurate estimates
of the product properties than those obtained using acoustic data alone 
Chapter  	
Model Predictive Control of
Product Quality Attributes in an
Extrusion Cooking Process
Abstract Traditional control strategies for twinscrew cooking extruders often
seek to regulate the process by maintaining constant die pressure die temper
ature and#or specic mechanical energy input  These variables are typically
chosen as process indicators because the primary product quality attributes
PQAs of interest such as degree of cook or extent of pung are dicult
to measure rapidly online for control purposes  In the present study a dy
namic model of the twinscrew extrusion cooking process is used to compare
two model predictive control strategies for regulating the PQAs  The rst uses
a traditional indirect approach whereby the die pressure and temperature are
controlled using the screw speed and the water injection rate as manipulated
variables  The second approach uses the same manipulated variables to con
trol the product gelatinisation fraction and product bulk density directly  The
performance of each controller is assessed by simulating disturbances to the
process  The principal disturbances of interest are changes in the rheological
properties of the feed material screw wear and variations in feedstock moisture
content  Both controllers perform well at controlling their specied output vari
ables  However for eectiveness in maintaining constant values for the chosen
PQAs when the process is subjected to disturbances it is found that taking no
control action at all is preferable to controlling the secondary process indicators
temperature and pressure 

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 Introduction
Extrusion cooking is used extensively in the food industry as it provides an ecient means
for the continuous processing of a wide range of foodstus Harper   Intense competi
tion amongst food companies in recent years has heightened pressures to reduce operating
costs while at the same time improve product quality and diversity  Moreover there is
growing pubic concern over food safety issues and a demand for better standards  This
has lead the food industries to place greater emphasis on improved and consistent product
quality 
Product quality variability can be reduced through better process control  However
there are several challenges involved in controlling food extrusion processes  Firstly the
process is highly nonlinear and displays a high degree of interaction between process
variables  Both of these characteristics require special consideration in controller design 
The second and more problematic issue concerns the diculty in measuring the product
quality attributes PQAs of interest in a manner suitable for feedback control  This is
because the relevant PQAs are usually chemical or physical properties such as the degree
of cooking or product bulk density which are dicult to measure rapidly online  This
diculty has led to the use of indirect control strategies based on regulating more easily
measured variables  The common approach is to determine the operating conditions such
as the temperature and pressure proles along the barrel which give the desired product
quality and then to maintain these values as closely as possible using various control
loops if not manual control  The intention is that by controlling these secondary process
variables the product quality will also be maintained at the desired level  Clearly while
this may go some way towards regulating the PQAs in certain cases it does not directly
address the issue of product quality control 
That is not to say that certain PQAs cannot be measured online in a manner suitable
for feedback control  Recent applications of near infrared spectroscopy Evans et al  
have demonstrated the ability to measure the degree of cook by measuring the absorbance
of spectral lines associated with hydrogen bonding between starch molecules  Also infer
ential estimators based on acoustics see Chapter  or other process data Wang et al 
 have demonstrated the ability to estimate product bulk density and surface hardness
of pued extruded products  It is recognised however that implementing such sensors or
estimators requires a substantial capital outlay or modelling eort so it is important to
evaluate the extent to which these tools can improve control over PQAs 
The goal of this chapter is to compare the eectiveness of both direct and indirect
control strategies for regulating the PQAs of an extrusion cooking process  Model pre
dictive controllers MPC for each strategy are developed and tested in the presence of
simulated process disturbances  The MPC approach is used here because of its inherent
decoupling properties as the extrusion process is known to be highly interactive Singh
and Mulvaney   Although the implementation hardware for MPC is more compli
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Figure  	 The extrusion cooking process showing inputs outputs and disturbances 
cated than for threeterm PID controllers the objective here is to compare direct and
indirect control strategies rather than compare dierent control algorithms for the same
control task 
The chapter begins with a description of the extrusion cooking process followed by
a review of the literature pertaining to cooking extrusion process control  The process
characteristics are then analysed from a controller design perspective and the design and
tuning of the model predictive controllers is discussed  Results of the control simulations
are presented followed by conclusions and recommendations for future work 
 Extrusion Cooking Process Description
A typical extruder consists of a barrel inside which one or more helical screws rotate to
propel the feed material towards a die opening at the discharge end of the extruder as
illustrated in Figure    Extrusion cooking of pued snack foods generally involves the
use of a starchy feed material such as corn our mixed with a small amount of water 
Screw congurations which promote shearing and viscous heat dissipation are used to
eect gelatinisation and cooking of the starchy process material  The high pressure built
up during this process forces the material to exit the extruder through the die  If the
material leaving the extruder is of suciently high temperature then the entrained water
will ash causing tiny bubbles of steam to develop resulting in a pued cellular structure 
Cooking extrusion is a multipleinputmultipleoutput MIMO process  The process
variables which are available for manipulation are the feed rate F  the moisture contentM 
the screw speed N  and the barrel temperature prole T
B
x  The process outputs include
the die temperature T
die
 the die pressure p
die
 the product specic mechanical energy
!
W 
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the product bulk density 
B
 and the product gelatinisation fraction g  Disturbances may
be introduced into the process via a number of avenues although the ones considered to
be of the greatest importance here are the rheological consistency index K the tip radius
of the screw R
s
 which is gradually aected by mechanical wear and the inherent moisture
content of the feed material M

 
 Literature Review
The extrusion cooking process is widely reported to be highly nonlinear and interactive
making it dicult to control  The literature reports many dierent approaches for con
trolling the twinscrew extrusion cooking process a number of which are reviewed in this
section 
Several researchers have simulated the performance of various control schemes for co
rotating twinscrew extruders  Moreira et al   simulated the feedback control of die
pressure using screw speed as the manipulated variable  Their simulations were based on
experimentally determined transfer functions  In addition to the feedback control loop
they also recommended the use of feedforward control to minimise the transient error
caused by measurable disturbances in feed rate and feed moisture  Linko et al  a
used a neural network model to simulate control of specic mechanical energy input SME
using feed rate moisture content and screw speed as the manipulated variables  Singh and
Mulvaney  used transfer function models published in the literature to calculate
the relative gain array RGA Bristol  to determine the multivariable control loop
pairings having the least interaction  They concluded that the extrusion process exhibited
a high degree of interaction and predicted unstable controller operation for a 
  
 pro
cess involving screw speed barrel temperature and moisture content as the manipulated
variables and die pressure die temperature and motor torque as the controlled variables 
They also reported a    controller pairing which produced minimal interaction where
the screw speed was used to control the motor torque and the barrel temperature setting
was used to control the product temperature  A controller for this pairing was designed
and simulated 
Kulshreshtha b developed a dynamic model of the extrusion process and used it
to calculate the RGA  Based on this analysis it was concluded that the die temperature
should be controlled with the feed moisture content the die pressure with the feed rate
and the SME with the screw speed  This model was also used to investigate the non
linearity of the process  The gain nonlinearity was assessed by measuring the process gain
when step changes of dierent magnitudes were made in the manipulated variables  A
moderate gain nonlinearity was noted for the process  Nonlinearity in the dynamics was
assessed by measuring the settling time when both positive and negative step changes in
the manipulated variables were made  The settling times were found to be similar in most
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cases except for the screw speed and die pressure pairing  Kulshreshtha concluded that
process nonlinearities would complicate the control of die pressure with feed moisture
content and the control of SME with the screw speed  Alternatively a modelbased set
point adjustment control scheme was simulated for controlling die pressure with feed rate 
In regard to product quality control the principal problem with food extrusion pro
cesses lies in measuring the desired process variables rapidly online  Onwulata et al  
performed correlation analysis on experimental data from a cooking extruder and proposed
an algorithm for controlling product bulk density using a correlation model to estimate the
density from more easily measured process data  Elsey et al   proposed the use of an
adaptive inferential estimation routine allowing slow oline product quality measurements
to be used to update a fast online inferential estimator for the PQAs  Haley and Mulvaney
 used a modelbased predictive control law to regulate SME using screw speed  Here
operating setpoints were determined using an inferential model that correlated SME with
product bulk density and melt moisture content  A ratio control strategy was also used
to regulate feed moisture content  Wang et al   used an inferential control strategy
to control product bulk density and product moisture content using the screw speed and
water feed rate as the manipulated variables  Experiments were performed to identify a
linear correlation model relating the PQAs to  measurable process variables including
die pressure various process temperatures screw speed feed rate and motor torque  The
correlation model was used to infer values of the PQAs in a   model predictive control
loop 
 Process Characteristics
Controller design requires a thorough understanding of the process characteristics in or
der to select the most suitable manipulated variables and control strategy  This normally
involves a thorough experimental investigation into the process dynamics variable inter
actions process nonlinearity and output sensitivity to the manipulated variables  In the
present study these experiments will be carried out on the dynamic process model de
veloped in Chapter   The following sections discuss the process characteristics from a
controller design perspective 
 Process NonLinearity
Linear MPC algorithms require the process being controlled to behave approximately
linearly over the controlled range  Nonlinear behaviour manifests itself as dierent process
gains and dierent process dynamics at dierent operating points  Before linear MPC can
be applied to the extrusion cooking process with any condence the degree of process
nonlinearity needs to be assessed 
The extrusion cooking process step response behaviour was assessed at  operating
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points corresponding to all permutations of screw speed    and  s
 
 feed rate 
 and 
 kg#hr and moisture content     and   w#w  At each operating
point a step change in each manipulated variable was made and the steadystate gain
and openloop process settling times were measured 
Table   lists the minimum and maximum steadystate gain between each manipu
lated variable and process output over the  points in the studied operating range  The
percentage variation over the range calculated according to
 
 jmax minj
max min
 
is also listed in the table  A large variation in the gain over the operating range indicates
strong gain nonlinearity whereas a small variation indicates approximately linear gain
behaviour  It can be seen that the steadystate gains in general are moderately nonlinear
with percentage variations up to around  while the gains for bulk density exhibit
variations of around  indicating a strong gain nonlinearity  This strong nonlinearity
is a result of the highly nonlinear dependence of bulk density on both temperature and
moisture fraction particularly the latter  This can be seen in Figure   which shows
the reciprocal
 
of the bulk density versus temperature and moisture fraction  There are
two features of importance to note on this surface  Firstly it can be seen that there is a
stationary point with respect to moisture fraction at approximately   w#w at all tem
peratures  Clearly the gain 
B
M changes sign on either side of this stationary point
resulting in strong gain nonlinearities and likely control complications  Secondly it can
be seen that at high moisture contents around  
 w#w and also at low temperatures
the bulk density is nearly insensitive to changes in moisture content  These observations
indicate that in order to avoid process control diculties the process should not be oper
ated with a moisture fraction close to   w#w nor an especially high moisture fraction
close to  
 w#w unless a nonlinear controller is specically designed for this task  Note
that these specic values are a function of the parameters used in the bubble growth and
pung model described in Chapter   Real processes may exhibit these eects at dierent
specic moisture fraction values 
Table   shows the minimum and maximum settling times when a small step change
is made in each of the manipulated variables over the  points in the studied operating
range  The settling time here is dened to be the time required for the output variable to
reach  of its nal value after the step change is made  A large variation in the settling
times over the operating range indicates a strong nonlinearity in the process dynamics 
It can be seen that the process dynamics are moderately nonlinear for most inputoutput
variable pairings  Again the bulk density settling times show a large variation as does
the die pressure versus feed rate pairing 

For graphical clarity
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Table  	 Variation in steadystate gain over operating range 
Screw Speed s
 
 Feed Rate kgs Moisture Fraction ww
min max  min max  min max 
p
die
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Figure  	 Reciprocal bulk density as a function of moisture content and temperature 
Table  	 Variation in settling times in seconds over operating range 
Screw Speed Feed Rate Moisture Fraction
min max  min max  min max 
p
die
            
T
die

  
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The strong nonlinear dynamics of the bulk density responses are due to the insensi
tivity of bulk density to moisture fraction variations at around  
 w#w as seen in Figure
   With there being negligible change in the bulk density at these points the settling
time required is correspondingly low  However at lower moisture contents there are larger
changes in the bulk density and the settling times are much greater  This accounts for the
large range of observed settling times in product bulk density over the investigated oper
ating range 
It can be concluded that the cooking extrusion process is moderately nonlinear pro
vided that the   w#w lower limit and  
 w#w upper limits in moisture fraction are
avoided at which the bulk density dependence on moisture content is highly nonlinear  If
the process is operated away from these points then a linear control algorithm is expected
to provide satisfactory control 
  Process Output Sensitivity
A choice has to be made as to which pair of manipulated variables from the options N  F
and M will be used to control the output variables die pressure and temperature for the
rst indirect controller and gelatinisation fraction and bulk density for the second di
rect controller  For MIMO algebraic control loops the selection of manipulated variables
needs to be considered in light of minimising loop interactions which may be diagnosed
using the RGA method  The inherent decoupling property of the MPC algorithm used
here however allows highly interactive processes to be controlled with ease so minimis
ing variable interactions is not a primary concern in the choice of manipulated variables
in this study  Instead the two manipulated variables that permit the greatest range of
variation in the controlled output variables will be chosen 
Table  
 shows for each possible pair of manipulated variables the minimum and
maximum values reached in the output variables over the studied operating range  The
total change in the outputs  is also listed  It can be seen in general that a similar
range of output values is spanned by all pairing combinations  Seeing that there is no great
advantage in choosing one particular pairing over another the N M pairing was chosen
for practical reasons as it leaves the feed rate variable free to be maximised or xed at a
constant desired throughput 
 Scaling Issues
It is necessary to scale the raw process data so that each variable is given a similar weighting
in the MPC algorithm see Section    If K is the steadystate gain matrix between the
input and output vectors then the scaled gain matrix K

can be written
K

 S
y
KS
 
u
 
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Table  
	 Variation in outputs over studied operating range for dierent manipulated
variable pairings 
F M N M N  F
min max  min max  min max 
p
die
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 E E  E
 E
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die
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
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E E E  
E
g E	 E	 E	 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E	

B
 E  E  E  E  E E  E E E
where S
u
and S
y
are diagonal scaling matrices having real positive entries corresponding to
the plant inputs and outputs respectively and S
y
KS
 
u
is the gain matrix corresponding
physically to another choice of units for the plant inputs and outputs  The prime symbol 


is used here to signify a scaled variable  It is advantageous to choose scaling matrices that
result in a wellconditioned gain matrix K

  An illconditioned gain matrix indicated by
a high condition number

 is symptomatic of a system with strong directionality meaning
that the responses of the plant outputs depend strongly on how the inputs interact with
each other  To minimise the directionality as much as possible S
u
and S
y
are chosen to
minimise the condition number of K

 
 System Identication
The linear MPC algorithm requires a causal linear time invariant process model that
describes the transient eect of each of the manipulated variables on each of the controlled
output variables  The model expressed in terms of deviation variables around some chosen
operating point does not in practice need to be exceptionally accurate as modelling errors
are corrected in the control feedback loop  On a real process the controller model can be
identied by performing step changes in each of the manipulated variables and recording
the eect on each of the controlled output variables  A linear transfer function can then
be tted to the data using the techniques described in Ljung   In this study the
dynamic process model developed in Chapter  was used to generate step response data
for model tting  The MATLAB Mathworks  software routine arx from the System
Identication Toolbox was used to perform the identication and the resulting transfer

The condition number of a matrix A is dened by
condA  jjAjj

jjA
 
jj

where the innity norm of a matrix x is dened by
jjxjj


max
i            n
jx
i
j 
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Table  	 Process transfer functions and scaling matrices for the manipulated variables
N and M  
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functions are listed in Table    A sampling interval of  seconds was used for the process 
The process dead time was generally less than  seconds and could thus be ignored for
control purposes 
	 Model Predictive Control
MPC uses a model of the process to calculate the future changes in the manipulated vari
ables that will minimise some performance index  A variety of dierent MPC methods
are in popular use such as Dynamic Matrix Control Cutler and Ramaker  Unied
Predictive Control Soeterboek  and Generalised Predictive Control Clarke et al 
  In the present study a MPC formulation known as Global Predictive Control Des
biens et al   based on the internal model control scheme shown in Figure  
 is
used  The observer model contains a discrete statespace representation of the extruder
transfer functions listed in Table    The controller uses a separate model to make pre
dictions about the future state of the process  This model is the same as the observer
model but with the unstable and oscillatory zeros removed 
The setpoint tracking and disturbance rejection dynamics are obtained by minimising
the quadratic cost function
J 
N
y
X
i 
H
p
X
j 
W
y
ij


!y

i
t j  r
i
t j



N
u
X
k 
H
c
 
X
j
W
u
kj


u

k
t j  u

k
t j   


 

subject to the constraint
u

min
 u

 u

max
 
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Figure  
	 MPC structure 
where t is the time index N
y
the number of controlled variables N
u
the number of
manipulated variables i the process output index k the manipulated variable index H
p
the prediction horizon the number of time steps into the future over which the control
performance is to be optimised H
c
the control horizon the number of time steps into the
future over which control actions are taken r
i
are the reference trajectories the desired
trajectories of the output variables !y

the scaled controller model outputs u

the scaled
manipulated variables W
y
the weighting matrix for the deviations between the outputs
and the reference trajectories and W
u
the weighting matrix on the magnitude of the
control actions  Inequality constraint Equation   is required to account for the physical
limitations of the actuators 
 MPC Controller Tuning
The tuning guidelines outlined in Desbiens et al   are followed here  The reference
trajectories r
i
dene the desired paths to be tracked by the process outputs  When a set
point change or a disturbance related oset correction is required a step change reference
trajectory can result in abrupt changes in the control action so it is better in practice
to smooth the requested reference trajectory  Their guidelines recommend ltering the re
quired step change through a double pole secondorder lter i e  one exhibiting a critically
damped response having a similar settling time to the actual process  Consequently for
the present case such lters having settling times of  seconds were used in all control
loops 
The scaling matrices S
y
and S
u
eectively normalise the plant data so the weighting
matrices W
y
and W
u
can be used to netune the controller response  A conservative
tuning for W
y
is to use a diagonal matrix whose entries are the squared inverse of the
accepted deviations between !y

t and rt  Similarly for W
u
 a diagonal matrix of the
squared inverse of an acceptable average variation in the control action amplitudes is used 
The prediction horizon H
p
species how far into the future the process response to any
control actions is considered  A prediction horizon close to the dominant time response
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of the process is suitable  Here a value of H
p
   seconds was used  The control
horizon H
c
H
c
 H
p
 species the number of future control action steps to be considered
in the optimisation with no additional control action taken after time t  H
c
   up to
tH
p
  A value of H
c
   seconds was used in this study 

 Results
In this section the results of three simulations are presented with the objective being to
observe how well the process PQAs are maintained as a result of these dierent control
strategies  The rst simulation considers the openloop response of the extruder to simu
lated disturbances to observe the eect of taking no control action  The second example
considers the regulatory control of die pressure and die temperature using the screw speed
and moisture content as manipulated variables  The third strategy considers the regulatory
control of the PQAs gelatinisation fraction and product bulk density directly again using
the screw speed and moisture content as manipulated variables  The same disturbances
described below are introduced into the system in all simulations 
Figure   shows the openloop response of the cooking extruder to the simulated
disturbances  At time  seconds the consistency index parameter in the powerlaw
rheology model is increased by  a disturbance akin to a change of feed material  At
time  seconds the screw tip diameter R
s
is reduced by  an abrupt and perhaps
overly extreme simulation of screw wear  At time 
 seconds the moisture content of the
feed material is increased by  on a total weight basis a disturbance analogous to storing
the feed stock under dierent humidity conditions  Each disturbance once introduced
persists until time  seconds when all disturbed variables are returned to their original
values 
Figure   shows the closedloop response to the same simulated disturbances when
die pressure and die temperature are the controlled variables  It can be seen that despite
the die pressure and die temperature setpoints being maintained eectively the PQAs
vary signicantly even more so than for the uncontrolled disturbances  This is perhaps
not such an unexpected result as the extrusion process is known to be highly interactive 
Regulatory control of one variable therefore would not be expected to improve regulation
of another variable unless the two were highly correlated which is clearly not the case
here 
Figure   shows the closedloop response to the same simulated disturbances when
gelatinisation fraction and product bulk density are the controlled variables  It can be
seen that the controller successfully maintains close to constant gelatinisation and bulk
density despite the disturbances  The manipulated variables shown in the bottom two
plots vary smoothly when rejecting these disturbances indicating a good controller tuning
that does not produce high frequency actuator responses  The same controller can be used
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Figure  	 Openloop response to simulated disturbances 
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Figure  	 Closedloop response to simulated disturbances when die pressure and die
temperature are the controlled variables 
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for setpoint tracking i e  servo control as shown in Figure    Again good control
performance is observed and the settling times are in the order of  seconds as specied
in the controller design 
 Conclusions
In this chapter both direct and indirect control strategies for regulating the product quality
attributes PQAs of an extrusion cooking process were compared  The indirect controller
was designed to regulate the die pressure and temperature while the direct controller
was designed to regulate the two PQAs product gelatinisation and bulk density  Both
controllers were designed using a model predictive control approach with the screw speed
and moisture feed rate being the manipulated variables  It was found that the indirect
controller caused larger variations in the PQAs than taking no control action at all  On
the other hand good regulation of the PQAs could be achieved by controlling them directly 
Physically realising such a controller would require the implementation of online product
quality sensors or inferential estimators to provide feedback values of the PQAs  There is
sucient reporting in the literature and Chapter  to suggest that this is achievable 
This study also highlights the value of a detailed dynamic process model for rapidly
evaluating the eect of various process disturbances and comparing alternative control
strategies  Although the conclusions reached here are based on simulation results only it
would serve industrial extruder users well to review control strategies that do not control
the PQAs of interest directly 
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Figure  	 Closedloop response to simulated disturbances when gelatinisation fraction
and product bulk density are the controlled variables 
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Figure  	 Closedloop response for setpoint tracking when gelatinisation fraction and
product bulk density are the controlled variables 
Chapter   
Conclusions
This thesis has been primarily concerned with improving the productivity and utilisation of
corotating twinscrew extruders  Recognising that productivity gains in mature processes
are typically gained though better process understanding and process control this thesis
has sought to develop a dynamic model of the corotating twinscrew extrusion process
to develop a product quality sensor suitable for feedback control and to evaluate the
performance of direct and indirect control strategies on the regulatory control of product
quality attributes 
In regard to the dynamic modelling aspect of this thesis it is noted that extrusion
process models must make a tradeo between accuracy and computational expedience as
the exact representation of material and heat transport in a complete extruder is beyond
present practical computing ability  Recognising that the accuracy of an extrusion process
model is limited by the accuracy of the individual material transport models which con
stitute it this thesis has undertaken to determine which uid transport models oer the
best accuracy for their computational eort for each common screw type 
This involved the development of a new uid transport model for threaded screw types
whereby the screws ow volume is divided for analysis along the natural ow bottlenecks
and screw boundaries into a repeating sequence of six elements  To expedite the calculation
of the ows in the screw channel and leakage gaps a computationally ecient method for
calculating the ow rate of nonNewtonian uids through conduits of arbitrary shape was
devised  The prediction capability of the resulting model was accurate to within  of a
full 
D nite volume solution of the ow equations in the screws  A similar investigation
into kneading discs determined that a ow analysis network FAN approach consisting
of a single layer of elements extending in the rotation direction of the kneading discs
could provide a computationally inexpensive and reasonably accurate estimate of the ow
rate in such disc sections  Similar ow models for orice discs and circular dies were also
described 
In the past the most serious challenge facing dynamic model development has been
the problems associated with the moving interface between the partially lled and fully

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lled sections of the extruder  All dynamic modelling approaches prior to this thesis have
required the ow domain to be remeshed after every time step in order to determine the
new pressure distribution in the extruder  This is not only computationally expensive but
also tends to require a homogeneous D representation of the extruder which ignores local
screw features and is therefore inherently unrealistic  The approach proposed here suggests
using a xed model grid and assuming a slight compressibility for the process material 
This allows the local pressure in each model element to be calculated from the degree
of overll using an equation of state such as the materials bulk modulus of elasticity
relationship  This allows the dynamic mass balance over each model element to be written
in terms of the ll fraction only  Using this approach the mass and energy balances over
each model element have a simple form which can be solved in a straightforward manner
using a sti ordinary dierential equation solver 
The resulting dynamic model can simulate dynamic step changes in a complete twin
screw extruder in approximately 
 seconds on a  MHz Pentium 
 personal computer  In
addition to its obvious applications as a dynamic predictor the presently developed process
model is also expected to be of use as a steadystate predictor due to its low computational
overhead demonstrated accuracy and validated constituent transport models 
A related issue addressed by this thesis concerns the direct measurement of bubble size
distributions in pued extruded products using a digital image processing technique  Such
measurements would be useful for example in calibrating pung models to realworld
data  The major challenges with this task lay in discriminating between the regions of
the image corresponding to a bubble edge and those corresponding to a bubble cavity
and also in determining the size of individual bubbles which may be connected to others
by small breaks in their walls  The rst problem was overcome by using a mean ltering
technique and the second by using an algorithm which grows polygons in potential
bubbles to measure their areas  It was found that the distribution of the total void volume
over the range of bubble diameters was tted well by a normal distribution  A direct
computer simulation based on simple models for bubble nucleation growth and coalescence
in a pung medium also produced distributions that were tted very well by normal
distributions suggesting that normal bubble size distributions on a volumetric basis may
be characteristic of the pung process  It is anticipated that this image analysis technique
might be a useful tool in industry as it oers the ability to rapidly measure a material
property which is known to have an impact on product quality 
In regard to online product quality estimation it is noted that process control of ex
truders is presently limited by the availability of fast cheap and reliable product quality
feedback sensors  Aural observations indicate that the extrudate makes dierent sounds
as it leaves the extruder which appear to be correlated with the extent of pung of the
product  This led to the development of an acoustic estimator for product bulk density
and hardness based on nonlinear regression models between the experimentally measured
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product characteristics and the principal components of the acoustic power spectrum 
The nonlinear models were developed using both genetic programming based symbolic
regression and neural network based regression approaches with the latter giving bet
ter correlations in a shorter timeframe  The resulting models performed well on unseen
process data  Because of the lowcost and accuracy of this approach it may prove useful
in industrial applications  The drawback of the method is that it requires calibration to
experimental data so applying it to new products would require a reasonably involved
experimental program and nonlinear regression exercise 
The nal investigation performed in this thesis compared direct and indirect control
strategies for regulating the product quality attributes of an extrusion cooking process  It
was found that indirect control which aims to achieve consistency in the product quality
attributes by regulating readily measured process variables such as die temperature and
pressure may in fact be worse than taking no control action at all in some situations  This
is not overly surprising as the regulatory control of one variable would not be expected to
improve control over another unless they are signicantly correlated  While this conclusion
was reached based on a simulation study using the dynamic model developed herein it
may serve as a warning to industrial extruder users to consider this potential eect before
implementing or continuing to use indirect control techniques 
In conclusion it is anticipated that the dynamic modelling measurement and sensing
tools demonstrated here will be of use in improving the productivity of extrusion processes
through better process understanding computer aided process design and optimisation
product quality measurement and estimation suitable for feedback control and oline
controller design and simulation 
Notation
Symbol Description Units
Roman uppercase
A
b
Bubble area in crosssectional image Chapter  m

A
BX
The crosssectional area of a gureeight shaped barrel bore m

A
c
Conduit crosssectional area m

A
S
Total screw surface area m

A
SX
The crosssectional area of a screw m

A
cyl
The area of a helical strip in deriving screw surface area
Chapter 
m

A
flank
The surface generated by one ank curve m

A
k
The area of barrel surface in contact with ow network
element k
m

A
w
The area of wall in contact with the melt m

A Constant Chapter 
 
B Constant Chapter 
 
C Concentration w#w
C Constant Chapter 
 
C
 
Integration constant s
 
C

Integration constant m#s
C
L
The distance between the screw axes m
C
p
m
Heat capacity of the metal comprising the screws J kg
 
K
 
C
x
Grouped term m
 
s
 
C
y
Grouped term m
 
s
 
C
z
Grouped term m
 
s
 
D True diameter of sphere Chapter  m
D Constant Chapter 
 m#s
E The score matrix Chapter  
E Grouped term Chapter 
 m

#s
E Activation energy J#kgmol

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Symbol Description Units
E

Activation energy in starch gelatinisation model J#kgmol
E
c
Coecient in nucleation model Chapter  
E
v
The bulk modulus of elasticity N#m

Et The residence time distribution 
Ex
 y Binary edge map image 
F Grouped term Chapter 
 m#s
F Feed rate to the extruder kg#s
!
"
F The irreversible specic rate of conversion of mechanical
energy into heat energy due to friction between solids
J s
 
m

F
F
Fracture force N
F
s
Coecient of friction 
F
p
a
 b Function arising from the solution of ow in a rectangular
conduit
m

F
r
The ratio of the entire kneading disc ow crosssection to
that of a single kneading disc chamber

G
c
r The screw channel width at a radial distance r from the
screw axis
m
G
n
Calendar gap width m
G
s
x The width of the side gap as a function of the distance x
along the screw tip
m
Gs Continuous transfer function matrix 
G
t
x The width of the tetrahedron gap as a function of distance m
H
XY 
Average height in FAN element X
Y  m
H
c
Control horizon for model predictive controller s
H
p
Prediction horizon for model predictive controller s
Hp
D Probability that the observed diameter is less than a given
diameter p in a slice through a sphere of diameterD Chap
ter 

Ix
 y Grayscale image 
J Model predictive control cost function 
J

Grouped unknown terms in bubble nucleation model s
 
J
N
Steadystate homogeneous nucleation rate in expanding
viscoelastic media
s
 
K The steadystate gain matrix between the input and output
vectors

K

The scaled gain matrix between the input and output vec
tors

K Consistency index of the powerlaw rheology model Pa s
n
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K
B
Bubble growth rate constant m#s
L Characteristic length of uid sytem m
L
d
The length of the die m
L
m
The thickness of the melt layer in the clearance gap be
tween the screw ight and the barrel
m
L
p
Screw pitch length disc thickness m
L
x
Flight gap width orice gap width m
L
y
Flight gap length orice disc gap length m
M Moisture fraction w#w
M

Reference moisture fraction w#w
M

The inherent moisture content of the feed material Chap
ter 
w#w
M
e
Mass of material in the control volume kg
M
k
x
 y Mean ltered and thresholded binary image 
N Screw rotation rate s
 
N

Initial concentration of dissolved gas Chapter  w#w
N
B
Number of frequency bins in the acoustic power spectrum 
N
S
Number of sound samples 
N
Z
Number of elements in the zdirection of the 
D ow model
grid

N
g
Dissolved gas concentration w#w
N
p
Number of polygon sides Chapter  
N
s
The number of nucleation sites per unit mass of extrudate kg
 
N
u
Number of manipulated variables 
N
y
Number of controlled variables 
O Order of computational complexity 
P Vector containing all the pressures in the FAN ow grid Pa
P x Frequency distribution function Chapter  
P
B
Barrel perimeter m
P
RMS
The root mean square power of the sound signal 
Q Volumetric ow rate m

#s
Q
	
Component of the ow rate in the forward direction m

#s
Q

Component of the ow rate in the reverse direction m

#s
Q
c
Flow rate in the screw channel m

#s
Q
d
Flow rate through the circular die m

#s
Q
drag
Drag induced ow rate m

#s
Q
f
Flow rate across the screw ights in the annular region
between the ight tip and the barrel wall
m

#s
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Q
m
Flow rate in the kneading disc section m

#s
Q
n
Flow rate through the calender gap between the tip of one
screw and the root of the other
m

#s
Q
o
Flow rate past a pair of orice discs m

#s
Q
p
Flow rate from the positive displacement action of the
screw
m

#s
Q
pressure
Pressure induced ow rate m

#s
Q
s
Flow rate through the side gap between the tip edge of one
screw ight and the ank of another
m

#s
Q
t
Flow rate through the tetrahedron gap between adjacent
screw channels
m

#s
Q
x
Flow rate in the xdirection m

#s
Q
y
Flow rate in the ydirection m

#s
Q
z
Flow rate in the zdirection m

#s
R Ideal gas constant J kgmol
 
K
 
R Bubble radius Chapter  m
R
B
The barrel bore radius m
R
P
The popping rate s
 
R
D
  Kneading disc radius as a function of angle   about the
screw axis
m
R
d
Die aperture radius m
R
r
The radius of the screw root m
R
s
The radius of the screw tip m
SX
Y  Function in FAN model in element X
Y  m

Pa
 
s
 
S
u
Diagonal scaling matrix of the inputs 
S
y
Diagonal scaling matrix of the outputs 
T Grouped term Chapter 
 Pa#m
T Temperature K
T
B
The axial temperature of the barrel surface K
T
C
Temperature in Celsius
 
C
T
K
Temperature in Kelvin K
T
K

Reference temperature K
T
die
Die temperature K
T
m
Initial temperature of the melt K
T
s
Sampling interval s
T
w
Wall surface temperature K
T

Initial temperature of pung media in pung model
Chapter 
K
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U Characteristic velocity of uid sytem m#s
!
"
U The specic rate of conversion of mechanical energy into
heat energy
J s
 
m

U
y
Barrel wall velocity m#s
V The loading matrix Chapter  
V Volume of model element m

V Total volume of steam evaporated Chapter  m

V
S
The volume of the screw element m

V
d
The volume of the die cavity m

V
m
The volume of metal comprising the die block m

V
m
k
The volume of screw metal associated with element k m

V
s
Specic volume of steam at temperature T

Chapter  m

#kg
V
t
Total void volume if all moisture present in the control
volume is evaporated
m

!
W The specic mechanical energy input to the process mate
rial
J#m

!
W

Reference specic mechanical energy J#m

W
c
Critical work of bubble formation J
W
u
The weighting matrix on the magnitude of the control ac
tions

W
y
The weighting matrix for the deviations between the out
puts and the reference trajectories

X The observations matrix Chapter  
X Mesh index in xdirection 
Xr Helicity Xr 
p
  r



Chapter 
 
Y Mesh index in ydirection 
Z Mesh index in zdirection 
Roman lowercase
ax Conduit width in negative direction m
bx Conduit width in positive direction m
d Equivalent circular diameter of a bubble cavity Chapter

m
d
i
Distance of barrel temperature controlled zone i from the
die i  
 
 	 	 	 
  for the extruder used in the case studies
m
dr Screw ight thickness at a radius r from the axis m
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Symbol Description Units
e
r
Unit vector in the rdirection of the helical coordinate sys
tem

e

Unit vector in the  direction of the helical coordinate sys
tem

e
l
Unit vector in the ldirection of the helical coordinate sys
tem

f The ll fraction of a model element 
fx The true bubble size distribution in a material Chapter


g The fraction of gelatinised starch w#w
gs The observed bubble size distribution in a slice through a
material Chapter 

g
s
The clearance gap between a selfwiping screw pair m
h The overall heat transfer coecient between the process
material and the barrel wall
Wm

K
 
h
t
The heat transfer coecient between the barrel and the
stagnant melt layer
Wm

K
 
h
k
The kbyk twodimensional averaging lter Chapter  
hp
D Probability density function the derivative of the cumula
tive distribution function Hp
D Chapter 

i Integer index 

i Cartesian xdirection unit vector 
j Integer index 

j Cartesian ydirection unit vector 
k Integer index 

k Cartesian zdirection unit vector 
k
B
Boltzmanns constant J#K
k
g
The gelatinisation rate constant s
 
k

The Arrhenius preexponential factor s
 
k
t
Grouped unknown terms in bubble nucleation model K
 
k
v
Constant relating steam formation to temperature change K#m

l Downchannel helical coordinate m
m Fraction multiplier indicating contribution to drag trans
port for a particular feed solid 

m
g
The mass of a gas molecule Chapter  kg
n Pseudoplastic index of the powerlaw rheology model 
n
p
The number of sample points in the sound signal being
analysed

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Symbol Description Units
n
t
The number of screw tips 
p Pressure Pa
p
b
The pressure inside a bubble Chapter  Pa
p
die
Die pressure Pa
p
m
The pressure of the melt Chapter  Pa
p
o
Observed diameter of a sphere Chapter  m
q Volumetric ow rate in FAN element m

#s
"q The rate of heat transfer W
r Radial coordinate m
r
b
Bubble radius m
r
i
Reference trajectory for controlled output i Chapter  
s
i
Centres of the frequency histogram of the observed diam
eters Chapter 
m
t Time s
t
f
The screw ight tip width m
u

Scaled manipulated variables Chapter  
v Velocity vector m#s
vx Volume weighted bubble diameter distribution 
var Variance 
v

Velocity of conduit wall adjacent to rst grid element m#s
v
N
Velocity of conduit wall adjacent to last grid element m#s
v
a
x Conduit wall velocity in the down stream direction at the
negative bounding wall
m#s
v
b
x Conduit wall velocity in the down stream direction at the
positive bounding wall
m#s
v
obs
Velocity of the observers frame of reference m#s
v
l
Velocity in the ldirection m#s
v
r
Velocity in the rdirection m#s
v
w
Velocity in the wdirection m#s
v
x
Velocity in the xdirection m#s
v
y
Velocity in the ydirection m#s
v
z
Velocity in the zdirection m#s
v

Velocity in the  direction m#s
w Crosschannel helical coordinate m
w
c
The screw channel width m
w
u
Underrelaxation factor in 
D ow simulations 
w#w Fraction on a weight basis 
x Linear coordinate m
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%x Average bubble diameter m
x
i
Centres of the frequency histogram for the true diameters
Chapter 

x
i
The value of the ith bin in the power spectrum Chapter


x
o
Distance from sphere centre of slice Chapter  m
x
 
Minimum root of quadratic for uid velocity eld in the
xdirection
m
x

Maximum root of quadratic for uid velocity eld in the
xdirection
m
y Linear coordinate m
!y

Scaled controller model outputs Chapter  
y
SP
Controlled output setpoint Chapter  
y
 
Minimum root of quadratic for uid velocity eld in the
ydirection
m
y

Maximum root of quadratic for uid velocity eld in the
ydirection
m
yk The discrete time domain acoustic signal 
z Linear coordinate m
Greek
 The rate of deformation tensor s
 

c
r The angular distance about the screw axis between screw
anks at a radial distance r from the screw axis
rad
 Parameter of the RosinRammler distribution Chapter  
 The screw tip angle equivalent to the screw root angle for
selfwiping screws
rad

m
Rheology model parameter w#w
 

w
Rheology model parameter m

J
 

 
Rheology model parameter K
 


Rheology model parameter w#w
 


Rheology model parameter K
 
w#w
 
 Angle Chapter  rad
 Parameter of the RosinRammler distribution Chapter  
 Angle Chapter  rad
" Shear rate s
 

i
Principal component i 
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  Angle coordinate rad
 
 
Angle parameter in side gap width derivation rad
 

Angle parameter in side gap width derivation rad
 Activation volume in starch gelatinisation kinetics model
Chapter 
m

#kgmol

 
Rheology model parameter 


Rheology model parameter K
 


Rheology model parameter w#w



Rheology model parameter K
 
w#w
 


Rheology model parameter K
 
J
 
m

 The thermal conductivity of the feed material Wm
 
K
 
 The screw ank angle Chapter  rad

m
Heat capacity of the metal comprising the screws Wm
 
K
 

s
The stagger angle between successive kneading discs rad

v
Latent heat of vaporisation of water J#kg
 Viscosity Pa s
% Average viscosity at cell face centre Pa s
! Average viscosity at cell corner Pa s

ij
Coecient of observation x
i
in principal component 
j
Chapter 

 Feed material density kg#m


B
Product bulk density kg#m


m
The density of the metal comprising the screws kg#m

 Standard deviation of bubble diameters Chapter  m
 Surface tension Chapter  N#m
 Standard deviation of the acoustic signal Chapter  
  The stress tensor N#m

 Shear stress N#m

r Helix angle as a function of radius r rad

s
The rotational phase dierence between screw pairs rad
 Helical rotation angle rad


lderivative of the helical rotation angle rad#m

B
Barrel overlap angle rad

S
Screw overlap angle rad
Abbreviations
D Onedimensional 
NOTATION 
Symbol Description Units
D Twodimensional 

D Threedimensional 
ANN Articial neural network 
CPU Central processor unit 
CSTR Continuously stirred tank reactor 
FAN Flow analysis network 
GP Genetic programming 
KD Kneading disc 
MIMO Multiple input multiple output 
MPC Model predictive control 
OD Orice disc 
ODE Ordinary dierential equation 
PC Personal computer 
PQA Product quality attribute 
RMS Root mean square 
RPM Revolutions per minute min
 
RTD Residence time distribution 
SWS Selfwiping screw 
TFS Trapezoidal ight screw 
TFSR Reversethreaded trapezoidal ight screw 
Other
 Is approximately equal to 

 Twodimensional convolution operator 
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